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Abstract 
 
 

This thesis investigates the cultural politics of taste in contemporary food media 

of Hong Kong through the lens of foodie stylistics on Instagram. By bearing on the 

semiotic theory and analysis by Roland Barthes, this research seeks to closely examine 

the mythmaking of taste in foodie criticism—the food and restaurant review written by 

foodies on social media platform. The theory will be used to spell out the layered 

meaning of foodie criticism: a linguistic depiction of food, visual stylistic of writing 

about taste, tactics of gaining voice of authority by foodie critics and their intention of 

writing.  Considering  taste as  a  cultural  and social construct,  the present  research 

examines the pivotal role of foodie critics as mythmakers that render and stylize taste 

on Instagram, which mythologizes the intention of writing and complicates how voice 

of authority can be accumulated and how monopolized power of food media corporate 

can be further expanded invisibly. Through semiotic analysis, how taste is represented 

and informed by the mythmaker linguistically, how food trends are set stylistically to 

attract and affect the audience, as well as how attraction accumulates the voice of 

authority and engenders problems of self-branding, commercialization and collusion 

will become apparent. Finally, the findings of this pilot research of Hong Kong foodies 

will contribute to the understanding of cultural politics of contemporary food criticism 

media in the social media era. 
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Chapter One: Shifting Power in Food Criticism Media 
 

1.1   Research Background:Writing About Taste in Food Criticism Media 
 

In  recent  global  foodscape,  the  ‘camera-eats-first’  phenomenon  has 
 

appearedand become popularizedamong teenagers and middle-class 
 

gourmet.However,  it  is  observed  that  there  is an  apparent  increase  in  the 

number of social media users becoming foodies—online food bloggers that 

write about the taste of food, who take pictures of food before eating and 

share them online on social media platforms, in particular Instagram.On one 

hand, these pictures of food are in common highly stylized; on the other hand, 

foodies are not only making an archive of their food journeys or represents 

middle-class  lifestyle,  but  also  attracting  other  media  users’  attention  to 

gainthe voice of authority with accumulated followers and likeswhich would in 

turn become an influencer of taste.Nevertheless, I am interested in the ways by 

which taste is socio-culturally constructed by young media users that sets our 

contemporary food trendsand how style plays a key role in affecting people to 

like and enabling certain foodies to become spokespersons of food brands and 

freelance/professional food journalists. 

1.1.1 Taste, Stylistics and Food Critics 
 

In  traditional  studies  of  taste  and  sociology,  taste  is  defined  by 

sociologist  Pierre  Bourdieu   as  the  logic  of  cultural   goods  which 

‘corresponds a social hierarchy of the consumers’ (Bourdieu 

1984, 1).1His important work has linked taste with the social condition 

and mode of appropriation in the cultural practices of taste pertaining 

 
1Pierre Bourdieu, The Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste, translated by Richard Nice. Cambridge/Massachusetts: Harvard 

University Press, 1984, 1. 
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to  class  and  capital  whereby  he  explains  the  concept  of  capital  in 
 

regulating class and taste historically. According to him (Bourdieu 1986, 
 

123), 
 

‘capital can present itself in three fundamental guises: as economic capital and 

immediately and directly convertible into money and may be institutionalized in the 

form  of  property  rights;  as  cultural  capital,  which  is  convertible,  on  certain 

conditions,  into  economic  capital  and  may  be  institutionalized  in  the  form  of 

educational  qualifications;  and  as  social  capital,  made  up  of  social  obligations 

(‘connections’), which is convertible, in certain conditions, into economic capital 

and may be institutionalized in the form of a tile of nobility.’2 

Essentially, he first argues that economic value is necessary to enable 

the conversion of money into cultural and social capital, for example, 

taste that is cultivated through social exchanges/activities of labors and 

sustainable accumulation of experience.In this logic, taste and ability to 

distinguish taste are cultivated with the backup of money and continue 

immersion of taste-related activities, as the cultural nobilities or food 

critics (people who are perceived to have good taste) do, to distinguish 

them from popular taste with a different economy background. After 

understanding what is good taste per se to their eyes with years of 

experience, oral or linguistic competence as one form of stylistics is also 

crucial to demonstrate one’s good taste in front of other people. In 

particular, linguistic competence of depicting taste stylistics is a key to 

convince  others  to  trust  their  taste  and  distinguish  their  taste  in 

addition to distinguishing their social status.As I would return to this 

 
 

2Pierre Bourdieu, ‘The Form of Capital,’ in Handbook of Theory and Research for the Sociology of Education, edited by John 
Richardson,pp241-58. (New York, Greenwood), 1986: 243. 
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point in Chapter Two, taste is often demonstrated through 
 

stylistics—rendering  taste  stylistically  with  appetitive  or  informative 

language is historically crucial to food critics to establish professional 

reputation and voice of authority in Hong Kong.On another side, the 

role  of  stylistics  in  rendering  and  constructing  our  tasteis  also  very 

important in foodie criticism, which has decentralizedthe power of food 

critics. The linguistic-visual shift of taste and practices of writing food 

criticism by foodies has demonstrated the importance of stylistics in 

distinguishing  one’s  taste  and  attracting  more  audiences’  attention. 

Apart from linguistic competency, visual taste is an important element 

to  demonstrate  the  contemporary  social  media  writing  style  of  the 

middle-class which underlays the ability to attract the attention of the 

audience. In many cases, attracting attention isoften considered more 

importantthan whetherthe food itself is delicious. 

1.1.2 Taste, Social Capital and Food Critics 
 

On  the  other  hand,  taste  is  demonstrated  through  social  capital 

(personal network) with stylistics. In the historical development of Hong 

Kong  food  critics,  the  opportunity  to  write  on  media press  is  often 

limited to people who have the interpersonal network to be featured or 

responsible to write on newspapers, which I would discuss in detail in 

section 1.6.1.In fact,entering the professional circle requires not only 

one’s cultural capital or taste, but also individual’s social status in the 

social hierarchy. This raises the question if it is a democratized realm of 

writing  about  taste—the  taste  of  elitist  classis  often  circulated  and 

visualized in the food media circuit, while that ofthe ordinary citizens 

and  the  working  class  are  marginalized  and  under  featured.  There 
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embodies the power of the elitist class who sets our food trends in 

accord with their opinion. While taste is often a personal matter, the 

ultimate  ruling  power  of  deciding  which  restaurant  or  dish  is  good 

reflects the undemocratized side of media corporates in shaping our 

food trends with one-side perspective. 

Undoubtedly, the rise of social media seems to bring positive light to 

multiply  the  voice  in  institutional-dominated  food  criticism  industry. 

Since social media platforms e.g.Instagram have enabled every media 

user  to  upload  and  share  their  texts  and  photos,  foodies  as  citizen 

journalists who lack social capital (e.g. journalistic background) are able 

to make use of this channel to reach out to a wider audience with their 

foodie criticism. Without or with little culinary or linguistic competency, 

the accumulation of followers and likes on Instagram enables foodies to 

gain the voice of authority as an influencer of food. While there are 

studies suggesting that the rise of social media has democratized the 

traditional media power, this research argues that democratization is 

restricted at the level of public engagement, but the voice of authority 

and power remains centralized in certain groups of people who possess 

the social and economic capitals—the food critics and media corporates 

that dominate the channel of disseminating food criticism. 

As a matter of fact, the institutional power remains monopolizing the 

food media industry in Hong Kong during the trendsetting/mythmaking 

process of taste. In theory, this research will address the missing link 

between   stylistics   and   power,   by   examining   the   mechanism   of 

trendsetting  of  food  and  manifestation  of  voice  of  authority  in  the 

stylistic practices of foodie critics to see howtaste is constructed and 
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articulated with cultural politics of branding, self-branding as well as 
 

media monopolization. 
 

To start with, I will first present my research question, literature 

review and methodologies to address the focal point of this research 

and theoretical gaps of the present literature, and then introduce food 

critics and foodie critics akin to issues of power to give an overview of 

the background of the research. 
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1.2   Research Question: 
 

How do foodie critics create changes to cultural politics of authority and 
 

power in food criticism media with Instagram? 
 

1.2.1 Thesis Statement: 
 

With  Instagram,  foodies  have  created  new  form  of  stylistics  and 

authority  that  complicate  the  cultural  politics  and  power  in  food 

criticism media. 

1.2.2   Sub-divided Questions 
 

(i) What is food criticism and who are critics? How do they affect our 
 

taste and food trends historically? 
 

(ii) What are foodies and foodie critics? How do they democratize our 
 

food trends in social media era with stylistics? 
 

(iii) What are the tactics of foodies in gaining the voice of authority, and 
 

the problems and possibilities that would be created in turn? 
 

(iv) What is the impact brought by foodies on the institutionalization 
 

and monopolization of food criticism and media industry? 
 
 
 

1.3 Literature Review 
 

This literature review seeks to discuss the present literature of foodies 

relating  to  the  research  questionwith  focus  on  democratization  of  food 

criticism industry, voice of authority in foodie criticism and re-monopolization 

of  food  criticism  media. By  doing  so,  the  present  theoretical  gaps  and 

framework for conducting this proposed research will become apparent. 
 

1.3.1 Democratization of food criticism industry 
 

At  present,  many  foodie  scholars  focus  mostly  on  the  content 
 

analysis  of  foodie  criticism  from  professionalism  and  amateurism 
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perspectives with emphasis on the nature of writing of foodie criticism 

in fulfilling the journalistic responsibility and writing passionately and 

autonomously  from  voice  of  the  public.Moreover,  the  process  and 

strategies of foodie critics in gaining authority in specific local situation 

and technological advancement are underexamined. 

From  professionalism  perspective,  cultural  critique  is  the  primary 

concern from both cultural and media scholars, concerning the lack of 

professionalism—  knowledge,  language  and  ethics—in  foodies’  food 

criticism. In the discussions about the professionality of foodies, for 

example, food media scholar Joseph Fattorini points out that foodies in 

United States are ‘displaying a high degree of ‘‘pseudo-professional’’ 

knowledge as well—knowledge not gained from practical experience of 

careering work, but gained by reading, among other things, the varieties 

of journalism discussed earlier’3   (Fattorini 1994, 26), and media scholar 

Signe Rousseau traces the popularization of blogs in 1999, emergences 

of Facebook in 2004 and Twitter in 2009 and reviews the impact of 

social media on food culture and foodies including issues of plagiarism, 

narcissism,  untrustworthiness,  media  capitalism  and  visual-oriented 

phenomenon  in  the  United  States  (Rousseau  2012b,  17-85).4   These 

scholarly studies are in line with the present discussion of the definition 

of food critics in resembling the ethical responsibility of food journalists 

that all journalists should be critically evaluated of the 

professionality/authority by these elements: the ethical responsibility or 

‘tenets of perceived credibility,5of conventional journalism (Kirsten A. 

 
3   Joseph Fattorini, ‘Food Journalism: A Medium of Conflict,’ British Food Journal 96.10 (1994): 26. 
4. Rousseau, Food and Social Media: You Are What You Tweet, US: AltaMiraPress, 2012b, 17-85. 
5According to these scholars, credibility embraces the following characteristics, namely, ‘contact information (names, numbers, 
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Johnston and Tamara L. Gills6; Alyssa Appelman and S. Shyman Sundar7, 
 

and   Bernd   Blobaum 8 2014,   184),   encompassing   ‘believability, 9 
 

accuracy,10   trustworthiness,11   bias,12   and  completeness13’.  According 

to  these  scholars’ discussions  on  journalism,  they  argue  that  citizen 

journalists on social media should also share and fulfill these journalistic 

qualities to establish ‘trust’ with the potential readers. It might be true 

that  food  critics  should  establish  trust  with  the  audience,  but  this 

overlooks  the  target  readership  on  social  media  which  might  have 

different expectations or perception of foodie critics/citizen 

journalists.As   media   scholar   Colorado   Denveater   argues   that   the 

subjective writing style of foodies on judging taste is ‘often personal and 

conversational’ that ‘speaking truth to power’ (Denveater 2009: 45-6). 

However, he also observes the problem of foodie criticism in relation to 

 
emails); identity of the blogger; corporate branding elements; previous contact with a member of the organization; 
credentials of the organization and the members communicating on its behalf; fresh information in the blog post content 
(responding in a timely way to current events); and a list or archive reference documents i.e.; news releases, and SEC 
documents, etc.’ Kirsten A. Johnston and Tamara L. Gills, Ethical Practice of Social Media, edited by Marcia W. DiStaso and 
Denise Sevick Bortree. New York: Routledge, 2014. 184. 

6Ibid, 183-5. 
7Accordingly, they suggest traditional media professionalism—accurate, authenticity and believable are three reliable and valid 

theories to define credibility on social media. These three factors well summarize the ‘10 indicators captur[ing] important 
aspects of message credibility (complete, concise, consistent, well-presented, objective, representative, no spin, expert, will 
have impact, professional)’. Alyssa Appelman and S. Shyam Sundar,‘Measuring Message Credibility: Construction and 
Validation of an Exclusive Scale,’ Journalism & Mass Communication Quarterly 93.1 (2015): 74. 

8   Bernd Blobaum. ‘Trust and Journalism in Digital Environment,’ Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism at the University 
of Oxford, last updated: (March 2014), accessed 30 July 2017, 
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/Trust%20and%20Journalism%20in%20a%20Digital%20Environme 
nt_0.pdf, 40. 

9They find that believability shares similar characteristics with the credibility markers including ‘the reputation of the person(s) 
communicating on behalf of the organization; the use of corporate branding elements; and content that responds to both 
positive and negative information regarding to the organization’s performance’. Johnston and Gills, Ethical Practice of Social 
Media, 184. 

10According to them, accuracy involves some degree of interpersonal transaction to source information, which is similar to the 
trustworthiness markers, which include ‘knowing the reputation of the person communicating on behalf of the organization; 
posts that are authored (no anonymous posts by staff); responsiveness to both positive and negative information regarding 
the success of the organization; factually consistent information; corrections to information when new information becomes 
available that trumps older information; links to other credible sources that contribute or triangulate the accuracy of the 
corporation’s information; and links to corporate artifacts including videos and photographs. Ibid, 184. 

11Their studies find that the source must ‘be forthright when dealing with controversy and criticism; having more proactive 
posts than reactive posts; provide supporting documents and links to other credible sources on a topic (even if those sources 
are from competing sources); have an authentic appearance and tone; be consistent with the organization’s brand and 
reputation; be responsive to news reporters and their deadlines; and allow reporters to connect with a person and not a 
drop-box email address or blank form’. Ibid, emphasis added. Ibid.,184. 

12‘Tone of the post and the post’s content’ would reflect if there is bias. This can be further seen if ‘a corporation is willing to 
show both positive and negative information about the organization’. Johnston and Gills, Ethical Practice of Social Media, 185. 

13Completeness is defined as the fact that the corporate social media ‘includes links to credible source materials and consistent 
and frequent new posts that keep information fresh’. Ibid, 184. 
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technological features (Denveater 2009: 45-6): 
 

‘there’s  a  flip  side  to  the  freedom  of  citizen  journalism  (in  dreams  begin 
 

responsibilities). Refreshing  as  the  offhand,  warts-and-all  approach  can  be 
 

compared to the more explicitly orientation of traditional media, the temptation in 

the absence of editors and fact checkers to equate one’s stream of consciousness 

with honesty—and to assume in turn that what’s honest is fair—is as strong as it is 

treacherous.’14 

The above quotation explains that the appearance of 
 

democratization  is  treacherous/dangerous,  because  the  absence  of 

editors and fact checkers cannot be equated/equivalent to the honesty 

of writing. In other words, the lack of censorship might review certain 

degree of freedom, however, the elitist foodies might choose to write in 

the way we want, even commercially. Thus, foodie criticism does not 

secure entire honesty of writing and democratization. For instance, 

when foodies share commercial information, they are free to remove it 

after a while that make themselves care less about writing fake reviews. 

The above studies have placed more emphasis on the contemporary 

development of food criticism media from the perspective of citizen 

journalism. 

On the other hand, in an opposite view, other studies argue foodies 

as amateur journalists have decentralized the monopolized power of 

food criticism media for the individuality (non-institutional regulated) 

and  passion  of  eating  as  well  as  writing  about  taste. Accordingly, 

foodie scholar Isabelle De Solier15   argues that (De Solier 2013, 5): 
 
 

14   Colorado Denveater, ‘The Virtual Roundtable: Food Blogging as Citizen Journalism’, World Literature Today 83.1 (2009): 45-6. 
15   De Solier borrows Robert Stebbins’ framework of serious leisure—the pursuit of an activity that reflects some degree of 

professionality or working roles (as hobbyists do not)—to examine foodies. For her, foodies fulfill the definition 
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‘[w]hile they not reproduce professional practices as directly as other forms of 

amateurs, such as those in sport or theater, the foodie's pursuit of food as an 

amateur activity is characterized by the centrality of professional experts to their 

leisure and their emulation of the professional approach to this form of material 

culture in their self-making.’16 

In this remark, she reflects how the serious pursuits of eating and 

sharing, as well as the goal to become a professional food journalist 

have motivated them to learn more about food and self-transform to be 

a knowledgeable citizen journalist. Standing on moral standpoint,17   De 

Solier demonstrates in detail this self-transformation of foodies through 

appropriate  food  consumption  and  cooking  habits,  and  how  these 

material practices help establish self-identity in the post-industrial world. 

In a similar vein, there are a few studies in examining social media and 

food bloggers that help discern the engaging and independent nature of 

amateur  foodies. Without  institutional  background,  media  scholars 

Kerstin McGaughey (McGaughey 2010)18   and Jennifer Lofgren (Lofgren 

2015)19   review how hyper-textual features (commenting and sharing) 

can help construct virtual food communities through blogging practices 

 
ofcontemporary of an amateur in pursuing ‘as leisure an activity that other perform as work’, since ‘they are defined by their 
love of a specific genre of material culture—food—as well their professional approach to food practices during their leisure 
time.’ Robert Stebbins, Amateurs, Professionals, and Serious Leisure. Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 
1992, 11; Isabelle de Solier. Food and the Self: Consumption, Production and Material Culture. UK & US: Bloomsbury, 2013, 5. 

16   Solier. Food and the Self, 168. 
17   For her, a morality approach designates 'the general values of good and bad, or right and wrong behavior’ in abstract 

philosophy and the lives of ordinary people. Ibid, 5. She argues that, ‘[l]ike professionals, foodies are driven by the pursuit 
of food knowledge, and they acquire most if from such professionals via food media. They are not just interested in learning 
about their own cuisine, but about all cuisines. Foodies possess what I call a productive leisure ethics [...] which refers to 
the higher moral value placed on producing and learning about material culture over simply consuming it in self-formation, 
in the context of postindustrial consumer culture and middle-class anxieties over materialism, combined with the decline of 
material production in work’. Solier. Food and the Self, 168. 

18   Kerstin McGaughey explores the research method in analyzing food blogging community in Germany by comparing the 
semiotic features of two food blogs about cooking. She reviews how food blogging reflects a self-identity of the bloggers and 
facilitates interaction with other bloggers. Kerstin McGaughey, ‘Food in Binary: Identity and Interaction in Two German 
Food Blogs,’ Cultural Analysis 9 (2010): 69-98. 

19Jennifer Lofgren demonstrates that food blogging can be regarded as a community through an ethnographic research, which 
demonstrates the freedom of bloggers in sharing ideas of cooking with other media users with similar interests. Jennifer 
Mary Lofgren, ‘Changing tastes in food media: A study of recipe sharing traditions in the food blogging community,’ Master 
Research thesis, Queensland University of Technology, accessed 9 November 2015, last modified: 2 September2015. 
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and recipe sharing in their researches respectively. Based on this logic, 
 

through  long-term  sharing  practices,  food  bloggers  or  foodies  can 

interact with other media users to share food information out of the 

mainstream food media circuit. 

From either professional or amateur perspective, the above studies 

have unfolded the cultural politics surrounding the democratization of 

food criticism media and foodies. However, these studies have not 

provided a detailed content analysis of foodies’ sharingapart from food 

choice, and overlooked the process of gaining authority or what De 

Solier  calls  the  professionalization  process  of  foodies. As  such,  the 

important  role  and  process  of  foodies  in  shaping  food  trends  is 

underexamined. 

Purporting to the foodie analysis of ethical responsibility 
 

(professionality) as well as independency and engagement (amateurity), 

the present research seeks to examine the overlooked twilight zone of 

the  process  of  writing  and  sharing  foodie  criticism. Therefore,  this 

research proposes to examine the foodie stylistics pertaining to social 

media—the food styling and engagement competences on Instagram 

help demonstrate the need to critically examine the linkage between 

the  popularity  and  authority  gained  by  foodies  and  foodie  critics, 

pertaining to the wider picture of technological advancement and social 

situation at local context. Instead of simply arguing foodies in posting 

a thread of food criticism media or decentralization of power in food 

critics,  the  present  research  seeks  to  understand  the  relationship 

between  our  culture  and  foodie  criticism/foodie  critics  not  through 

professional-amateur perspective (implying right/wrong), but 
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public-private  (writing  with  the  voice  as  institutional  and  personal 

writer)  and  stylistics  lensto  examine  how  social  media  competency, 

passion of food and autonomy of writing from the private dimension 

have  interacted  with  the  public  domain  (journalist  writing  practice, 

frequent   connection   with   wide   media   audience   and   institutional 

intervention). This research argues that foodie critics can always make 

good use of stylistics to construct taste culturally and gain the voice of 

authority as food critics do. Without illuminating how taste is rendered 

stylistically with visual focus, it would be difficult to discern why foodie 

critics  are  able  to  gain  the  voice  of  authority  through  the  new 

channel—visual, which distinguishes them from traditional food critics 

and  reflects  the  modern  perception  habit  of  taste  on  social  media 

platform.And this helps explain how they have gained trust from the 

public and institution as mediator of both foodies (private side) and 

institution (public side) with stylistics. However,how the 
 

accumulation of social capital with visual stylistics has enlightened them 

to  make  use  of  their  foodie  identity  to  write  commercially  is  not 

examined in detail. 

At  present,  there  are  many  studies  which  dwell  on  social  media 

design, editing and photography akin to the visual senses and culture, 

which help expand the terrain upon which foodies have shaped our 

food  culture  through  our  sense  of  sight  or  integrating  flavour  and 

fragrance into sight which would, in turn, engender the 

‘camera-eats-first’ phenomenon. From design and editing perspective, 

media   designers   Cath   Caldwell   and   Yolanda   Zappaterraprovide   a 

comprehensive account of how design affects the perception of readers 
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and popularity of printed media, with concrete analysis of authoritative 

press,  like  The  Guardian,  The  New  York  Times  Magazine,  Time  Out 

London and Eat (Japanese Magazine). Essentially, stylistics is crucial 

toattract the audiences’ attention and affect their taste. According to 
 

them (Caldwell and Zappaterra 2014), stylistics is on one hand difficult 

to  define  and  designers  might  suggest  stylistics  come  from  their 

intuition to develop their own ways of stylizing pictures. On the other 

hand, they argue that stylistics can be identified in the apprehension, 

appreciation and training of repeated styles, which is like the present 

framework of professional stylistics system akin to Barthes’ 

mythological model. To be specific, theyobserve that pictures, fonts, 
 

colour,   frame   and   combination   of   different   elements   to   create 

distinctive  style  and  tone  by  the  designer  are  crucial  aspects  in 

developing  one’s  stylistics  and  brand  image. For  example,in  one 

cherry pie cover serial, they analyze how The New York Times Styles 

Magazine stylistically uses sharp colour contrast—golden pie (connoting 

positive and vibrant affection of orange to draw attention), dark purple 

cherry  marmalade  (connoting  maturity  and  luxury,  as  well  as  subtly 

creating   colour   contrasting   colour)   and   plain   white   background 

(connoting  simple  and  direct)—sand  have  created  a  hip  and  stylish 

recipe  edition  (Caldwell  and  Zappaterra  2014,  5),20   that  elicit  our 

emotional responses: interest, likeness, desire to try the food, which 

paves  the  path  which  foodie  criticism  imitates  and  further  puts 

emphasis on the visual stylistic dimension. 

 

 
20   Cath Caldwell and Yolanda Zappaterra, Editorial Design. UK: Lawrence King Publishing, 2014, 71.  
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On structuring emotional responses and attention, moreover, social 

media scholar Wissinger reminds that ‘[i]n the all-images-all-the-time 

brave new world of the internet and social media that characterize the 

age of blink, image-makers’ efforts to get noticed absolutely had to hit 

the mark, but the mark was an ever more elusive’  (Wissinger 2014, 

12).21   In  her  study  of  model  representation  on  social  media,  she 

observes how these visual-prioritized platforms have motivated the use 

of  images,  photography  and  image-editing  devices  to  ‘create  and 

circulate images of their bodies, everyday lives, and cultural practices’ 

to self-brand and accumulate glamour in order to become an influencer 

(Wissinger 2007, 250-69)22. As photographer and food stylists, Akira 

Sato  and  Katsura  Kosaka  sharply  point  out,  to  render  the  unique 

charisma of the dish, it is necessary to think carefully about how to 

stylize food on the table and what angles and light to shoot the picture 

of food (Sato and Kosaka, 2017).23   This pinpoints the need to study 

photo retouching and stylistics with our mobile social media on foodie 

criticism. In   this   line,   the   present   studies   further   analyze   the 

relationship   with   images   and   sight   sensation   akin   to   retouching 

techniques—pre-framing, framing and editing with colour. Taking into 

account  foodscape  is  multiplied  from  authentic  and  trendy  poles 

towards sight attractive from linguistic, this research fills the gap of how 

visual-oriented  stylistics  plays  a  key  role  in  retouching  and  affective 

 
 

21   Elizabeth Wissinger. ‘#NoFilter: Models, Glamour Labor, and the Age of the Blink.’ In J. Davis & Nathan Jurgenson (eds.) 
Theorizing the Web 2014 [Special Edition]. Interface 1.1 (2015): 1-20. (12). 

22   Elizabeth Wissinger. ‘Modelling a Way of Life: Immaterial and Affective Labour in the Fashion Modelling Industry.’ Ephemera: 
Theory & Politics in Organization 7.1 (2007): 250-69. The quotation is also discussed by Instagram scholars Nicholas Carah and 
Michelle Shaul (2016). For details, please see: Nicholas Carah and Michelle Shaul. ‘Brands and Instagram: Point, tap, swipe, 
glance.’ Mobile Media & Communication 4.1 (2016): 69-84. 

23   Akira Sato and Katsura Kosaka. Oishiikawaii Ryouri Shashin No Torikata. Japan: Ikaros Publication CO., LTD., 2017. 
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(Naomi Kuno 2014; Jim Krause 2015; Jude Stewart 2015), since hue, 

saturation (chroma, richness, purity) and value (brightness and darkness) 

are joints to draw our instant perception at first sight and crucial to how 

modern photographers and painters (foodies as well) in turning images 

into   attractive   logos 24 and   emotional   triggers   that   affects   our 

perception of the object, as in the case of food.25 
 

1.3.2   Voice of Authority of Foodie Critics 
 

Apart from the theoretical gaps in discussing the editing and sharing process on 

foodie  stylistics,  how  stylistics  in  writing  foodie  criticism  creates  impact  on  the 

society akin to power is underexamined. At present, politics of class akin to food 

choice and class identity concerning the authentic, exotic and organic food trends 

have been widely discussed by the leading foodie scholars. But the present study 

concerns the lack of study in how stylistics help achieving trendsetting, branding and 
 

self-branding, as well  as  articulating power  during  the foodie  democratization  in 
 

present literature. The present study primarily inherits to the recent foodie work of 
 

Josee  Johnston  and  Shyon  Bauhamn,  who  follow  sociologist  Pierre  Bourdieu’s 
 

account  on  taste  and  selective  democracy.  In  the  seminal  work  of  Bourdieu,  he 
 

argues   taste   is   a   class-determined   activity   that   is   cultivated   through   social 
 

exchanges/activities of labors and sustainable accumulation of experience,26   and this 
 

argument is extended by Johnston and Bauhamn in their most recent foodie study 
 

24   Jim Krause, Color for Designers: Ninety-five Things You Need to Know when Choosing and Using Colors for Layouts and 
Illustrations. UK: Pearson Education, Inc., 2015, 22-3; 128-9. 

25   Naomi Kuno and FORMS Inc. Tasteful Color Combinations (Nihonno Dentousyoku Wo Tanoshimu). Japan: Toho Publishing, Co., 
Ltd., 2014’; Jude Stewart, ROY G. BIV. An Exceedingly Surprisingly Book About Color. US: Bloomsbury, 2013. 
26   In his seminar book The Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste, he remarks that: ‘[t]aste, a class culture turned into nature, 

that is, embodied, helps to shape the class body. It is an incorporated principle of classification which governs all forms of 
incorporation, choosing and modifying everything that the body ingests and digests and assimilates, physiologically and 
psychologically. It follows that the body is the most indisputable materialization of class taste, which it manifests in several 
ways. Pierre Bourdieu, The Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste, translated by Richard Nice. Cambridge/Massachusetts: 
Harvard University Press, 1984, 190. He further argues, ‘the dominant definition of culture [is …] selected and reinterpreted 
in terms of the fundamental principles of the class habitus and integrated into the unitary world view it engenders, and not 
the counter-culture they call for.’ And ‘the specific logic of cultural domination means that the fullest recognition of cultural 
legitimacy can and often does coexist with the most radical challenging of political legitimacy, Furthermore, the awakening 
of political consciousness is bound up with a while process of rehabilitating and rebuilding self-esteem, which, because it 
involves a reaffirmation of cultural dignity that is experienced.; Bourdieu, Distinction, 395. 
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who argue that foodies democratize our food trends and consumer culture in the 

sense of praising both ‘high’ and ‘low’ variety of cuisine as a kind of omnivorous 

culture  in  the  United  States  through  collective  interaction  and  multiplying  of 

traditional  power  of  food  critics  (Johnston  and  Shyon  Bauhamn  2015:  173-4)27 

despite their middle-class status and selective democracy—‘the probability of having 

a  particular  opinion’  in  accord  with  certain  conditions  like  educational  capital, 

economic capital and social capital (Bourdieu, 399). For them, who and what is being 

shared are democratized thanks to the emergence of class-dominated foodies, from 

food  critics  to  foodies;  and  from  high  variety  of  cuisine  to  both  high  and  low. 

However,  their  studies  do  not  consider  the  process  of  accumulate  power  with 

stylistics (the combination of visual and language signs) in detail and aftermath of 

this democratizing process akin to elitism of foodie critics—the social media elitist in 

food media circle and new media monopoly. By the same token, media scholar Laura 

Portwood-Stacer shares similar classist observation in foodies’ writings and ethical 

consumption  habits  of  purchasing  and  eating  organic  products  (Portwood-Stacer 

2013).28Importantly, food choice is embodied in their ideas to evaluate how class 

status is embodied in foodies based on their consumption habits. One step further to 

their ideas of omnivorousness and analyzing food choice, the present research seeks 

to critically analyze not only the food choice of authenticity, exotic, organic or the 

latest food trends, but to identify how sight and image retouching play a key a role in 

foodie criticism. In line with Carah’s and Shaul’s study of how Instagram ‘captures 

 
 
 
 

27   'Not only do foodies attempt to distance themselves from snobbery, but the discourse continually reaffirms an interest in 
non-elite foods. In our reading of foodie sources like magazines and websites, we are continually surprised by how a 
fascination with wealth and privilege coexists along with interest in the authentic and exotic foods of the poor--both the 
American poor and the global poor. Foodies may enjoy elite foods like caviar, truffles, and champagne, but they also 
passionately seek out roadside huts and 'hole-in-the-wall' ethnic restaurants. While class inequality is in the fore of the 
gourmet foodscape, it is typically not discussed explicitly. (Johnston and Bauhamn 2015: 173-4) 

28   Laura Portwood-Stacer, ‘Foodie Culture: An Elitist Culture Gaining Popularity Among Young Generation in America,’ accessed 
15 November 2015. https://repsub13.wordpress.com/projects/joy/. 
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and calibrates attention’ in consumer’s everyday lives and  branding29   (Carah and 

Shaul 2016, 69), this research elaborates on this idea in relation to sight-related food 

choice to see how branding and fashion of food is shaped by foodies, as well as how 

foodies are being shaped by the social situation whereby ‘[t]he affective economics 

of fashion heated up in the digitized age of blink’30   that creates what social theorist 

Nigel Thrift describes as the structure of attention or image space whereby ‘images 

are a key element of space because we often register through them the spaces 

around us and imagine how they might turn up in the future’ and ‘we live in a world 

in which pictures of things like news events can be as or more important than the 

things themselves, or can be a large part of how a thing is constituted as in the case 

of a brand or a media celebrity’ (Thrift 2009, 90)0.31   He argues that ‘particular kinds 

of image very often create spaces in their likeness’32   and this issue of attention is 

highly relevant to the present study to understand how sight-oriented food choice 

has demonstrated alternative consumption habits and change in lifestyle,and also 

our relationship with the taste of food; that is to say, taking beautiful images is 

arguably more important than the actual taste of food for it becomes a structure of 

attention  which  signifies  good  taste  in  foodie  culture. Taking  into  account  the 

autonomy of foodies in editing photos, it would be best to elaborate on this structure 

of attention with Barthes’ terminology ‘punctum’ to describe the effect we arrest the 

gaze of photograph,33   and ‘whether or not it is triggered, it is an addition: it is what I 

add to the photograph and what is nonetheless already there’ (Barthes 2000).34   As 

such,  how  image retouch  by foodies  creates  structure of  attention  akin  to taste 

 
29   Carah and Shaul. ‘Brands and Instagram’, 69. 
30   Elizabeth Wissinger. ‘#NoFilter: Models, Glamour Labor, and the Age of the Blink.’ In J. Davis & Nathan Jurgenson (eds.) 

Theorizing the Web 2014 [Special Edition]. Interface 1.1 (2015): 9. 
31   Nigel Thrift. ‘Space: The Fundamental Stuff of Human Geography.’ In Key Methods in Geography, edited by N. J. Clifford, S.L. 

Holloway, S.P. Rice, and G. Valentine. (London: SAGE Publications, 2009): 90. 
32   Ibid., 91. 
33Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida. London: Vintage Books, 2000, 51. 
34Ibid, 55. 
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(concerning the relationship of image retouch and food) will become more apparent 
 

in this research. 
 

On the other hand, in the discussion of branding and self-branding, 

social  media  scholars  Portwood-Stacer  (Portwood-Stacer,  2013)  and 

Signe  Rousseau  (Rousseau  2012a,  36)  have  critically  remarked  how 

glamour and digital narcissism are identified in foodie criticism in the 

context of social media attention whereby foodies understand the idea 

of attention as a way to gain publicity and pleasure as an influencer in 

shaping food trends.35   Posing cultural critique of taste and class, there 

is, however, a lack of in-depth case analysis of foodie critics’ background 

of  what  motivates  them  to  become  foodie  critics  and  potentially 

involved  in  the  self-branding  and  institutional  intervened  branding 

practices.  Recalling  and  extending  Josee’s  and  Johnston’s  idea  of 

democratization of foodscape by foodies, the idea of branding might 

also reflect some foodies themselves as sub-cultural groups: grassroots 

vs middle-class; amateur vs professional journalist, who are encouraged 

to  multiply  foodscape  and  food  criticism  industry. As  such,  this 

research helps re-articulate the development of food culture and food 

criticism   industry   pertaining   to   foodie   critics   to   view   another 

democratized dimension of taste by understanding how they multiply 

the inclusive food choices. 

 
 
 
 

35Laura Portwood-Stacer raises concern of foodie elitism in ‘becoming a lifestyle that seems to give people who are in that 
group a badge of honor or bragging rights’ that in turn create ‘conspicuous consumption’ that celebrates certain dining 
experience the authentic and money-taking ones. Portwood-Stacer, ‘Foodie Culture,’ 
https://repsub13.wordpress.com/projects/joy/; On the other hand, Rousseau argues that ‘there is also a strong likelihood 
that much of the publication of ‘self’ through food—on food blogs, Twitter feeds and the like—is more in serve of what 
Andrew Keen calls digital narcissism. Signe Rousseau, Food and Social Media: You are what you tweet. UK: AltaMira Press. 
2012a, 36; Andrew Keen, The Cult of the Amateur: How Today’s Internet is Killing Out Culture and Assaulting Our Economy. 
London: Nicholas Brealey Publishing, 2007, 55. 
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1.3.3 Monopolization of Food Criticism on Social Media 
 

At present, there is a lack of scholarly discussion on foodies and food 

criticism industry in Hong Kong except the rare contribution of cultural 

studies by researcher Daisy Chan, who examines whether 

user-generated media platforms could be the site of labour exploitation 

on OpenRice,.36In this piece of study, Chan asserts that user-generated 

food   platforms   facilitate   collaborative   participation   rather   than 

exploitation by analysing the content of the page and representations in 

a  few food  reviews  (Chan  2014,  1-12). After analyzing the  content 

design and a few food criticism samples therein, she is easily convinced 

with  democratized  nature  of  OpenRice  in  facilitating  collaborative 

participation of writing, without touching on issues of self-branding and 

collusive practices of foodies in writing fake and commercial reviews. 

As such, how food platforms (including social media) and new media 

companies  are  co-opted  to  monopolize  food  criticism  media  with 

foodies  and  restaurants  in  Hong  Kong  are  not  fully  examined. As 

Rousseau highlights ‘[m]ore worrying still is the gap that continues to 

exist  between  the  success  of  food  media  as  an  industry  and  the 

statistics that call into question the formational and education value of 

that   industry,   even   as   it   takes   on   greater   social   and   political 

responsibilities’,  37 the call to investigate the implication of 

contemporary food media representations in relation to media elitism is 
 

evidently important to the new power structure in the field. Therefore, 
 

this  research  argues  that  foodies  and  foodie  critique  both  play  a 
 

36Daisy Chan, ‘Who is being exploited under the emerging culture of restaurant review? - A case study on OpenRice,’ Sample 
Paper 2012-2013 (2012):1-12, accessed 10 November, 2014, 
http://www.crs.cuhk.edu.hk/en/programme_detail.php?id=279&parent_id=8. 

37   Rousseau, Food Media: Ceebrity Chefs and The Politics of Everyday Interference. UK: Bloomsbury, 2012, xxiv. 
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decisive resistant and collusive role in the 
 

professionalizing/re-institutionalization of food media industry by food 

critics, foodie critics, media press, new media companies and media 

corporates. In turn, this helps supplement the untouched areas of the 

present foodie  elitist models of  foodies  (Portwood-Stacer 201338) or 

other democratized perspectives that solely acknowledge the positive 

impact of foodies (Josee Johnston and Shyon Bauhamn2015)39. 

1.3.4   Conclusion 
 

While many scholarly discussions have focused mainly on critiquing 

the negative impact of foodie critics for their lack of professionalism, 

there is an increase in the literature in examining foodie critics akin to 

its   ethical   consumption   habits   and   transformation   into   ethical 

consumers. However, there  is a  lack of  scholarly discussionson  the 

stylistics process of gaining authority by foodies and foodie critics akin 

to the change in visual consumption habits, as well as the collusive and 

resistance  of  foodies  to  democratize  the  monopolization  of  food 

criticism and media industry. 

 
 

1.4 Research Methodology 
 

This proposed research adopts different methodologies of conducting the 
 

research in response to each of the research sub-questions, as follows: 
 

1.4.1 Chapters Two, Three and Four: Food and Foodie Stylistics 
 

I will first outline in ChaptersTwo and Three the social situation in 

Hong  Kong  and  examine  the  technological  features  of  Instagram  to 

 
 

38   Portwood-Stacer, ‘Foodie Culture,’ https://repsub13.wordpress.com/projects/joy/ 
39Josée Johnston and Shyon Bauhamn, Foodies: Democratic and Distinction in the Gourmet Foodscape. New York: 

Routledge,2015. 
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express how the age of blink is embodied in foodie criticism that largely 
 

contributes to the ‘camera-eats-first’ phenomenon. For the analysis of 
 

foodie  criticism,  I  will  conduct  a  semiotic  analysis  to  unravel  the 

stylistics system of foodies and explain how foodie critics shape food 

trends and accumulate authority. Regarding the sample size of foodie 

critics, 4 most representative foodies and most representative posts will 

be chosen for analyzing four kinds of foodie stylistics respectively, as 

observed  in  my  ethnographic  research  they  best  demonstrate  the 

application  of the four kinds of foodie stylistics in  accumulating  the 

voice  of  authority. All  these  foodie  critics  are  initially  identified 

through  personal  contacts  on  my  foodie  account  on  Instagram  or 

recommendations from personal contacts during my foodie 

ethnographywith questions in the Appendix to get to know more about 

their foodie background and personal information that are relevant to 

the  presentresearch.  I  will  evaluate  their  superlative  modalities, 

exaggerative languages, subjective comments, punchline, emoji, tags, if 

any, to see how they differ from traditional food critics.Besides, I will 

study their food styling (i.e. photographic—cameras and filtering, and 

background setting skills—using props and table-cloth) and 

engagement—likes, comments, tags and hash-tags, in addition to the 

use of selfies, video and emojis—to demonstrate how foodie stylistics 

practices and the affective features and potential function are employed. 

Regarding the above, the content pages of the 4 selected 

foodies—foodiejacie,   sadnessml,   sharonyip   and   jessicaws   will   be 

analyzed for they have been adopting the same stylistics approach and 

achieve popularity with such approach. 
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On the other hand, in Chapter Two, the stylistics features embodied 

in linguistic signs of the four critics—Feng Yuyeung, Chua Lam, Sun Daily 

and Eat and Travel Weekly will also be analyzed. These stylistics features 

will   be   compared   with   the   foodie   stylistics   to   demonstrate   the 

linguistic-visual shift in stylistics and the process of accumulating the 

voice of authority/media capital and power which remain embodied in 

foodie criticism. 

1.4.2 Chapter Five: Politics of the Authority of Foodie Critics 
 

First, by giving two short case studies of established food critic Wang 

Tingzhi, Tatler and Chua Lam, I will demonstrate how they have been 

shaping our food trends and achieved self-branding purposes with their 

background and media power aside from stylistics. Second, I will discuss 

to what extent foodie critics might have democratized the food media 

industry pertaining to their voice of authority. To this end, l will pick 

sophronia218 (part-time food PR) who is a 24-year-old foodie critic and 

has been in the foodie field for over three years and accumulated an 

elitist foodie position as the subject of analysis. Being a foodie for ten 

years myself, I have ethnographically engaged with the community and 

being one of the very few who does not show my own picture on my 

profile  and  maintain  autonomous.  I  will  employ  a  combination  of 

ethnography  (how  she  takes  pictures  of  food  and  share  in  reality), 

storytelling (retelling the ethnography findings) and qualitative analysis 

(stories and posts: self-portraits and food) to explain how she gains the 

voice  of  authority  with  professional  and  institutional  foodie  critic 

identities. By examining her tactics of friendships/intimacy, celebrities 

and events, giveaway and featuring account, thisanalysis will 
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demonstrate how foodie critics play around with one’s private-public 
 

status to gain the voice of authority and achieve self-branding purpose. 
 

1.4.3 Chapter Six: Re-Monopolization of Food Criticism Media 
 

In this chapter, I will present the overview of the historical problem 

of media monopolization and illusion of choices before the social media 

era.Through identifying the problem of media institutionin 

monopolizing how taste is defined, this chapter will discuss whether 

foodie criticism re-circulates the institutional power by media corporate 

and  social  media.  Lastly,   I  will  conclude  the  whole  research  by 

re-articulating foodies with the local food media context of Hong Kong 

to  present  a  holistic picture  of  the  up-to-date  development  of  food 

criticism in Hong Kong. 

 
 

1.5   Research Design 
 

1.5.1 Work Schedule 
  

Chapters Outline 
 

Date of Completion 
 

Chapter One: Shifting Power in Food Criticism Media 
 

30 June 2017 
 

Chapter Two: Food Critics and Food Stylistics 
 

30 September 2017 
 

Chapter Three: Food Media Ecology in Social Media Era 
 

30 April 2018 
 

Chapter Four: Foodie Critics and Foodie Stylistics 
 

30 June 2018 
 

Chapter Five: Politics of Foodie Professionalism 
 

30 June 2018 
 

Chapter Six: Re-Monopolization of Food Criticism Media 
 

30 July 2018 
 

1.5.2 Delimitation of Research 
 

(i)  This research delimits to examine only one form of social media, 

namely  Instagram,considering  the  scope  and  its  representative 

significance in demonstrating the stylistic and interactive practices of 

foodie critics. 

(ii)  Concerning  the  scope,  this  research  seeks  to  employ  qualitative 
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sampling  to  pick  the  most  representative  foodies  to  address  the 
 

research question. 
 

1.5.3 Significance of Research 
 

(i)  This research contributes a pilot study of comparing first generation 

food critics and foodie critics in Hong Kong to discern the changes in 

contemporary food media ecology. 

(ii)  This research contributes a pilot ethnographic study of foodie critics 

in  Hong  Kong,  with  investigation  of  their  relation  with  marketing 

companies, media institutions and restaurants. 

(iii)  This research contributes new insights on the notion of foodies by 

further   distinguishing   foodies   and   foodie   critics,   which   helps 

understand   the   role   of   foodie   critics   in   decentralizing   and 

recentralizing power. 

 
 

1.6 Research Background 
 

Before proceeding to analyze the stylistics of food criticism and foodie 

criticism in the ensuing chapters, it is necessary to introduce the background 

and  cultural politics articulated  with food  and foodie  critics in the  ensuing 

paragraphs. 

1.6.1 Defining Food Criticism and Food Critics 
 

Food criticism can be understood and defined as the analysis and 

judgment applied to food served in mediated setting such as restaurants 

or shops for commercials or journalistic work. As differing from the 

function of a restaurant review that seeks to evaluate the overall quality 

to brand a restaurant, food criticism is a broader term which not only 

covers  the  review  of  a  restaurant,  but  also  serves  as  a  review  of  a 
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particular dish, drink or food being served in restaurants or shops in 

terms of itstaste and cultural values of the dishes (e.g. how the dish is 

invented or what local ingredient is used) rather than the restaurant. 

Essentially,  how  taste  of  food  is  interpreted,  evaluated  and  judged 

define   the   primary   communicative/informative   function   of   food 

criticism. 

What should not be overlooked is who is able to perform the role of 

the judgement of taste at local context.In the first historical emergence 

of food critics in Hong Kong, most established local food critics40:Wei 

Ling(唯靈), Liu  Zhixin  (劉致新),Chua Lam(蔡瀾), Chen Fei (陳非) and 

Wang Tingzhi (王亭之) , who do not have any hands-on experiences in 

the  culinary  industry  before,  with  the  exception  of  a  few  who  are 

professional chefs or food practitioners [such as Chen Yan (陳炎), Yu Ke 

(漁客) (local fisherman in Lau Fau Shan & seafood expert), Guolairen 

(過來人) (Shanghainese writer/journalist)]. Yet they are able to begin 

their food criticism career as journalists on printed media because they 

are  either  senior editors or  journalists of  the media  press, who  are 

invited by their journalistic peer or recommended by friends to write 

food  criticism  firstly  on  a  part-time  basis.41   The  close  articulation 

 
40 In this research, the Chinese names are translated in pinyin for easy consistent understanding of their names to the non-

Chinese readers, except the case of Christine Wong, Chua Lam and Kong Hinzyu using the Cantonese translation to 
differentiate from that of Wang Yalik’s, Sophronia Cai’s, and Cai Zijiang’s and Chiang Nga-Man’sspelling. Also, foodie Sharon 
Yip’s last name ‘Yip’ is also retained in her Cantonese spelling, since this is also her Instagram account name that can be 
abbreviated for easy communication to non-Chinese readers. 

41   ‘<一代食家雜憶錄>，<<蘋果日報>>，上載日期: (2014 年 11 月 28 日)，登入日期: (2017 年 8 月 5 日), 

hk.apple.nextmedia.com/supplement/food/art/20141128/18949817 (‘Yidaishijia zatanlu,’ Apple Daily, uploaded on 
November 28 2014, last accessed” August 5 2017, hk.apple.nextmedia.com/supplement/food/art/20141128/18949817.); 
'[第七回專訪蔡瀾]金庸蔡瀾相知相惜，雙方眼中理想旅伴'，<<明報新聞網>>，最後更新日期: (2016 年 9 月 6 日)，最

後登入日期: (2017 年 8 月 20 日)，

https://news.mingpao.com/pns/dailynews/web_tc/article/20160906/s00005/1473099817527。(’[Diqihui zhuangfang Cailan] 

Jinyongcailan xiangzhixiangxi, shuangfangyanzhong lixiangluban,’ Mingbaonews, last updated September 6 2016, last 
accessed August 20 2017, https://news.mingpao.com/pns/dailynews/web_tc/article/20160906/s00005/1473099817527.) 

<「萬幾銀伙食」的文章>，<<王亭之談食>>，出版於: (1987 年 2 月)，登入日期: (2017 年 8 月 21 日)，

http://www.kankanwoo.com/?p=3049. (‘Wanjiyinhuoshi de wenzhang,’ Wangtingzhitanshi, published on Chua Lam February 
1987, accessed August 21 2017, http://www.kankanwoo.com/?p=3049) 
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between food critics and media institution helps illuminate the role of 

making judgment and evaluation is limited to journalists in the history 

of food criticism in Hong Kong. Thus, historically speaking, a food critic 

(食家/食評家) is first defined as the professional journalist who writes 

food  criticism   in  analyzing  and  judging  food  and  restaurants   on 

traditional  printed  media  of  Hong  Kong,  encompassing  newspapers, 

magazines  and  literature42   that  help  shape  the  contemporary  food 

trend. And the institutional side also defines the second notion of food 

critic as an institutionwhereby food criticism is published under the big 

name of a media press. This suggests that food criticism is mediated not 

only by a person/journalist, but by an institution (e.g. media press) in 

that very often, the public tends to remember/identify the brand name 

of institution and overlook the journalist (food critic) who writes the 

piece  of  food  criticism. This  situation  mainly  applies  to  restaurant 

guides  and  food  magazines  published  onthe  1980s  and  1990s,  and 

notably,first restaurant guide and restaurant ranking system published 

by  Hong  Kong  Tatler  in  198443Eat  and  Travel  Weekly  in  1995,  and 

Michelin  Guide  Hong  Kong  in  2009. Because  of  the  emergence  of 

these institutions, writing food criticism is more often associated with 

evaluating  the  restaurant,  rather  than  food,  to  achieve  branding 

function. Furthermore, food critics assumingthe role of institution as 

mentioned above reflects the overarching media power in manipulating 

food criticism and food critics since they do not need to worry about 

 
42<一代食家雜憶錄>，<<蘋果日報>>，上載日期: (2014 年 11 月 28 日)，登入日期: (2017 年 8 月 5 日), 

hk.apple.nextmedia.com/supplement/food/art/20141128/18949817. (‘Yidaishijia zatanlu,’ Apple Daily, uploaded on 
November 282014, last accessed August 5 2017, hk.apple.nextmedia.com/supplement/food/art/20141128/18949817.) 

43   It is a portable annual restaurant guide featuring mainly high-class restaurants, cafes and bars in town since 1984. ‘Cover,’ 
Hong Kong Tatler Best Restaurants: Hong Kong & Macau Edition. Hong Kong: Paramount Printing Company Limited, 2017. 
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the economic condition or location of publishing their food criticism. 
 

At a macro-level, the institutional role of food critics might let the 

audience suspect their autonomy/degree of institutional intervention in 

writing about food. However, at a micro-level, the idea of 

trustworthiness also depends on how the food critics can convince the 

audience to trust/listen to them with affect. This can be as simple as 

feeling hungry or tempted to try the restaurant/food, as famous food 

critic  Chua  Lam  suggests  how  food/taste  is  described  in  the  food 

criticism as ‘must raise the appetite of the audience’44   or ‘let them feel 

tempted to try, whereby it would be fruitful to write at late night when 

you are very hungry’ (Chua 2017)45. As a matter of fact, what matters 

to the eyes of the target audience is at surface someone professional 

(culinary and literary competency, at journalistic level) and mainstream 

(big  brand  name,  at  institutional  level),  but  it  is  more  prudent  to 

understand the logic of sensual affection: where does the 

authority/endorsement of trustworthiness of food critics in their writing 

come from. Critically, the tactful stylistic process of rendering taste is 

pivotal to convince and affect the potential reader to read, to listen and 

to trust the food critics in the longrun, which I argue, as the professional 

stylistics mechanism (Chapter Two). 

1.6.2 Defining Foodie Critics 
 

Speaking of power or voice of authority, the linguistic-visual shift in 

writing foodie criticism brought by the emergence of social media and 

 
44   Source text: ‘一定要引起讀者的食慾’. <食評家是怎麼一個職業？>，<<蘋果日報>>，上載日期: (2017 年 4 月 29 日)，登

入日期: (2017 年 8 月 5 日)，hk.apple.nextmedia.com/etw/周刊 Food-Lovers/article/822/3_15207429/食評家是怎麼一個

職業-蔡瀾。(‘Shipingjia shi zenyang yige zhiye?’, Apple Daily, uploaded on April 19 2017, last accessed August 5 2017, 

hk.apple.nextmedia.com/etw/周刊 Food-Lovers/article/822/3_15207429/食評家是怎麼一個職業-蔡瀾.) 
45   Source text: ‘垂涎’ (tempting). Ibid. 
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foodies should be acknowledged since visual stylistics are the key to 
 

their accumulation of power. 
 

Besides,   this   research   urges   the   need   to   push   forward   the 

understanding   of  foodies   by  further  distinguishing  the  difference 

between foodie(s) and foodie critic(s). First, foodies as culinary and 

journalistic  amateurs—somebody  who  do  not  have  any  professional 

background  culinary  and  journalistic  field—  but  have  an  extreme 

interest in eating46   and hunting for good food (Barr and Levy 1984, 6),47 

which motivates them to write and share food criticism on a frequent 

basis. Elaborating  on  their  idea  of  interest  in  eating,  the  drive 

motivating foodies to eat reflects their autonomy in doing what they 

love and write about with seemingly less institutional intervention that 

censors their freedom of writing. In this respect, I suggest the need to 

further develop private-public binary considering passion-institutional 

polarity  to  distinguish  foodie  (passion-oriented/private)  and  foodie 

critics  (towards  institution-oriented/public).  This  links  to  the  second 

definition of foodie critics as social media elitists and community who 

may or may not carry the first definition of foodies.As I shall discuss in 

this research, there is a twilight zone regarding their nature and purpose 

of writingthat makes food  critics similar and dissimilar  to traditional 

food critics. That is to say, foodie critics might enjoy and love about 

food that motivate them to go for private writing, yet the increasing 
 
 

 
46One of the most often cited quotations/ definitions of foodies can be traced back to The Foodie Official Handbook written by 

Ann Barr and Paul Levy, who are professional food journalists and they mention that ‘[a] foodie is a person who is very very 
very interested in food. Foodies are the ones talking about food in gathering—salivating over restaurants, recipes, radicchio’. 
Ann Barr and Paul Levy. Official foodie handbook. London and New York: Ebury, 1984, 6. 

47As foodie researchers Josée Johnston and Shyon Bauhamn highlight foodie as "somebody with a strong interest in learning 
about and eating good food". Josée Johnston and Shyon Bauhamn, Foodies: Democratic and Distinction in the Gourmet 
Foodscape. (New York: Routledge, 2015), 61. 
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media  capital  from  the  public  hasenabled  them  to  gain  power  and 

authority that results in commercial writing/advertising, self-branding 

and  different  forms  of  institutional  interventions. In  short,  some 

foodie  critics  are  distancing  from  the  amateur-passion  pole  towards 

authority-institutional pole that resembles the traditional form of media 

power  in  shaping  and  branding  taste.And  more  importantly,  both 

stylistics  and  interplay  of  foodie  identity  are  crucial  to  demonstrate 

(non-institutional intervened) autonomyand institution-endorsed power 

to convince the audience  to trust their foodie criticism.As such, the 

blurring   definition   of   food   critics   suggests   the   complexity   of 

understanding the contemporary food media ecology and the role of 

foodie critics in shaping food trends. 
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1.6.3 How Do Foodie Critics Set Food Trends 
 

To  understand  how  our  contemporary  food  trend  is  shaped,  this 

research examines the technological and stylistics dimensions of how 

foodie critics can gain authority on social media that has enabled them 

to multiply their power. 

First, this research argues that the emergence of Instagram is central 

to their increasing power (Chapter Three). This is because social media 

platform  has  been  heavily  facilitated,  motivated  and  increased  their 

food styling competence—taking beautiful pictures with smartphones 

and cameras, and photo-editing with filters and adjustment functions 

available  on  Instagram  and  engaging  competence—likes,  comments, 

tags and hashtags, the use of selfies, video and emojis to facilitate more 

interactions,  in  addition  to  using  props  and  table-cloth  to  set  the 

background. Significantly, all the above is made possible in the social 

media era with Instagram that promotes collective sharing of food and 
 
taste. 
 

Second, this research also argues foodie stylistics (Chapter Four) is 

crucial to distinguish the sense of professionalism between foodie critics 

and food critics. While foodie critics are often criticized for their lack of 

literary  and  culinary  competences  (which  are  considered  as  two 

important elements of professional food criticism by Wei Ling)48   (Wei 

2011), it is observed that the ability and tactics of food retouching has 

made some foodie critics standout in the food media with beautiful 

 
48   Well-established food critic Wei Ling (唯靈) puts forward three most important elements: culinary competence (the 

extensive knowledge to compare and judge), literary competence (the ability to describe) and fairness (being objective and 
honest to try the food or restaurant for several times and judge without interference by one’s professional status and 
sponsored meals. <唯靈 ×  王貽興食家對談錄>，<<東方日報>>，上載日期: (2011 年 8 月 20 日)，登入日期: (2017 年 8 
月 5 日), orientaldaily.on.cc/cnt/lifestyle/20110820/00296_001.html. (Weiling x Wang Yixing shijiaduitanlu,’ The Oriental Daily, 
last updated: August 20 2011, last accessed August 5 2017, orientaldaily.on.cc/cnt/lifestyle/20110820/00296_001.htm.) 
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pictures of food. Stylizing food with one’s personal touch, with the focus 

of  image  instead  of  language,  will  be  critically  analyzed  for  it  also 

explains how food is rendered and food trend is established in the social 

media era. For example, without knowing the name of the foodie critic 

before, a glance of photos has already been able to tell the taste and 

attractiveness of a dish or restaurant. 

1.6.4  Problem  of  the  Voice  of  Authority  on  Social  Media:  Branding  and 
 

Self-branding 
 

Acknowledging the impact of the professional stylistics of foodies in 

shaping food trends and multiplying the food trends with more voices, 

Chapter Five examines new problems brought about by this new voice 

of authority. 

In my preliminary ethnographic observation, it is identified that some 
 

foodie critics purchase ‘likes’ and ‘followers’ with Instagram 
 

advertisement function and follower account to reach out to a wider 

audience and boost up the number of followers respectively, with a 

view to becoming an influencer to gain sponsored meals and media 

glamour. This raises my suspicion to investigate the cultural politics of 

foodie  critics  in  line  with  their  purpose  of  writing:  branding  and 

self-branding. Besides, the kind of professional-amateur (public-private) 

stylistics  they  adopt  to  achieve  these  purposes  will  be  discussed  to 

understand how both foodie critics or social media journalists might 

have re-circulated power although social media is often understood as a 

relatively democratic writing sphere than conventional 
 

institutional-dominated ones. 
 

1.6.5 Foodie as Another Site of Media Monopolization 
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After  the  cultural  politics  of  foodie  critics  are  addressed,  their 

articulation with media corporate and institution will be examined in 

Chapter   Six.   Given   that   both   traditional   media   institutions   like 

U Magazine  and  Weekly  Weekend  also  utilize  Instagram  to  circulate 

their food criticism, and media corporate (e.g. Facebook) to intervene in 

the  democratized  writing  space  (social  media),the  extent  and  role 

played  by  foodie  critics  in  decentralizing  the  power  of  food  media 

industry will be discussed and concluded in this research. 

Considering the above, this research will identify how food critics are 

able to dominate the food media with linguistic-oriented stylistics, and 

then proceed to demonstrate how foodie critics have shifted the power 

and problem of professional stylistics articulated in food criticism media 

in  the  social  media  era  from  2012  to  2017,  in  parallel  with  the 

emergence of Instagram in 2012. 
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Chapter Two: Food Critics and Professional Stylistics 
 

2.1   Defining  Professional  Stylistics  of  Food  Critics  with  Semiotic 
 

Theory 
 

As  argued  in  Chapter  One,  stylistics  is  the  key  to  draw  the  audience’s 

attention,  underlying  the  function  to  constructtaste  and  set  food  trends. 

Moreover, the ability to attract and grasp the audience’s attention relies on the 

linguistic  competence  of  food  critics.  By  unraveling  professional  stylistics 

employed by food critics, it will help to provide clues for later discussion on 

how stylistics becomes the means to accumulate power through taste. 

In short, the professional stylistics mechanism of food critics is pivotal to 

affect the audience to like and try the corresponding dishes, by combining 

different  signs  to  construct  different  sensation  experience  of  food.  This  is 

beyond  the  surface  layer  or  conventional  function  of  food  criticism—food 

critics and food criticism should fulfill the journalistic responsibility to review 

the taste of food. To be specific, the first layer and function of writing food 

criticism is to recount the sensual experience of food (taste) and introduce the 

cultural history of food. This, for instance, can be identified in the early stage of 

food criticism in 1980s when food critics often wrote informatively to render 

the sensual experience of food: appearance, fragrance and flavor on MingPao, 

which I would return to in section 2.22. Essentially, taste of food is the central 

subject  to  be  rendered  in  this  kind  of  food  criticism,  and  the  linguistic 

ability/language competency of food critics is required as such. 

However,  beyond  this  linguistic  layer,  there  is  the  layer  of  style  that 

achieves another function of food criticism in attracting the audience. On top 

of  conveying  taste,  style  can  be  constructed  by  assembling  different  signs 
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(e.g. exotic, authentic, local, personal elements) to design the narrative of the 

writing. This, for example, can be identified in the food stylistics employed by 

the leading food critics in the 1980s and 1990s respectively. In contrast to the 

informative-linguistic style that focuses mainly on the authentic introduction of 

culinary history,thedescription of taste by Feng Yuyang (section 2.22) is the 

expressive-storytelling style i.e. writing about food with narrative and one’s 

personal experience. Most notably, Chua Lam is one of the most renowned 

food critics thathas won the heart of the public for the inclusive of food choice 

and interesting storytelling/personal stylistics. At the early stage of his food 

criticism career, Chua wrote on MingPao with the penname ‘Cao Cao Bu Gong’ 

(草草不工)49   since the early 1980s (later than the first batch of food critics) 

and with his own name on Oriental Daily about Japanese food culture. His 

writing  style  on  MingPao  could  be  regarded  as  a  kind  of  narrative  and 

structuralized stories with his own personality and fine usage of words , and 

the latter as traveling stories, as remarked by Louis Cha, Ni Kuang (倪 匡) and 

agreed by Chua himself in a newspaper interview. What is in common, as 

Chua himself mentions, ‘there is nothing true and untrue in the writings, what 

matters is worth reading or not’, and for him, a piece of serious and interesting 

food criticism that makes people hunger is more important to him. This sheds 

light on the nature of personal stylistics in expressive and subjective position of 

writing, which focuses on narrative and personal experience rather than the 

taste of food. 

As  can  be  seen  from  the  above,  how  food  is  rendered  and  being 
 
 

49Using‘Cao Cao Bu Gong’(草草木工) as his penname on Mingbao,Chua explained the origin of this name was inspired by his 

learning experience of Chinese calligraphy and seal cutting with Feng Kang (馮康), whereby his teacher crafted a stamp for 

him with these our letters, symbolizing not tidiness and humbleness. To some extent, his penname also embodies an 
amateur perspective to write about food not by claiming himself as a professional, but as a food lover. For sure, this applies 
to the writing using his own name whereby he tends to write about his personal stories/favourite dining experiences for 
sharing with the potential audience. 
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interpreted  by  the  audience  varies  with  different  stylistic  approaches  as 
 

employed by different food critics. Considering the foregoing, this research 
 

proposes to use the terminology ‘professional stylistics’ to further spell out the 

affective   logic   behind   the   linguistic/textual   elements   in   food   criticism. 

As semiologist  Roland  Barthes  reminds  how  writer  can  play  around  with 

language to construct relationship between creation and society to achieve 

function (Barthes 1953, 10), 

‘[s]tyle is almost beyond [language]: imagery, delivery, vocabulary spring from the body 

and the past of the writer and gradually become the very reflexes of his art. Thus, the 

name of style a self-sufficient language is evolved which has its roots only in the depth of 

the author’s personal and secret mythology’.50 

This remark suggests professional stylistics as the artistic and narrative creation 

inspired by experience (history) and capital of the food critics can be seen in 

the way how an authentic approach seeks to fulfill the informative journalistic 

function of food criticism with language; and how a personal approach seeks to 

express   personal   sentiment   with   one’s   tone   (vocabulary,   delivery)   and 

experience. To put it critically, style in food criticism is an act that is beyond 

language that creates taste in relation to the socio-cultural context to achieve a 

function.  In  another  piece  of  work  pertaining  to  fashion  (Barthes  2009),51 

Barthes  investigates  the  stylistics  link  between  fashion  magazine  and  how 

meaning is understood in the society via the notions: signifieds and signifiers. 

 
50Roland Barthes. Writing Degree Zero. Translated by Annette Lavers and Colin Smith. (US: Beacon Press Books, 1953): 10. 
51According to Barthes, ‘[i]n myth, we find again the tri-dimensional pattern which I just described: the signifier, the signified 

and the sign. But myth is a peculiar system, in that it is constructed from a semiological chain which existed before it: it is a 
second-order semiological system. That which is a sign (namely the associative total of a concept and an image) in the first 
system, becomes a mere signifier in the second. We must here recall that the materials of mythical speech (the language itself, 
photography, painting, posters, rituals, objects, etc.), however different at the start, are reduced to a pure signifying function 
as soon as they are caught by the myth. Myth sees in them only the same raw material; Their unity is that they all come down 
to the status of a mere language. Whether it deals with alphabetical or pictorial writing, myth wants to see in them only a 
sum of signs, a global sign, the final term of a first semiological chain. And it is precisely this final term which will become the 
first term of the grater system which it builds and of which it is only a part. Everything happens as if myth shifted the forma 
system of the first significations sideways.’ Roland Barthes, Mythology. (UK: Vintage Books, 2009): 137. 
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According to him (Barthes 1990, 26), 
 

‘the  signifiers  are  always  part  of  a  physical  world  which  is  the  clothing  content,  the 

fragment of bodily space occupied by the clothing item, a woman’s suit, a pleat, a clip 

brooch, gilt buttons, etc.); whereas the signifieds (romantic, nonchalant, cocktail party, 

countryside, skiing, feminine youth, etc.) are given to me necessarily via the written word, 

via a literature’.52 

Following the logic of semiologist Ferdinand de Saussure—who develops the 

science of language that links the relationship between object in reality and 

meaning (Saussure 1959)53, Barthes suggests it is necessary not only to study 

the sociological meaning/connection of the physical object (i.e. dress), but to 

examine as well the function by meaning (the intentional signs: signification) 

that explains why the clothing is certainly understood in particular way, like 

woman black suit signifies elegant and mysterious. In Barthes’ example, he 

uses patterned blouses (signifier) to illustrate that the signifier ‘is perfectly 

unconnected the object aimed at (the skirt)’, but resembles certain degree of 

romance contained in the ensemble of the outfit, design and person which is 

not precisely indicated in it as such.54 In this example, what he suggests here 

is the duality of language: the semantic meaning in writing and supplementary 

form   of   meanings   it   points   to   according   to   the   intended   function 

(myth/signification). Properties  of  the  object  (sign)  entangling  the  phrase 

‘patterned  blouses’ (signifier), for example, beautiful model,  pink-and-white 

polka dot, rose button, environment showcasing the window display of clothing 

are combined to perpetuate the myth of this clothing: romantic, fashion, etc. 

 
52Roland Barthes.The Fashion System, translated by Matthew Ward and Richard Howard. US & UK: University of California Press, 

1990, 26. 
53For Saussure, human language is the study of arbitrary system of signs—the langue (social institution) and parole (individual 

act) pertaining to historical and sociological values. Ferdinand de Saussure, Cours de linguistique generale, translated by 
Wade Baskin, edited by Charles Bally, Albert Sechehaye and Albert Riedlinger. London: Peter Owen, 1959. 

54   Barthes, The Fashion System, 41. 
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(signification), as designed with such intent. Having said that, this intent is 
 

not stable for the fluidity of signs will create new signification when different 

signifieds are newly joined together. If the patterned blouses are changed 

into  dark  grey  colour,  the  sense  of  fashion  might  retain,  but  the  romantic 

feeling might vanish. On one hand, the semiotic relation among (1) signifier, 

(2)  properties  connected  to  the  signifier,  (3)  signifieds  of  the  signifier  and 

connected properties and  (4) signification becomes apparent;  on the other 

hand, attention should be paid to how different properties are deposited by 

the myth maker to create an effect on the potential audience. The intention 

of assembling those properties to the object has determined the signification 

and function of the sign, as in Barthes’ analysis of fashion magazine that its 

signification is shifted from utilitarian function of the coat and tended towards 

the affection of fashion creation. And accordingly (Barthes 1990, 38), 

‘[f]or fashion-magazine rhetoric is actively engaged in hiding the semantic nature 

of  the  links  that  it  proposes.  Sometimes  the  rhetoric  presents  the  signifieds 

(fashionability,   slinkiness,   springtime)   as   qualities   inherent   to   the   forms 

it proposes, suggesting that there is a kind of physical causality between fashion 

and the colour blue, between the accessory and spring. Elsewhere, the rhetoric 

reduces the signified to a simple utilitarian function (a coat for the journey). 

Whether causality or finality, the phrasing used in a fashion magazine always has 

a subtle tendency to transform the linguistic status of the clothing item into one 

of naturalness or usefulness, to invest an effect or a function in the signs, in not 

cases,  it  is  all  about  changing  an  arbitrary  link  into  a  natural  property  or  a 

technical affinity, in short providing fashion creations with the guarantee of being 
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eternal or empirically necessary.’55 

 
Nevertheless, the idea of intention in fashion magazine might not be equivalent 

to  the  function  of  the  linguistic/visual  text.  Every  description  of  clothing 

(linguistic sign) might point to one of the rhetorical or utilitarian signified, but 

the tendency of constructing the sign relies on the role/tendency of the writer 

and reader to construct and decode the sign (fashion).What is special about the 

idea of stylistics here is that, stylistics blur the rhetorical-utilitarian relations of 

the sign(clothing) whereby the reader would be affected by the stylistic part 

rather than the utilitarian part of the actual object (sign). As such, in both cases 

of clothing or food, the audience will be affected by the mythmaking of fashion 

or taste through stylistics. Indeed, stylistics is often socio-culturally constructed 

with   identifiable   pattern   no   matter   it   is   through   linguistic   or   visual 

communication of food and foodie criticism respectively. On the other hand, 

intention is underneath the layer of stylistics representing the ultimate purpose 

of circulating this text (e.g. commercialization/attracting the audience to buy) 

by  the  writer/institution.  Beyond  the  layer  of  conversion  of  function  of 

fashion/taste  is  the  signification/myth  which  is  often  undetermined  by  the 

audience due to the layering of stylistics signs (signifieds) and articulated values 

(functions). 

Barthes further relates the idea of myth with food and provides clues on 

how  mythmaking  is  culturally  constructed  and  according  to  him,  human 

‘communication  always implies  a  system  of  signification,  that  is, a  body  of 

discrete signs standing out from a mass of indifferent materials’ and ‘as soon as 

it  deals  with  cultural  objects  such  as  clothing,  food,  and—not  quite  as 

clearly—housing, structure these objects before trying to find out what society 

 
55   Barthes, The Fashion System, 38. 
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does with them’ (Barthes 2008, 31-2).56   In other words, this quotation first 

explains how food is given meaning and significance in human communication 

which always involves different layers and articulation with the myth at cultural 

context. For example, the literal meaning of food criticism might be rendering 

the  taste:  appearance,  fragrance  and  flavor  of  food  (signifieds),  but  the 

intention (signification) of writing is branding food/restaurant or establishing 

food trends, which is like the previous example of patterned blouses.The choice 

making in constructing the signs in different ways with stylistics in different 

situations (branding, self-branding, empowering/colliding) is crucial to foodie 

critics in gaining endorsement from the public and institution, as I shall present 

in my two case studies in the ensuing paragraphs.Second, this pattern often 

appears repetitively in form of stylistics that set trends and is rather noticeable. 

For Barthes, style is the repetitive means to construct affection with pattern of 

writing  (stylistics),  and  the  layer  of  intention/signification  of  the  text  (food 

criticism) can be identified with the following method by 

‘uncover[ing] the signifying unites of a continuous message; the only way here is to look 

for repetitions: it is by seeing a particular zone of the message coming back, identical, to 

itself, that it can be seen to have the same meaning.’ (Barthes 2008, 31-2)57 

To unpack the above idea, it would be necessary to identify a certain number of 

features of that communicative system (food criticism) and to undermine the 

regulated grammar—the mechanism of professional stylistics to illuminate the 

intention of writing the piece of food criticism. In other words, this semiotic 

framework helps discern the process by which food critics continuously write 

 
56   Roland Barthes, ‘Towards a Psychosociology of Contemporary Food Consumption,’ inFood and Culture, eds. Carole 

Counihan and Penny Van Esterik, (New York, Routledge,2008), 31-2. 
57 He further adds that ‘[s]imilar for a fashion clothing: it is by looking in a collection of photographs to see how a certain 

feature goes with the concept of nonchalance that I will finally be able to come to the conclusion that this feature signifies 
nonchalance—or at least be able to see what I am especially interested in at the moment—that is, whether it really is a unit 
of meaning.’ Barthes, The Fashion System, 40. 
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about food and build the bridge between food (sign), taste (signified), function 

(e.g.  informative/expressive),  as  well  as  branding/self-branding  intentions 

(signification/myth). As such, the repetitive tactics and functions of writing 

food criticism in a way/style will clearly spell out how our food trends in Hong 

Kong is shaped in a particular/chosen way and identify the cultural politics as 

such behind the mythmaking of food through stylistics. 

 
 

2.2   Four kinds of Food Stylistics Identified in the Food Criticism of 
 

Hong Kong 
 

In present context, the stylistic assemblage of food and food criticism by 

the food critic (myth maker) in Hong Kong reflects two general strategies to 

write about food. As briefly discussed earlier about the journalistic nature of 

food  critics  (Oriental  Daily  2011), 58 the  professional  stylistic  mechanism 
 

subsumes the ideas of culinary knowledge, literary competency and objectivity 

in forming the writing agenda of food criticism. This forms the basis of the 

present semiotic analysis to identify how these elements are rendered in food 

criticism: achieving responsible and informative function at public level (caring 

about  the  public  readership  and  journalist  role)  as  well  as  subjective  and 

expressive function inclined towards private level (less caring about objective 

responsibility),  which  in  turn,  explains  how  taste  is  culturally  constructed 

through food criticism. 

 
58According to professional food critics Wei Ling, Chua Lam (蔡瀾) and Liu Jianwei (劉健威) as well as literary writer Wang Yixing 

(王貽興), culinary competence (豐富的飲食文化閱歷)—the ability to taste/appreciate and compare, cooking skills and 

holistic cultural knowledge of food, literary competence (文學修養/文字根基)—the ability to describe with accurate 

language, and fairness (持平/公正) to every kind of cuisine/food, restaurants and chefs are three important factors to define 

a professional food expert/critic. <唯靈 ×  王貽興食家對談錄>，<<東方日報>>，上載日期: (2011 年 8 月 20 日)，登入日 
期: (2017 年 8 月 5 日), orientaldaily.on.cc/cnt/lifestyle/20110820/00296_001.html (Weiling x Wang Yixing shijiaduitanlu,’ The 
Oriental Daily, last updated: August 20 2011, last accessed August 5 2017, 
orientaldaily.on.cc/cnt/lifestyle/20110820/00296_001.htm.); <食評人的禱告>，<<讀書好>>，最後登入日期: (2017 年 8 月 
5 日)，www.books4you.com.hk/28/pages/page3.html。( 

‘Shipingren de daogao,’ ‘’Dushuhao,’’ last accessed August 5 2017, www.books4you.com.hk/28/pages/page3.html.) 
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At present, four kinds of dominant professional stylistics, namely authentic, 

personal, fantasy and hip stylistics can be identified in the early development of 

food criticism in Hong Kong. Authentic and personal stylistics first emerged in 

newspapers in the 1970s that put focus on the rendering of taste of food with 

informative and expressive stylistics throughlanguage as the medium. These 

early food criticism and style are identified to be primarily characterized by 

authentic-  and  personal-  inclined  stylistic  practices.  Primarily,  they  were 

employed by established food critics to introduce authentic dining experiences, 

exotic cuisine, famous chef and delicious dish in Hong Kong (1973-1994) on 

newspapers and magazines, aside from other recipe-based food journalism in 

literature, television and newspaper (Liang Shirong 2012, 54)59. On the other 

hand, fantasy and hip stylistics emerged after the linguistic trend akin to the 

rise of magazine food criticism in the 1990s. The increasing coverage of image 

than text characterizes the increasing importance of visual in stylizing food 

criticism and establishing food trends, rather than solely on the introduction of 

authentic food and culinary history. 

Theoretically  speaking,  authentic  and  personal  stylistics  represent  two 
 

streams of stylizing food criticism, namely: public and private. Both focus on 
 

the public readership with  structured  content  comprehensively targeting  at 

gourmets  to  draw  their  attention  to  try  invisibly. Besides,  taking  a  closer 

examination,  the  former  tends  to  focus  on  establishing  close  relationship 

between food and taste of food (object, signifier) that increases the sense of 

authenticity, realness and objectivity (signifieds) whereby journalists stand for 

 
59The introduction of the very first recipe/food magazine in Hong Kong in 1976, namely Yinshi Shijie (《飲食世界》), followed by 

Yinshi Tiandi (《飲食天地》) in 1979. Liang Shirong. ‘Chacenting yu Xianggangren de shenfenrentong (excerpt),’ ‘Pupu 

Xianggang:Yuedu Xianggang puji wenhua 2000-2010 (2),’ edited by Ma Jiewei, Wu Junxiong, Zhang Zhiwei and Zeng Zhongjian, 

pp.50-71. Hong Kong: Hong Kong Educational Publishing Company, 2012, 54. [.梁世榮著。<茶餐廳與香港人的身份認同(節

錄)>，<<普普香港：閱讀香港普及文化 2000~2010(二)>>，馬傑偉、吳俊雄、張志偉及曾仲堅編。(香港:  香港教育圖

書館，2012 年)，頁 54。] 
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writing for the public. On the contrary, the latter tends to focus on the narrative 

of   personal   experience   and   expression   of   taste   (signifieds),   particularly 

deliciousness or likeness of the dish that articulates two objects: food (signifier) 

and food critic (writer) within the same piece of food criticism. As such, the 

signifieds  multiply  to  include  individuality,  narrativity  and  subjectivity  that 

stylize food criticism as private-inclined personal storytelling. Both stylistics 

seek to achieve the function of introducing food (signification/myth) albeit with 

very different approaches. 

In between the two, there are hip and fantasy stylistics that complicate the 

definition of food critics when visual elements are added to plain text (medium, 

language)whereby the trendsetting function becomes apparent, akin to the 

economic prosperity and rise of middle-class eating lifestyle in Hong Kong in 

the 1990s. Capturing the desire to spectacle consumption habits, magazine 

journalism has included more visual text (medium) and lifestyle content (object, 

signifier) that fantasize the everyday life of grassroots pertaining to food and 

achieve trendsetting purpose (signifieds) underlaid in hip and fantasy stylistics. 

On one hand, through structured design and informative content (together as 

myth), hip stylistics tend to inform the public, especially middle-class audience, 

about the latest fashion/trend in foodscape with convincing attractive design 

and pictorial content that underlay the branding function (signification/myth). 

On the other side, fantasy stylistics includes more appellative and subjective 

language, plus pictures, to set new food trends (signification/myth) that seeks 

to raise attention of young and grassroots readership (public). Very often, both 

instances  appear  in  magazine  food  criticism  and  food  criticism  written  by 

institutional food critics. 

The   above   categorization   has   pinpointed   different   writing   method 
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(medium) in constructing different relations between food critic (author) and 
 

audience (reader), in addition to achieving different functions 
 

(signification/myth). And indeed, different employment of the 
 

aboveprofessional   stylistics   helps   characterize   the   position/intention   of 

different   food   critics,   which   naturally   attracts   different   audience   group 

respectively. For example, grassroots audience would enjoy more food critic 

Chua Lam’s personal stylistics for his humor and coverage of recounting his 

dining  experience  in  both  authentic  and  ordinary  restaurants  whereas  the 

bourgeois  gourmet  tends  to  enjoy  Wei  Ling’s  informative  introduction  to 

authentic and exotic restaurants in town. 

2.2.1   An Overview of Relationship between Food Criticism and Professional 
 

Stylistics 
 

How  different  target  readership  is  established  can  be  identified 

through the following overview of how the social situation in Hong Kong 

has given birth to the professional stylistics and become the mainstream 

approach to perceive the journalistic standard of food critic. 

In a newspaper interview about the early food criticism in Hong Kong 

among the leading food critics, food critic Wang Yali (王雅歷) points out 

that food criticism was not so popular in the 1980s and occupied only a 

little space in the supplement section. The reader often came across the 

food section since Louis Cha’s novel or manga were so popular at that 

time and included in the same section (Apple Daily 2014).60   Besides, 

Wang  mentions  that  the  name  of  the  restaurant/chef  was  either 

unmentioned or mentioned for once only to avoid overt 

 
60<一代食家雜憶錄>，<<蘋果日報>>，上載日期: (2014 年 11 月 28 日)，登入日期: (2017 年 8 月 5 日), 

hk.apple.nextmedia.com/supplement/food/art/20141128/18949817. (‘Yidaishijia zatanlu,’ Apple Daily, uploaded on 
November 28 2014, last accessed August 5 2017, hk.apple.nextmedia.com/supplement/food/art/20141128/18949817.) 
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commercialization   of   the   restaurant, 61 or   in   semiotic   terms,   to 
 

construct the myth that blurs the  signification/intention of the text. 

However,  this  practice  was  changed  in  the  second  stage  of  food 

criticism  development—emergence  of  visual-oriented  magazine  food 

criticism  and  parallel  increase  of  visual  texts  on  newspaper  food 

criticism when food criticism began to popularize. 

There are two major reasons accounting for the popularization of 

food criticism in Hong Kong in the early 1980s, as famous food critic 

KongHinzyu  remarks  (Kong  2007,  25)62.  First,  the  popularization  of 

French cuisine and translocation of a group of famous Chinese chefs to 

Hong  Kong  have  given  birth  to  the  openings  of  many  authentic 

restaurants that enables the public (especially the middle-class) to get 

exposed and gained the culinary capital to the appreciation of food. 

Second, food critics have,at the same time, lots of new materials about 

food  to  write  that  buries  the  seed  of  food  criticism  in  trendsetting 

(signification/myth). And to think prudently, the economic prosperity 

during   that   period   played   an   important   role   in   motivating   the 

middle-class public to engage in food consumption and reading food 

criticism for locating information of latest food trends. Since then, food 

and restaurants increasingly became the subject of fashion. 

In consequence, food criticism was extensively  published by both 

food critics and media: (1) turning from non-regular into regular section 

in  the  supplement  section  of  many newspapers;63   (2) emergence  of 

 
61Ibid. 
62Kong Hinzyu. ‘Zhujixiaoguan” Jiazhuan4, volume 4.’ Hong Kong: Wan Li Book Co. Ltd., 2007, 25. (江獻珠著，<<珠璣小館：家

饌 4,  第 4  卷>>。香港:  萬里機構，2007 年，頁 25。) 
63   For example, these newspapers include: SingPao (成報), Huaqiaoribao (華僑日報), Daigongbao (大公報) and 

Xiangganggongshangwanbao (香港工商晚報). <七家食德>，<<成報>>，1989 年 5 月 1 日 – 1989 年 6 月 30 日，收載於 
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many  food  literatures  written  by  contemporary  food  critics 64 ,  for 

instances, Wei Ling(唯靈)65, Jian Erqing (簡而清  )66and Chen Fe i(陳

非 )67   that had made food appear to be a mainstream topic in 

newspapers   ; (3)   first   publication   of   monthly  recipe/food 

magazine  namely  Yinshi  Shijie  (飲食世界 )  in  Hong  Kong  in  1976, 

followed  by  Yinshi  Tiandi  (飲食天地  )  in  1979;  (4)  increase in 

the  usage  of  visual  photos  in  newspaper  food  criticism  and  later 

emerged magazine food criticism in the 1990s. Since then, Hong Kong 

food media has been developed in a mature way that raisesthe bar of 

food criticism and food critics. In addition, the standard is, to a large 

extent, defined by the four prominent professional stylistics that affect 

the audience to try/like the food or restaurants introduced in their food 

criticisms. 

Among these early food criticisms  in 1980s -1990s, 
 

prominent examples of th e most popular and influential food 

criticisms   that    resemble   the    authoritative   posit ion    to 

trendsetting   of   food   include:   the   establishments   of   yearly 

 
香港中央圖書館(‘Qijiashide,’ Singpao, published between May 1 – June 30 1989, archived in the Multimedia Archive at 

Hong Kong Central Library.); <<大公報>>，1938 年 8 月 11 日 - 1991 年 12 月 31 日，收載於香港中央圖書館 (Dagongbao, 

published between August 111938 – December 31 1991, archived in Hong Kong Central Library).; <食經>，<<華僑日報>>，

1976 年 10 月 1 日- 1985 年 10 月 1 日，收載於香港中央圖書館(‘Shijing,’ Huaqiaoribao, October 1 1976 – October 1 1985, 

archived in the Multimedia Archive at Hong Kong Central Library.); <<香港工商晚報>，1930 年 11 月 6 日 – 1984 年 11 月 
30 日，收載於香港中央圖書館多媒體藏書庫。(Xiangganggongshangwanbao, published between November 6 1930 – 
November 30 1984, archived in the Multimedia Archive at Hong Kong Central Library.) 

64T h es e  th ree  fo o d  crit ics  w e r e  th ree  of  th e  s ev en  fo o d  cri  t ics  writ ing  o n  th e  m o s t  p o p u la r  fo o d  
criticism o n  Singpao  ,  n amely  ‘Qij iashide’  (  七  家  食  德  ). T h ey  publ ish  lots of fo o d  l iteratures  in  this 

period dwelling the cultural values and history of Chinese work.  「七家」 ‧ 「六記」‧ >，<<蘋果日報>>，最後 
更新日期: (2014 年 11 月 9 日)，最後登入日期: (2017 年 7 月 13 日)， 
http://hk.apple.nextmedia.com/supplement/columnist/16633854/art/20141109/18928306. 

65   Wei Ling, ‘Shiyinshishi.’ Hong Kong: Luye, 1983. (唯靈著，<<式飲式食>>。香港:綠葉，1983 年); -------, ‘Xianggang mingchu 

zhenchuanshipu.’ Hong Kong: Xianggangzhoukan youxiangongsi, 1985. (唯靈著，<<香港名廚真傳食譜>>。香港:香港周刊>>，

1985 年。) 
66Jian Erqing, ‘Junyongji.’ Hong Kong: Yinshitiandichubanshe, 1985. (簡而清著，<<雋永集.>>。香港 :  飲食天地出版社 :  萬里 

書店, 1985。) 
67Chen Fei, ‘Chenfeishijing.’ Hong Kong: Mingchuang, 1977.),  陳非著，<<陳非食經>>。香港:明窗，1977 年; Chen Fei, 

‘Chenfeishijingerji.’ Hong Kong: Mingchuang, 1978.(陳非著，<<陳非食經二集>>。香港:明窗，1978 年); 
------,’tianxiameiweitan.’ Hong Kong: Wenguang, 1978. (陳非著，<<天下美味談>>。香港:文光，1989 年); -----, ‘Shigu.’ Hong 

Kong: Mingchuang, 1990. (陳非著，<<食古>>。香港:明窗，1990 年。) 
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restaurant  review  system  by  Hong  Kong  Tatler  since  198468   (Tatler 

2017)  and  lifestyle  magazine  Elle  Magazine  Hong  Kong  which  is 

established in 1988 (Elle Magazine 2007)69, as well as popularization of 

food columns: Shizai Xianggang (<<食在香港>>) from 17 April 1983 to 

13 January 1985 in Huaqiaoribao (華僑日報) weekly, Xiu Guan’s (秀

官)food section Jiangyinjiangshi (<講飲講食>) since 4 October 1983,70 

on Dagongbao (大公報) weekly and daily sectionqijiashide (「七家食

德」) by seven contemporary established food critics71   since the early 

1980s (Kong 2007, 25).72 

Targeting at the middle-class and upper-class audience, the content 

written  by  the  abovefood  critics  is  rich  and  in  precise  language  to 

describe the cooking method and cultural history of the 

dish/ingredients in order to account for the taste, which has altogether 

founded  the  standard  of  writing  food  criticism  authentically—using 

cultural and culinary knowkedge to backup the depiction of taste that 

creates a sense of objectivity and trustworthiness. 

2.2.2 Authentic Stylistics in Early Stage of Food Criticism Development 
 
 
 

68   It is a portable annual restaurant guide featuring mainly high-class restaurants, cafes and bars in town since 1984. Edipress 
Media Hong Kong, ‘Cover,’ Hong Kong Tatler Best Restaurants: Hong Kong & Macau Edition. Hong Kong: Paramount Printing 
Company Limited, 2017. 

69   Elle Magazine, June 1997, available in the Central Library Reserve. In the late 2000s, Elle Magazine also includes ‘gourmet’ in 
their lifestyle section. Elle Magazine, June 2017, available in the Central Library Reserve. 

70<<大公報>>，1938 年 8 月 11 日 - 1991 年 12 月 31 日，收載於香港中央圖書館。 
71The seven food critics include: Feng Yuyang (封于陽) (former editor-in-chief of Singpao & journalist), Chen Fei (陳非) (former 

deputy editor-in-chief of Mingpao & journalist), Wei Ling (唯靈) (economy and food journalist), Jian Erqing (簡而清) 

(journalist and horse racing expert), Yu Ke (漁客) (local fisherman in Lau Fau Shan & seafood expert), Guolairen (過來人) 

(Shanghainese food expert) and Liang Duoling (梁多玲) (food magazine editor & literary writer). 
72   Kong, Zhujixiaoguan, 25. (江獻珠著，<<珠璣小館：家饌 4,  第 4  卷>>，頁 25);  唯靈著，<食德是福: 「七家」「六記」‧ >， 

<<蘋果日報>>，最後更新日期: (2014 年 11 月 9 日)，最後登入日期: (2017 年 7 月 13 日)，

http://hk.apple.nextmedia.com/supplement/columnist/16633854/art/20141109/18928306(Wei Ling, ‘Shide shi fu: qijia liuji, 
Apple Daily, last updated: November 9 2014, last accessed: July 13 2017, 
http://hk.apple.nextmedia.com/supplement/columnist/16633854/art/20141109/18928306) ;  唯靈著，<上海湯麵本來面目>， 
<<蘋果日報>>，最後更新日期: (2014 年 10 月 12 日)，最後登入日期: (2017 年 7 月 13 日)，

http://hk.apple.nextmedia.com/supplement/columnist/16633854/art/20141012/18896896; <七家食德>，<<成報>>，1989

年 5 月 1 日 – 1989 年 6 月 30 日，收載於香港中央圖書館。(Shanghaimian benlai mianmu,’ Apple Daily, last updated October 
12 2014, last accessed July 13 2017, 
http://hk.apple.nextmedia.com/supplement/columnist/16633854/art/20141012/18896896.) 
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The primary function of authentic stylistics is to informatively and 

faithfully introduce the cultural history and taste of  a dish, through 

recounting and descriptive language. This reflects the 

journalistic/public-responsible  nature  of  food  criticism  and  linguistic 

signs   are   composed   to   create   a   sense   of   responsibility   and 

trustworthiness. Moreover, the food choice is often quite exclusive. In 

the research conducted by scholar Liang Shirong about the visibility of 

grassroots restaurant in Hong Kong food criticism, he critically points 

out many food critics in the mid 1970s-1990s focus mostly on high-class 

restaurants or authentic cuisine with this kind of approach (Liang 2007, 

56). 73 Very  frequently,  expensive/luxurious  food  is  introduced  that 

celebrates  most  authentic/exotic  dining  sensation  and  fashion.  By 

writing and stylizing food criticism with this line of authentic content, 

the   public  would   be  easily   affected,   particularly   the   upper-class 

gourmet. 

I will illustrate below the authentic stylistics in  the food criticism 

written by established food critic Feng Yuyang about Si Chuan Dam Dam 

noodles  (Singpao  1989). In  his  food  criticism,  Feng  claimed  a  dish 

tastes  good  or  bad  with  simply  one  sentence  or  reported  what 

ingredients   were   used   in   the   dish   and   that   involved   a   much 

 
73As scholar Liang Shirong researches about the visibility of the representation of Cha Chaan Teng, he is critically advertent of 

the hegemony of the cultural history mode of food criticism that celebrates authentic cuisine during the middle 1970s-1990s 
period and overlook the grassroot cuisine.He used the phrase ‘gourmet of national cuisine’ ‘國粹食家’ to describe the above 

food critics and differentiated them with Cai Lan, whereby he puts Cai in the category of subcultural ‘food critics from the 
grassroots’ (民間食評人) that represents the taste not only of the elite, but the public. Accordingly, Liang observed that 
there were only 52 pieces of writing about Cha Chaan teng throughout 787 series of Next Magazine (壹週刊) from 15 March 
1990 (the year of establishment of the magazine) to 7 April 2005, among which 15 pieces were wrtiten by Chua Lam. 
Leaving aside the class identity at the moment, it would be interesting to revisit this high-low class binary from the 
perspective of public-private to provide alternative insights of the sytem of contemporary food criticism. In fact, Cai also 
writes about high class and luxurious cuisine, but what is special about his food criticism and accounting for his popularity is 
the inclusion of personal narrative, in the sense of highly subjective comment (taste good or not) and inclusivity (including 
different kinds of restaurans that provokes another kind of objective affection and mudaneness as a citizen) which I argue, is 
the personal stylistics. Liang, Chacanting, 56. (梁世榮著，<茶餐廳與香港人的身份認同(節錄)>，頁 56。) 
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sophisticated  system  of  professionalism:  detailed  (culinary)  cultural 

backround and precise language in depicting the appearance, smell and 

taste of the dish. On one hand, Feng vividly described the history of 

noodle-maker/hawker in using a bamboo to hold nets (dam) in carrying 

the  noodles  on  the  alleys  to  sell,  which  brought  the  visual  to  the 

audience with precise words. On the other hand, he described the 

social economic condition of Si Chuan and Sichuanese pople in selling 

noodles and buying this snack on the street(Singpao 1989).74   At surface, 

this informative knowledge of food migh help increase the sense of 

authenticity   and   trustwortiness   of   his   writing,   but   semiologically 

speaking,  this  raises  awareness  of  not  only  ahcieving  informative 

function, but also enables him to gain the voice of authority through 

linguistic competency and rhetoric of stylistics. 

In  addition,  he  compared  the  Sichuan  background  with  that  of 

Tainan to identify the differences between the two kinds of dam dam 

nooldes, and at the same time, he highlighted how this street food was 

introduced to high class restaurants. In adding his anger linguistically 

with  the  exclamation  mark  in  discussing  the  politics  behind  the 

translocation of Dam Dam noodles, Feng made it possible by using only 

a   few   lines(Singpao   1989). 75 Sensatioanlly   and   informatively,   by 

depicting the scenairo of people listening to the sound of the hawkers 

and buying dam dam noodles on the street, he sharply pointed out the 

origin of the name of this dish was due to the portion of one small 

 
74Source text: ‘這是指小販以担挑，挑著一副有爐子有鍋有碗，有麵條有佐料的74担担謀生，敲著竹梆走街串巷的去賣麵，

人們聞聲而光顧。’封于陽著，<七家食德:  四川小食担担麵>，<<成報>>，1989 年 5 月 1 日。(Feng Yuyang, ‘Qijiashide: 

Sichuanxiaoshi dandanmian,’ Singpao, published on May 1 1989.) 
75Source text: ‘現時也非真正的担挑上市賣麵之事，反而流入高級的食檔以作經營呢!’. ’封于陽著，<七家食德:  四川小食

担担麵>，<<成報>>，1989 年 5 月 1 日。(Feng Yuyang, ‘Qijiashide: Sichuanxiaoshi dandanmian,’ Singpao, published on May 

1st 1989.) 
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basket of noodles was cooked at the street. Moreover, he listed out 
 

the  ingredients  of  the  dish  to  provide  the  background  and  provoke 

imagination of the taste of the dish, which is a rather indirect way of 

describing the taste, instead of claiming merely a dish that tastes good 

or bad, spicy or non-spicy. Within the small square box of a page, Feng 

was able to create the impression of professionalism with rich culinary 

knowledge   and   precise   language,   which   constructs   the   myth   of 

authentic taste and his authoritative status in defining authentic taste as 

a culinary expert. In turn, he was able to accumulate successfully a 

larger readership on Singpao(Singpao 1989).76 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Feng Fuyeung’s Food Criticism of Dam Dam noodles77 
 
 
 
 

2.2.3 Personal Stylistics in Early Stage of Food Criticism Development 
 

The primary function of food critics is seemingly to narrate the dining 

experiences/taste with expressive and personal language, which reflects 

the private-/personal- inclined approach to food crticism and certain 

degree of writing from the grassroots perspective with much inclusivity 

than  an  authentic  approach. In  contrast  to  the  authentic  stylistic 

76   Kong, Zhujixiaoguan, 25. (江獻珠著，<<珠璣小館：家饌 4,  第 4  卷>>，頁 25);  唯靈著，<食德是福: 「七家」「六記」‧ >， 
<<蘋果日報>>，http://hk.apple.nextmedia.com/supplement/columnist/16633854/art/20141109/18928306; <七家食德>，

<<成報>>，1989 年 5 月 1 日 – 1989 年 6 月 30 日，收載於香港中央圖書館。(Wei Ling, ‘Shide shi fu: qijia liuji, Apple Daily, 
last updated: November 9 2014, last accessed: July 13 2017, 
http://hk.apple.nextmedia.com/supplement/columnist/16633854/art/20141109/18928306). 

77封于陽著，<七家食德:  四川小食担担麵>，<<成報>>，1989 年 5 月 1 日。(Feng, ‘Qijiashide: Sichuanxiaoshi dandanmian,’ 
Singpao.) 
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approach, personal stylistics is observed to be flexible in food choice for 

narration does not require authentic material/content to make the food 

criticism  delicious,  but  through  another  kind  of  affective  logic  that 

attracts  our  emotion  response  or  elicit  our  interest  with  dynamic 

storytelling or narrative elements instead. 

As mentioned earlier in section 2.1, the ability to affect our appetite 

with language is the primary focus of food critic Chua Lam’s writing. 

In semiotic lens, this would appear to be one of his means to construct 

the myth of deliciousness or good taste with personal stylistics. To be 

specific, personal stylistics is inherited in his writing in the second stage 

of food criticism development (1995-2009) in Next Magazine and the 

next stage Eat & Travel Weekly (飲食男女) and Weekend Weekly (新假

期)  which  were  established  in  1997  and  1999  respectively.  In  the 

following example, I will illustrateChua’s personal stylistics with one of 

his  food  criticisms  to  show  how  affection  is  created  with  personal 

narrative. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Chua Lam’s Food Criticism about Sashimi(Mingpao 1983)78 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
78<大決鬥>，<<明報>>，連載日期: (1983 年 2 月 5 日)，收載於香港中央圖書館。(‘Dajuedou,’ Mingbao, published on February 

5 1983, archived in the Multimedia Archive at Hong Kong Central Library.) 
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At a macro level, Chua’s personal stylistics has reflected how literary 
 

or narrative approach to writing can be applied to food criticism. In 
 

his  piece  of  food  criticism  about  Japanese  sashimi,  the  title:  ‘big 

competition’79   is seemingly unrelated to food/Japanese sashimi. But to 

think carefully, Chua figuratively describes the process of slicing raw fish 

by professional chef as a ‘competition’, which creates the affection of 

excitement through imagination. Linguistic skill isthe key to construct 

his personal glamour and demonstrate that his taste is good. The same 

figurative approach is employed in depicting his and other customer’s 

dining  experience  as  a  decisive  life  battle,  whereby  he  writes  ‘the 

person slicing the fish is called itamae80, with the nickname Fast Knife 

Jirou,  and  the  life  of  the  customer  is  held  in  his  hands’  (Mingpao 

1983).81   In  this  line, he  lightly  touched  on  the culinary  terminology 

itamae in Japanese cuisine which is used to designate the position of 

the chef standing in front of the sushi front-table and display window of 

the sushi. Then, he quickly drew the audience’s attention to the name 

of the chef Jirou82   by creating the nickname ‘fast knife’83   for the chef 

to   create   a   duel/battle   feeling of   martial   art   fiction/samurai 

movies(Mingpao   1983).He   continued   to   write   and   use   figurative 

language  pragmatically  in  his  food  criticism  pragmatically  by  linking 

battle with the bill: ‘there are no strict rules in calculating the total 

amount of the bill. Normally, the sum is calculated when the chef puts 

 
79Soure text: ‘大決鬥’. <大決鬥>，<<明報>>，連載日期: (1983 年 2 月 5 日)，收載於香港中央圖書館。Ibid. 
80Source text: ‘いたまえ’ Ibid. 
81Source text: ‘切魚生的人叫板前樣，外號快刀二郎，客人的生死，掌握在他手中。’ <大決鬥>，<<明報>>，連載日期: (1983

年 2 月 5 日)，收載於香港中央圖書館。(‘Dajuedou,’ Mingbao, published on February 5 1983, archived in the Multimedia 

Archive at Hong Kong Central Library.) 
82   Source text: ‘じろう’.Ibid. 

83Source text: ‘快刀’. Ibid. 
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the tip of the knife on the cutting board and makes several cuts, then 
 

shouts for telling an exaggerated price. If the chef does not like you, 
 

he will make large cuts and the sum will be very very high’ (Mingpao 

1983).84 Very cleverly, not only does Chua use knife to link with the 

sashimi cutting process and identity of the chef, but also associates it 

with the payment process that invites the reader with a second- person 

perspective (you) to experience this serious cut of the wallet underlying 

‘seasonal  price’  on  the  menu. The  dining  experience  is  sensually 

created with his storytelling, while touching on the interactive dining 

experience  with  the  Japanese  chef  about  welcoming,  ordering  and 

payment with shouting practice. Instead of using literal sign of saying 

the appearance/fragrance/taste is good, Chuahas made good use of 

signs in actual dining spaces and his own mind to construct the myth of 

sashimi, signifying its value to try. 

At  the  linguistic  level,  Chua  uses  a  hybrid  of  literary  and  oral 

language to depict his dining experience, which creates the affection of 

intimacy and without being lengthy and boring as well that distracts 

attention. For example, he uses the idiomatic expression ‘son’85   to 

describe himself and ‘foul language’86   to express the attitude of rich 

people in rendering how the rich people respond to the chef(Mingpao 

1983). Then he uses more formal kind of language accompanied by 

first person language and his perspective to invite the audience to join 

his  battle  with  the  chef. Accordingly,  he  proposes  not  to  adopt  a 

 
84   Source text: ‘算帳沒有一定的規格，通常是叫埋單的時候，他的庖丁尖刀在砧板上輕輕劃幾下，叫出個誇大的價目， 

要是他看你不順眼，便用刀大刀地割，就變成天文數字了。’ Ibid. 
85Source text: ‘老子’. <大決鬥>，<<明報>>，連載日期: (1983 年 2 月 5 日)，收載於香港中央圖書館。(‘Dajuedou,’ Mingbao, 

published on February 5 1983, archived in the Multimedia Archive at Hong Kong Central Library.) 
86Source text: ‘管他娘的’. Ibid, 
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pessimistic view to entertain the chef’s request, but to go straight into 

the sushi bar from the entrance.87 At this juncture, Chua clearly tries 

to convince or simulate the audience with his narrative/stories or what 

the battle he is telling. Then, very dramatically, he further strengthens 

the narrative sensation, which is fictive and imaginative as different 

from Feng’s kind of informative and direct rendition of taste/experience. 

He   depicts   that   ‘the   restaurant   in   suddenly   turning   dark,   with 

thunderbolts and stormy waves, and then Chef Jirou reviewed fierce 

eyes  to  us  and  a  life  battle  was  awaiting  us……’(Mingpao  1983).88 

These fictive strategies in personal stylistics might be less related to 

food, but it might draw the audience’s attention with interesting/funny 

stories,  and  at  the  same  time,  introducing  the  dining  experience  at 

authentic, high-class sushi bar. Furthermore, while 
 

informative-oriented authentic stylistics might choose to subsume all 

culinary/dining  information  in  this  little  square  of  food  criticism, 

personal stylistics can be more flexible and extending to the next piece 

longitudinally  that  further  enhances  the  narrativity  and  affects  the 

audience to read the next story. And complicatedly, this has createda 

stronger   affective   power   to   grasp   the   audience’s   attention   and 

likeliness which has enabled Chua to gain the voice of authority. 

In the next piece of food criticism, Chuareviews his strategies to cope 

with their enemy Chef Jirou. Accordingly, he writes: when Chef Jirou 

sees the customers, he would yell welcome out loudly to crack the whip. 

And the perfect strategy is to cope with this fierce voice is to reply him 

 
87   Source text: ‘不過，這種態度太消極，我們一定要將二郎門倒才爽快。從門口走入，直闖櫃台。’ Ibid. 
88Source text: ‘忽然背景變得昏暗，雷電大作，拋起巨浪，快刀二郎的眼中閃出兇光，我們面對著他，眼看就是一場生死 

的大決鬥。。。。。。’ Ibid. 
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in ‘hmm’, nod slightly, and sit down at ease(Mingpao 1983).89   Very 

brilliantly, the two pieces of food criticism are linked together without 

creating absurdity with coherence narrative structure. Thus,Chua ’s 

dining experience is rendered narratively with the dynamic interaction 

between  the  chef  and  customer  with  his  first-person  observation. 

To put it differently, Chua is quite subjective in explaining his dining 

experience as well as taste, as in the first piece, using linguistic signs: 

‘funny’,90   ‘very luxury’91, ‘fresh’92   and ‘preferred pieces’93   to describe 

the taste and sensation of sashimi stylistically(Mingpao 1983). Lucidly, 

apart from not indicating his own preference of taste/likeness of dishes, 

personal  taste  is  often  emphasized  and  exaggerated  by  Chua,  as 

differing  from  Feng’s  food  criticism  which  is  more  objective  that 

excludes  his  likeliness  or  preference  of  the  dish  and  Chua  tries  to 

describe  the  dining  experience  as  a  recount/outsider. Stylistically 

speaking,  there  is  a  big  difference  in  terms  of  the  involvement  of 

personal dimension between the two approaches of these two food 

critics. As I would argue later, Chua’s food criticism might be very 

close to foodie criticism that represents the personal subjective taste or 

what  Liangremarks  as  the  ‘food  critic  from  the  grassroots’  (Liang 

2012)94. 

 
 
 
 
 

89   Source text: ‘快刀二郎一見客人，即刻先下馬威，大喝道:歡迎光臨!抵擋這陣氣的最佳招數是「唔」的一聲，略點頭，

從容坐下。。。。。。’<握、撮二招>，<<明報>>，連載日期: (1983 年 2 月 6 日)，收載於香港中央圖書館。(‘Wo, Cuo 

liangzhao,’ Mingbao, published on July 15 1999, archived in the Multimedia Archive at Hong Kong Central Library.) 
90   Source text: ‘過癮’. <握、撮二招>，<<明報>>，連載日期: (1983 年 2 月 6 日)，收載於香港中央圖書館。(‘Wo, Cuo liangzhao,’ 

Mingbao, published on July 15 1999, archived in the Multimedia Archive at Hong Kong Central Library.) 
91Source text: ‘極為奢侈’. Ibid. 
92   Source text: ‘新鮮’. Ibid. 
93   Source text: ‘合自己胃口’. Ibid. 
94   Liang, Chacanting, 56. (梁世榮著，<茶餐廳與香港人的身份認同(節錄)>，頁 56。) 
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In the above examples, what we can see is two different orientations 

of writing food criticism: the first one is authentic and faithful to the 

recount  of  original  taste  and  cultural  history  of  food  fulfilling  the 

journalistic responsibility and informative expectation of the audience; 

while the other is more personal and vivid that explicates the taste with 

storytelling method. 

2.2.4 Fantasy Stylistics in Contemporary Food Criticism Industry 
 

The primary function of fantasy stylistics is to set food trends with 

certain degree of exaggerated language as well as informative language 

to affect/convince the audience to try the restaurant/food introduced. 

Through selective comparison, certain kind of restaurant/food will be 

represented  as  worthy-to-try,  which  is  observed  to  be  particularly 

helpful  to  quick  information  seeker  to  find  out  where  to  eat  for 

lunch/dinner. Providing  food  plans/package,  instead  of  focusing on 

existing food trends, is the writing agenda with fantasy stylistics. And to 

think  deeply  in  semiotic  logic,  the  selective  mechanism  of  fantasy 

stylistics   helps   distract   the   potential   commercialization   of   the 

institutional and reflect the power of the media institution. 

Historically, this kind of stylistics is emerged during the rise of the 

economy of Hong Kong when the development of colour photography 

becomes more mature and the supply and demand of food criticism 

also multiplied. As compared to the first stage whereby language is 

the central medium of writing, images are more relied in 
 

entertainment-based visual food criticism, which is increasingly popular 

and was first emerged in non-recipe genre Chinese food magazines in 
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the early 1990s, including Next Magazine (壹週刊) (1990f.),Eat & Travel 

Weekly (1997 f.), Winenow (酒經月刊) (1998 f.), Weekend Weekly (1999 

f.)  and  U Magazine  (2005  f.),  as  well  as  food  newspapers  Apple 

Daily(1995 f.) andSun Daily (太陽報 1999 f.).As a result, the emergence 

and popularization of visual-oriented medium has given birth to two 

new  kinds  of  stylistics.  And  thisvisual  tendency  in  the  food  media 

industry—even before the rise of social media and foodie criticism—has 

buried the seed of turning food into an aestheticizing and photogenic 

subject, as well as fostering the linguistic-visual shift to render taste in 

food criticism. Furthermore, writing about the taste of food is more 

than an authentic/faithful recount or narrating with own language and 

experience, but a construct of delicious experience/imagination with 

zoomed pictures. Even the original dish might not be as good as it looks, 

it  would  be  branded  and  fantasized  as  delicious/attractive  as  such. 

In semiotic terms, food as the subject in food criticism (the myth), the 

function/signification  of  rendering  taste  has  been  inclined  towards 

branding  and  trendsetting. As  a  matter  of  fact,  the  increasing 

economic  affordability  of  citizens  and  trend-setting  development  of 

food  media  industry  have  led  to  the  emergence  of  visual-oriented 

foodie criticism. Also, the increase in income is linked to the leisure 

lifestyle of lazily digesting information in short time and seeking for 

immediate  dining  information. Therefore,  images  are  more  often 

employed  to  accommodate  this  change  of  social  lifestyle. Before 
 

accounting this further, I will first explain the fantasy and hip styles with 

newspaper Sun Daily and magazine Eat and Travel Weekly. 
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For fantasy style, the following pictures first review the increase in 
 

usage of visual than language in Sun Daily in five-year time. In the first 
 

institutional food  criticism written by the  journalist  on  15 July 1999 

(Figure 3), the proportion of picture and text remained l half-and-half 

although picture was to some extent magnified and visually attractive 

that easily grasps one’s attention. When it came to the second picture 

published  on  15  July 2004  (Figure  4), pictures of  food  were  further 

enlarged  and  appropriated  with  whitened  and  dimmed  background, 

followed  by  increased  light  exposure  to  sharpen  the  subject  food. 

Besides, very pragmatically, the saturation of colour of the whole page 

was  enhanced  such  that  the  foie  gras,  tuna  salad,  pasta,  duck  and 

tiramisu dishes were colourful and sensationally attractive. And more 

critically, attention should be paid to the authenticness of these pictures 

(Sun Daily 1999; 2004). 
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Figures 3 - 4 (left to right): Food criticism extracted from Sun Daily on 15 July 1999 and 15 July 200495 

 
Behind  the  scenario  that  food  is  heavily  sharpened,  it would  be 

impossible however for an ordinary diner to view a dish with such clean 

and contractive background and subject in reality, nor taking the same 

picture by the diner without careful appropriation. Therefore, the food 

critic was playing a key role in changing the authentic dining experience 

by fantasizing the colour, brightness and focus of the dish, in addition to 

zoom-ups to eliminate other undesired componets that would affect the 

sensual experience of the dish. In semiotic logic, language (signs) is 

turned into another sign (image) that seeks to affect the audience with 

dissimilar logic: attractive and beautiful pictures are more important 

than infomrative language and content. And these signs are intended to 

achieve the trendsetting function in town. 

Moreover,   the   last   phrase   of   the   subject   line   of   the   text: 

‘wholehearted Italian-French cuisine for your beloved one’96   is doubly 

 
95<嘆經濟赤柱風味餐>，<<太陽報>>，1999 年 7 月 15 日 (‘Tanjingji Chizhu fengweican,’ Sun Daily, July 15 1999, archived in the 

Multimedia Archive at Hong Kong Central Library.)；<愛心意法菜獻給最親愛的>，<<太陽報>>，2004 年 7 月 15 日(‘Aixinyifacai 

xiangei zuiqinaide,’ Sun Daily, July 15 1999, archived in the Multimedia Archive at Hong Kong Central Library.)。 
96Source text: ‘愛心意法菜獻給最愛的’. <嘆經濟赤柱風味餐>，<<太陽報>>，1999 年 7 月 15 日，收載於香港中央圖書館

(‘Tanjingji Chizhu fengweican,’ Sun Daily, July 15 1999, archived in the Multimedia Archive at Hong Kong Central Library.)；<愛

心意法菜獻給最親愛的>，<<太陽報>>，2004 年 7 月 15 日，收載於香港中央圖書館(‘Aixinyifacai xiangei zuiqinaide,’ Sun 
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bolded with a curvy tail of the word love (Sun Daily 2004)97. As such, 
 

the plain text is visually transformed into attractive signs with increased 

appellative power. All together, by using short texts to describe the 

taste and introduction of ingredients without further dwelling on the 

cultural history of these Italian and French dishes, I conclude that visual 

fantasy  is  embodied  in  this  form  of  professional  food  stylistics  in 

achieving an appellative function. 

2.2.5 Hip Stylistics in Contemporary Food Criticism Industry 
 

On  the  other  hand,  in  the  same  period,  hip  stylistics  are  always 

employed   by   magazine   food   criticism   and   entertainment-based 

newspaper food criticism, with the goal to set food trends with a less 

clear   cut   of   informative   content   (enlarged   pictures   plus   lengthy 

descritive words in condensed size) and appellative design (organized 

typesetting  and  seductive  layout). The  application  of  visual  signs: 

colorful pictures, accompanied by careful design and typesetting, seeks 

to  distinguish  this  stylistic  approach  from  other  contemporary  food 

criticism, since the information of food is much rich and well organized 

to convince the gourmet to trust: implying the appellative function of 

trendsetting is hidden (less apparent than fantasy stylistics). In this 

respect, as reminded by established food critic Lau Kinwai that the food 

critics from the institution Eat and Travel Weeklyhave lifted the bar of 

food criticism media in Hong Kong because of their in-depth interviews 

and reviews, subtle language, as well as serious attitude in conducting 

 
 

 
Daily, July 15 1999, archived in the Multimedia Archive at Hong Kong Central Library.)。 

97   Source text: ‘愛’ Source text: ‘愛心意法菜獻給最愛的’. <嘆經濟赤柱風味餐>，<<太陽報>>，1999 年 7 月 15 日，收載於 
香港中央圖書館。 
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overseas  interviews  and  photo-shooting. 98 I  argue,  moreover,  the 
 

magazine has captured how the contemporary cultural trends (e.g. girly, 

hipster, grassroots, meat lovers) are integrated into the writing agenda 

of  fantasy-inclined  food  criticism. This  is  also  a  key  to  provoke  an 

emotional craze of the audience to try, which is the essence of hip 

sensation. Besides, the idea of hip, connoting the sense of fashion and 

middle-class   lifestyle   at   cultural   context,   reflects   how   local   food 

culture—the taste/eating habitus of the middle-class gourmet (where to 

eat right, eat proper and eat good, in this period of economic prosperity) 

is used to construct the myth of hip, trendy and popular food craze. 

At a broad picture, Eat and Travel Week includes a main thematic 

section featuring an ingredient/dish/cuisine/food as the theme in each 

of their issues which gathers detailed information of that subject and 

makes   a   comparison   therein   to   draw   insights   of   the   ingredient 

informatively and stylishly. Quite often, this thematic section features 

the latest dining topic or sets the latest dining trends for their first-hand 

culinary information providing lots of choices at once for diners to see 

and try. Indeed, such comparison and analysis are rarely seen before 

the emergence of this institutional food criticism for the lack of space in 

each weekly issue. 

To be specific, the thematic section of this weekly issue (Eat and 

Travel Weekly26 August 2005) is the six most popular beef in recent 

 
 
 

98劉健威，<紙版<<飲食男女>>再見>，最後更新日期: (2017 年 7 月 29 日)，登入日期: (2017 年 8 月 19 日)， 
http://www1.hkej.com/dailynews/culture/article/1618931/%E7%B4%99%E7%89%88%E3%80%8A%E9%A3%B2%E9%A3%9F 
%E7%94%B7%E5%A5%B3%E3%80%8B%E5%86%8D%E8%A6%8B。(Liujianwei, ‘Zhiban Yinshinannu zaijian,’ last updated: July 
29 2017, last updated: August 19 2017, 
http://www1.hkej.com/dailynews/culture/article/1618931/%E7%B4%99%E7%89%88%E3%80%8A%E9%A3%B2%E9%A3%9F 
%E7%94%B7%E5%A5%B3%E3%80%8B%E5%86%8D%E8%A6%8B.) 
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foodscape, as clearly indicated in the title of the front section page: 

‘Addiction to six new beef kings’99   (Figure 5). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5 : Section of Beef published onEat and Travel Weekly100 
 
 
 
 

The keywords :‘addiction’, ‘new’ and ‘king’ have implied the idea of 

trend setting and hip affection that the potential reader would believe 

the sign (meat) being introduced here is something popular, trendy and 

worth-a-try (signifieds). In cultural context, the sign ‘king’ signifies the 

luxurious and best blood of the corresponding kind of meat, like Iberico 

pork represents the marbled pork typically with black colour from Spain, 

Parma Ham represents the aged cured meat of the pork legs produced 

in  the  Parma  region  of  Italy,  all  of  which  implies  the  cultivation  of 

cultural capital that gourmet knows about what is the best kind of meat 

in the world. In addition to ‘meat lover’ (another sign), the idea of ‘kind’ 

constructs  the  myth  that  signifies  a  kind  of  trendy  and  luxurious 

consumption in global foodscape. This hip affection is further triggered 

by the detailed and colourful illustration (visual sign) of six different 

 

 
99   Source text: ;迷上新六大牛王’. <迷上新六大牛王>，<<飲食男女>>，2005 年 8 月 26 日，頁 11-12。(‘Mishangxinniudawang,’ 

Eat and Travel Weekly, published on August 26 2005, pp. 11-12) 
100<迷上新六大牛王>，<<飲食男女>>，2005 年 8 月 26 日，頁 11-12。(‘Mishangxinniudawang,’ Eat and Travel Weekly, published 

on August 26 2005, pp. 11-2. 
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beef cuts imported from six different countries. At the first glance, 
 

visual images of beef maybe seemingly priotiorized and magnified as 

the fantasy stylistics do, but the minized texts are actually infomrative to 

explain the origin, breed, characterisitic and grade of the beef steak. 

For example, the left-bottom bone-in steak is explaind clearly by the 

food  critic for its 100% pure Austrlian beef, soft and tender texture 

suitable for the taste of Hong Kong people and the increase in usage of 

grain feed instead of grass that increases the marble surface of the beef. 

Together with the beef picture, the taste is sensually rendered by the 

text  and picture together,  leaving aside the beef is  acutally red and 

uncooked, but being photoshopped on the grass background. On one 

hand,  the  preliminary  role  of  writing  food  criticism  in  the  design 

mentioned  in  the  foregoing  and  structure  has  made  Eat  and  Travel 

Weekly  hip  or  fashionable;  on  the  other  hand,  the  sourcing  and 

arragenment  of  content  in  well-balanced  colour  contrast  and  clear 

illustration of the weekly theme have embodied the deliberate design 

that distinguishes this genre from other stylistics in contemporary food 

critcisim. Theoretically   speaking,   the   hip   stylistics   dynamically 

connotes the trendiest food writing style at that period (meat culture as 

in this case) and deliberate construction of content to offer an artisitic 

experience of taste, which seeks to achieve trendsetting function. 

In   the  following  pictures,   moreover,   the  food   critic   from   the 

institution  introduces  restaurants  that  serve  those  six  kinds  of  beef 

steak. Taking Australian Kobe Beef101   as an example(Eat and Travel 

 
 

101   Source text: ‘澳洲極黑和牛’. <迷上新六大牛王>，<<飲食男女>>，2005 年 8 月 26 日，頁 13。(‘Mishangxinniudawang,’ Eat 
and Travel Weekly, published on August 26 2005, pp. 13. 
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Weekly 26 August 2005), restaurant ‘THE STEAK HOUSE Wine Bar & Grill’ 

is introduced with deliberately contructed background and arrangement, 

including the char-grilling steak under the flame (Figure 6),beef being 

sliced with the beef knife with the brand name visualized but dimmed, 

arrangement of 8 types of salt (Figure 7), 12 types of mustards (Figures 

7-8) and 10 famous branded steak knives (Figure 9). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6: Wagyu Beef under the grill published onEat and Travel Weekly102 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figures 7 – 9: Introduction of THE STEAK HOUSE Wine and Bar103 

 
 
 
 

All  these  compositing elements have  carefully captured  the  small 

details wherey a diner would experience in this steak house and the 

listing of known and unknown ingredients further create the affection of 

curiosity and trendy for steak lovers to try. These illustrations, plus the 

 
102<迷上新六大牛王>，<<飲食男女>>，2005 年 8 月 26 日，頁 13。(‘Mishangxinniudawang,’ Eat and Travel Weekly, published 

on August 26 2005, pp. 13. 
103<迷上新六大牛王>，<<飲食男女>>，2005 年 8 月 26 日，頁 14-6。Ibid., 14-6. 
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precise description of the origin and taste of beef, for example on page 
 

14 (Figure 7), enable the food critic in highlighting this beef is rarely 

seen in other local steak houses for their remarkable and high quality 

beef selection of wagru beef being fed for 450 days by barley, wheat 

and  corn  that  results  in  half-and-half  aromatic  marbling  and  tender 

meat. Lucidly, the synthetic sensual experience of smell, taste, sound, 

colour and touch is created with this action-included pictures. One 
 

might doubt that this sensual experience might be created by authentic 

stylistics in order to set trends and describe the flavour, and I do agree 

that  the  two  stylistics  might  overlap  in  some  points,  but  special 

attention should be paid to the appropriation made to the dish/food, 

which adds much complexity in analyzing food critcism. As a matter of 

fact, the hip stylistics tend to make deliberate content design (images 

and  text)  in  order  to  write  the  content,  rather  than  recounting  the 

cultural  history  and  taste  of  food. These  can  be  identified  in  the 

pastiche  of  different  pictures  within  the  same  page  and  deliberate 

maginification of the beef steak of the centre (Figure 7) to visualize the 

actual experience of eating the beef with salts and mustards arranged in 

two different angles to comforabtaly supplement the dining sensation 

of  beef  by  dipping  into  different  complments. Rarely,  hip  stylistics 

would  create  a  choatic  affection  that  disturbs  one’s  reading.  The 

combination  of  textual signs:  highlighting,  boxes  in  different  shapes, 

colour & angles, magnified and bolded words are employed to create 

reader-friendly   experience   in   this   colourful   and   sensational   food 

magazine. With highly attractive power, hip stylistics has enabled food 

critics to achieve trendsetting function. However,they should, at the 
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same time, mainatain   a   combination   of linguistic   and visual 
 

competencein writing about taste with this approach. 
 

2.2.6   The  System  of  Professional  Stylistics  Before  the  Rise  of  Foodie 
 

Criticism 
 

Subsuming all four professional stylistics, although there might not 

always be a clear distinction between the intention and function of food 

criticism, there seems to be a rather systematical and stylistic tendency 

in writing food criticism,  in relation to the professional role of food 

journalist—being informative or the opposite side expressive. 

 
Sign System 

 
Layering Significance 

 
Type of Stylistics 

 
Authentic------------------Hip | Fantasy-------------------------------Personal 

 
Responsibility 

 
Public-----------------------Institution-------------------------------------Private 

 
Originality of Writing 

 
Faithful------------------------------------------------------------------Storytelling 

 
Writing Agenda 

 
Recount--------------Design-------------Selective--------------------Narrative 

 
Focus of Content 

 
Cultural History--------------------Trend-------------------------Deliciousness 

 
Focus of Sensation 

 
(multi-sensory) 

 
(Synthesia)------------Taste, Flavour and Smell------------(taste-oriented) 

 
Intended Function 

 
Informative----Informative-Appellative---Appellative----------Expressive 

 
Table 1: System of Professional Stylistics in Contemporary Food Criticism 

 
 
 
 

Likethe authentic style that resembles certain degree of faithfulness 

in informatively explaining the taste of dish, hip stylistics tend to be 

more  informative  than  fantasy  stylistics  in  fulfilling  the  journalistic 

responsibility with genuine design and in-depth content, although both 

imply the appellative intention to set trends and draw attention from 

the audience. But personal stylistics is more provocative in expressing 
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one’s  experience  in  food  that  often  changes  the  subject  ‘food’  into 
 

‘personal’. 
 

The above table provides an overview of the historical process of 

how contemporary food critics have been gaining the voice of authority 

and  popularity  from  the  industry  and  the  public  by  writing  and 

establishing their own professional stylistics. The system of professional 

stylistics has sketched a backdrop to show how linguistic approach is 

taken over by the visual approach following the introduction of food 

magazine that consolidates the significance of visual elements in writing 

food criticism. 
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Chapter Three: Food Media Ecology in Social Media Era 
 

3.1   Introduction: Changing Landscape in Food Criticism Media 
 

The  rise  and  popularization  of  forums,  blogs  and  social  media  have 

engendered changes in the ways the public understand taste in terms of the 

perceptionof food choice as well asthe degree of participation. 

As inherited to frequent the image application in magazine food critics, the 

increasing usage of image as the medium of sharing in the social media era 

such asFacebook and Instagram, has fostered the linguistic-visual shift in Hong 

Kong food media. As I will discuss later in this chapter, when many media users 

accept the social media design and writing patterns of sharing images, visual 

stylistics has become more demanding in affecting the taste of the public and 

shifting  the  focus  of  writing  i.e.  from  authentic  or  trendy  food  choice  to 

sight-inspired decision. 

At the same time, when visual stylistics hasprovided a channel for media 

users to accumulate social capital, it opens a new space to decentralize the 

long-lasted institutional power, for example, public food criticism 

platform—Openricein  Hong  Kong  has  enabled  wider  public  participation  to 

write  and  share  taste  on  this  platform  publicly.Although  the  authorities  of 

professional   and   institutional   food   critics   remain   influential,   the   public 

participation of writing food criticism has given birth to the rise of foodies and 

foodie criticism that provides an alternative in viewing the latest food trends in 

town for their visual stylistic competence and active sharing. And this helps 

challenge the elitism of food critics in representing taste exclusively and the 

‘arbitrary standards of distinction based on a single, elite  French notion of 

cuisine,  and  that  multiple  immigrant  ethnicities  and  working-class  cuisine 
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possess  their  own  intrinsic  value’104   (Johnston  and  Bauhamn  2014,  39-40), 

which  implies  the  increasing  visibility  of  non-high-class  cuisine  i.e.  French 

cuisine, but delicious food that the working class can be more affordable and 

often eat. Thus, taste is represented not only by elitist food critics who possess 

the culinary (knowledge) and economic capital (money) to write about food, 

but also every citizen who eats every day and has their own favourite spots at 

the mundane level. 

Having regard to the foregoing, this chapter seeks to first outline how the 

change from linguistic to visual mode of writing has democratized the food 

criticism media (sections 3.2 and 3.3) in responding to the present literature, 

then  explains  the  visual  development  in  detail  with  analysis  of  Instagram 

(section  3.4)  and  other  Instagram-related  editing  apps  often  employed  by 

foodies (section 3.5) to explain how technology has paved the way for foodie 

and  foodie  critics  to  challenge  the  mainstream  power  with  visual-oriented 

stylistics to set food trends. 

 
 

3.2   Democratization in Food Criticism Media 
 

What characterizes contemporary foodie criticism is the democratic 

notion—changes in the consumption habits of food and the increase in public 

engagement—that reviews the decentralization of food critics’ 

power.Pertaining to the present literature on this idea of democratization, I will 

analyze democratization in the food criticism media from the cultural aspect. 

First, according to foodie scholars Johnston and Bauhamn, 
 

‘[p]rominent food bloggers have emerged as major sources of influence in the larger 

culinary field, publishing best-selling cookbooks and gaining a multi-media presence. 

104   Johnston and Bauhamn, Foodies: Democratic and Distinction’, 39-40. 
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The food blogosphere is only one part of the larger culinary field, but its vibrancy 
 

suggests  that  food  remains  a  key  way  people  constitute  their  identity,  channel 
 

creativity, and form social connections.’ (Johnston and Bauhamn 2015, viii)  105 
 

In  this  quotation,  they  unpack  the  significance  of  contemporary  food 

bloggers and foodies in writing about taste, which challenges the power of 

traditional food critics in the sense that they can do what food critics can do in 

the past that define their voice of authority including publishing and media 

exposure.And it also explains the power of social interaction and establishment 

of identity through social media that has given foodies such voice of authority 

in   setting   food   trends   as   representing   the   public.   Speaking   of   public 

representation, foodie  scholar  Portwood-Stacerobserves  that  ,on  one  hand, 

‘there  had  been  a  dramatic  increase  in  the  amount  of  [foodie]  discourse 

produced and consumed online’106   with exoticism—‘a focus on food that is 

exciting,  outrageous,  inappropriate,  daring,  and  generally  not  accepted  by 

mainstream American eaters’107   , as well as authentic food which is ‘evaluated 

as  high-quality  or  prestigious  and  worthy  of  elite  consumption’;108   on  the 

other hand, foodies also share about ethical consumption habits i.e. organic 

food and local products that multiply the food choices by ‘refusing to consume 

mainstream food products or fast food chains’ (Portwood-Stacer 2013).109   In 

this  logic,  foodways  or  food  preferences  is  seemingly  more  multiplied  and 

democratic in the social media era, for increasing peripherical food choices are 

visualized on the social media by foodies. To think more prudently about the 

process/experience of perceiving and writing about taste, democratization is to 

 
105   Johnston and Bauhamn, Foodies: Democratic and Distinction’, viii. 
106Ibid, 216. 
107   Ibid, 104. 
108   Ibid, 84. 
109   Portwood-Stacer, ‘Foodie Culture’, https://repsub13.wordpress.com/projects/joy/. 
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a certain extent limited to the varieties/multiplicity of cuisine, but it remains 

questionable whetherthe middle-class lifestyle is embodied in foodie criticism 

in the United States. Nevertheless, I would discuss this further by reference 

to Hong Kong foodies in Chapter Four. 
 

And more importantly, as I argue in this chapter, the increasing importance 

of visual content and stylistics in digitized era has become more exclusive to the 

visually delicious food and sight sensation prioritizes among other elements. 

Food, when not falling properly into the visual-attractive category, might often 

consider less popular/attractive that should not deserve a try, as one argues 

‘picture speaks more than thousand words.’ Or put it differently, a visually 

attractive picture further possesses the trendsetting function in modern society 

connoting the middle-class style of enjoying life that pursues others to engage 

in  a  relaxing  escape  from  busy  work.  Using  the  present  framework  of 

professional stylistics, the system of bodily taste is visually intensified, while 

other senses of describing taste are often being overlooked intentionally or 

conditionally (not democratically). In turn, writing about taste touches less on 

the culture of food or taste (the actual taste/sensual experience of an object) 

as conventional food critics do, but more on fashion of food in terms of visual 

affectability edited by visual retouching techniques. This overpowering function 

and cultural politics of visual sense to represent reality (food) should deserve 

attention when writing style, eating habit, food choice, restaurant openings 

and  menu  are  affected,  if  not  changed,  our  consumption  habits  and  food 

culture. 

Second,  the  idea  of  democracy  in  other  foodie  studies  from  media or 
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communicative  perspective  (Chan2012,110   Denveater  2009111   and  Rousseau 

2012b112) conveys the idea of a more open and interactive system by engaging 

the public in writing food criticism. For example, Chan and Denveater argue 

food platforms and blogs provide a less institutional censored platform to write 

restaurant reviews. Rousseau also argues social media has become a central 

platform to most people’s lives and enabled foodies to engage in writing and 

learning  about  food. For  them,  despite  the  problem  of  self-branding  and 

power, the impact of technology is the key to multiply the voices in mainstream 
 

food media i.e. television, newspapers and magazines. Theoretically speaking, 
 

these foodie studies tend to address the impact of foodies on the society and 

our  taste,  thus  overlook  how  social  and  historical  situations  in  foodscape: 

emergence of food critics, development mainstream food media institution (i.e. 

writing style and food choice), social lifestyle and technology have buried the 

seed of pictorial development (technology and stylistics) in contemporary food 

and  foodie  criticism.113   As such, the  link/similarity between  foodie  criticism 

and conventional food criticism, as well as socio-historical catalysts/conditions 

that   contribute   to   the   democratization   relating   to   technology   is   being 

overlooked. Not to mention, the individual motivated goal of foodies that 

contributes as well to the more democratizing or multiplying food criticism 

system is underexamined. 

 
 

110In this study, she makes a close examination of Openrice to see if this is an exploitative platform of free labour or open 
platform democratizing the food media industry in Hong Kong. Chan, Daisy. ‘Who is being exploited under the emerging 
culture of restaurant review? A case study on Open Rice,’ Sample Paper 2012-2013 (2012):1-12, accessed 10 November, 
2014, http://www.crs.cuhk.edu.hk/en/programme_detail.php?id=279&parent_id=8. 

111   Denveater, ‘The Virtual Roundtable, 42-6. 
112   Rousseau, Food and Social Media, 17-85. 
113   In the seminal work Television: Technology and Cultural Form written by Raymond Williams, he raises the question of 

technology determinism that technology, like television, is often studied ‘as a cause, or if we think of it as a cause, as what 
kind of cause, and in what relations with other kinds of causes’ that suggests ‘[i]t is either a self-acting force which creates 
new ways of life, or it is a self-acting force which provides materials for new ways of life. These positions are so deeply 
established, in modern social thought’ but overlook how technologies are ‘developed with certain purposes and practices’ 
akin to the social situation and needs. Raymond Williams, Television: Technology and Cultural Form, New York: Schocken 
Books, 1975, 9; 14. 
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Indeed, the above theoretical gap points to the need of examining the 

modern mythmaking of taste in social media era, as media scholar Vincent 

Mosco reminds it is ‘important to consider the values and desires’ entangled 

with ‘components and processes of modern mythmaking’ in order to discern 

politics of cyberspace or digitized environment (Mosco 2001).114In the case of 

Hong Kong, as I have exemplified earlier in the content analysis of hip and 

fantasy stylistics (Chapter Two), the ways we perceive taste is tied with the 

components and processes of writing about taste, or in Mosco’s terms, the 

process  of  modern  mythmaking.  This  specifically  refers  to  the  changing 

middle-class lifestyle of Hong Kong society in parallel with the rise of economy 

and writing style with appellative language, structured typesetting, enlarged 

and  colourful  pictures,  which  have  promoted  and  popularized  the  two 

visual-oriented stylistics practices since the early 1990s. The socio-historical 

assemblage of these events helps review how ‘camera  eats first’ or foodie 

phenomenon  of  collectively  sharing  beautiful  pictures  in  Hong  Kong  is 

engendered. At the same time, this helps underpin the media and institutional 

intervention behind food criticism which plays a crucial role in shaping and 

branding our taste with visually provocative discourse. The appeal to visual 

taste  on  social  media,  especially  Instagram,  is,on  one  hand,  inheriting  the 

visual and design development of magazine food criticism as exemplified in the 

previous  chapter;  on  the  other  hand,  the  social  demand  of  good  food  is 

simulated into language, then images to define what is good or bad, worth or 

not worth a try. Together, the society has cultivated our modern understanding 

of  taste  and  buried  the  development  of  foodie  criticism.  For  sure,  the 

114Vincent Mosco. ‘Brand New World? Globalization, Cyberspace and the Politics of Convergence (Key Note Address,’ In 
concluding address to the Panamerican Colloquium: Cultural Industries and Dialogue between Civilizations in the Americas, 
17-19 September 2001, and opening address of the conference 2001 Bugs: Globalism AND Pluralism, 19-22 September 
2001. 
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significance of cyberspace or social media should not be overlooked. This is not 

suggesting that social media is the cause of the modern mythmaking of taste, 

but  the  social  implication  and  affection  of  techno-advancement  deserves 

attention. As Mosco explains the mechanism of modern mythmaking that, 

‘[t]he cyberspace myth is a story about how every smaller, faster, cheaper, and better 

computer  and  communication  technologies  help  to  realize,  with  little  effort,  those 

seemingly impossible dreams of democracy and community with practically no pressure 

on the natural environment’. (Mosco 2001)115 

Undoubtedly, technology has helped to provide an inexpensive access to 

both information and communication, ‘making possible a primary feature of 

democracy, that the tools necessary for empowerment are equally available to 

all’ and ‘fosters community because it enables people to communicate with 

one another in any part of the world’ (Mosco 2011)116. His twofold remark 

clearly articulates how technology has connected different media users and 

facilitated  rapid  communication  and  sharing,  which  can  also  be  applied  to 

thecase  of  food  in  accessing  information  of  food  on  the  social  media. In 

addition, technology has provided the necessary condition for foodies to share 

food and their everyday life. Moreover, although technology and social media 

provide necessary condition of collective sharing, the psychological and social 

situation of desire should not be overlooked. Before digitized era, the elitist 

food criticism—food critics dominating the food media circuit to write about 

food or taste provides little opportunity, if not lacking, for non-journalist or 

people who know the network to participate in food criticism writing. Now, 

as made possible by networked societies, amateur foodies who have a keen 
 
 
 

115Vincent Mosco. ‘Brand New World,’19-22 September 2001. 
116Mosco. ‘Brand New World,’ 19-22 September 2001. 
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interest   in   writing   food   criticism   can   have   the   chance   to   become 
 

‘dream-come-true’—being a citizen journalist to build the path or 
 

establish their own journalist/professional status as an independent 
 

critic/journalist/writer. 
 

Before discussing the second democratizing dimension in Chapter Three, 

Iwill closely examine the first democratization dimension of taste by foodie 

critics  by  underpinning  the  linguistic-visual  shift  on  the  social  media  to 

understand how foodie critics are able to gain the voice of authority in line with 

the  global  media  trend  that  celebrates  visual  trendsetting  and  maximizing 

instant visual impact. 

 
 

3.3   Visual Trend in Foodie Criticism 
 

It remains true that online media plays an important role in shaping food 
 

criticism   practices,   with   the   participation   of   foodie   critics. And   this 
 

observation  of  networked  societies  in  the  United  States  in  Johnston’s  and 

Bauhamn’s study echoes with the case of Hong Kong (Johnston and Bauhamn 

2015). Since the establishment of Openrice in 1999—the very first collective 

food criticism writing platform, food blogging activities in the mid-2000s have 

become  popularized  as  one  form  of  collective  food  criticism  writing. The 

historical shifts, from newspapers and television to collective writing medium 

(Openrice); from forum to blogs and social media (Instagram), have pinpointed 

not only the forth-mentioning decentralization of traditional power of food 

criticism  industry,  but  also  the  increasing  importance  of  visual  usage  and 

reduction of length of text in food criticism, which can be identified in the 

technological invention of computer software and mobile apps. 

First, the rapid development of mobile devices (i.e. iPhone and Samsung) 
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and apps (i.e. Photoshop, Meitu xiuxiu and Foodie Camera apps) in advancing 

photo-taking and -editing qualities has encouraged individuals to participate in 

visual-oriented  virtual  communication. As  sensory  scholar  David  Howes 

sharply puts,  ‘[c]onsumer  capitalism, in  fact, would  make  it  its business to 

engage as many senses as possible in its seduction of the consumer’ (Howes 

2003, 11).117Instead of reading and writing plain text, capitalist tends to make 

use of visual text and visually attractive pictures to affectyoung audience and 

working class, who are looking for eye-catching and appealing information in 

short period of time under the fast pacing capitalist society. Purporting to Hu 

Yuheng’s, Lydia Manikonda’s and Subbarao   Kambhampati’s study on 
 

investigating the types of photos on Instagram,118   they identify that traveling, 

landscape, fashion, people and livelihood are most frequent themes frequently 

shared  by  Instagram  users  (Hu  Yuheng,  Lydia  Manikonda  and  Subbarao 

Kambhampati 2014) which are the main themes often visually stylized and 

shared by media users. Furthermore, with many tools available online and on 

smartphones, individuals can make use of them to stylize nice pictures to join 

the visual-driven consumerism which links to my second point. 

Second,  the  emergence  and  popularization  of  social  media  platforms, 

Facebook,  Twitter  and  Blogs,  in  the  mid-2000s  have  engendered  collective 

sharing habitus in many advanced capitalist societies. On one hand, these 

platforms embody the stylizing design and setting of fostering visual culture, 

and the convenience of installing these editing devices and social media apps 

on  the  mobile  has  further  promoted  the  practices  of  editing  and  stylizing 

 
117   David Howes, Sensual Relations: Engaging the Senses in Culture & Social Theory. US: University of Michigan, 2003, 211. 
118   Accordingly, they identify that there are eight types of themes that are commonly shared by Instagram users based on their 

content analysis of sampling 200 photos from 1,000 photos out of 50 users. These themes are self-portraits, friends, 
activities, captioned photos (pictures with embedded text), food, gadgets, fashion, and pets. Hu Yuheng, Lydia Manikonda 
and Subbarao Kambhapati. ‘What We Instagram: A First Analysis of Instagram Photo Content and User Types. In 
Proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Weblogs and Social Media, ICWSM 2014 (pp. 595-598). The AAAI Press. 
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pictures. The facilitation of production, on the other hand, is articulated with 
 

the hypertextuality whereby social media has provided media users to view the 

work of other media users as connected in the Internet as network, as well as 

authors to publish and share their work without the need to be recruited by an 

institution. Their  stylized  pictures  taken  with  photographic  and  editing 

devices,  as  potentially  comparable  to  magazine  food  criticism,  are  to  be 

recognized after sharing them online publicly. In turn, this becomes one of the 

factors motivating them  to  share,  to  gain  media  capital—the  path  towards 

professional journalist. Even though they have (as foodie critic) or have not 

(as foodies) the intention to step alongside this road, the time they share about 

food online has articulated them into this professionalizing process. 

The intertwined visual and technological ecology in contemporary social 

media have to a certain degree re-defined new values of taste sensually and 

visually. In the following, I shall introduce and conduct a semiotic analysis of 

Instagram—a collaborative social platform introduced by Kevin Systrom and 

Mike  Krieger  in  2010  and  currently  owned  by  Facebook—to  study  the 

communicative system of food and taste in contemporary food media circuit of 

Hong Kong. 

 
 

3.4   Instagram: An Affective Platform of Becoming a Foodie 
 

In the age of the Internet, smartphones and online browsing have become 

part of our everyday life in capitalist societies, and mobile social media is an 

important platform for foodies to write, share and reply to establish visibility 

and  authority. Due  to  hypertext  2.0,  informational  and  communicative 

exchanges  are  made  available,  which  facilitates  dynamic  interaction  among 
 

media users, both known and unknown to each other. Instagram, Facebook, 
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Pinterest, Tumbler and Twitter are the most popular mainstream mobile social 
 

media platforms for producing content and engagement. Among these media 
 

platforms, Instagram is one of most prominent examples of affective mobile 

media industry that deserves attention, as remarked by the following social 

media scholars Nicholas Carah and Michelle Shaul. To be specific, Carah and 

Shaul argues how Instagram ‘harnesses the continuous and habitual use of 

mobile devices to scroll, tap, and glance at a never-ending flow of images’ 

(Carah and Shaul 2016, 71)119, which implies the design of this social media app 

has fostered fast pacing mode of reading, as well as writing with keywords for 

instant  review. In  theory,  while  the  technological  design  helps  make  the 

information  flow  reader  friendly  to  accommodate  the  fast-pacing  life  in 

capitalist societies, it prioritizes visual elements that enables fast reading and 

increases attraction for the vibrant colour contrast of images. This is indeed the 

gist  of  Instagram  design.  In  this  logic,  how  the  simple  usage  of  Instagram 

design  in  editing  pictures  with  our  mobile  phone  helps  facilitated  image 

production and ‘stimulat[e] and captur[e] the productive activity of producing, 

circulating, and attending to images’ (Carah and Shaul 2016, 71)120   will also be 

examined  in  this  section.  Indeed,  Instagram  is  the  very  few  social  media 

platforms  that  installs  both  editing  and  sharing  tools  in  one  app,  which 

motivates foodies to use this user-friendly platform to share about food. 

Apart from the technology side, the dimension of agents and engagement 

should  not  be  overlooked,  since  ‘[e]ngagement  is  significant  because  each 

interaction with an image generates data that makes the image available in 

 
 

 
119Nicholas Carah and Michelle Shaul, ‘Brands and Instagram: Point, tap, swipe, glance,’ Mobile Media & Communication 4.1 

(2016): 69-84. 
120Carah and Shaul, ‘Brands and Instagram,’. 71. 
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wider  flows  of  content   on  the  platform’, 121 whereby  each  hashtag  on 
 

Instagram is intentionally created and ‘interjected into a great range of users’ 

feeds’ to achieve wide branding impact (Carah and Shaul 2016, 71).122   With 

hashtags, foodies are able to instantly find related sharing and to be sought by 

other media users to achieve branding of food and self-branding purposes. This 

provides more self-controlled opportunities than other platforms to be sought 

and recognized. 

Purporting   to   these   studies,   this   chapter   conceptualizes   not   only 

‘Instagram as an image machine’ but takes accounts of the non-technological 

factors: agent (foodies) and social situation (democratization of food criticism & 

sensual   perception   of   taste),   which   expands   the   above   framework   by 

strengthening  the  link  of  (editing)  images  with  the  cultural  politics  in  the 

democratization of the food criticism industry. And most importantly, I view 

that  Instagram  is  the  most  representative  example  of  foodie  platform  to 

articulate  foodies  with  the  ‘camera-eats-first’  phenomenon  in  Hong  Kong, 

which is emerged after  the  increasing popularity of  Instagramamong other 

mobile apps, and to foster the sight/eye-catching consumption habits, apart 

from the existing authentic-exotic consumption habits (Johnston and Bauhamn: 

2015) and trendy (see: Chapter One). 

3.4.1 Habitualization of Mobile Reception of Images with Affective Design 
 

Speaking  of  the  quality  and  significance  of  foodie  criticism  on 

Instagram,  the  significance  is  how  this  platform  has  shaped  our 

perception   of   taste   with   its   embodied   design   and   intercultural 

exchanges  of  media  users  and  other  media  apps,  which  contribute 

 
 

121Carah and Shaul, ‘Brands and Instagram,’ 71. 
122   Ibid. 
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largely   to   the   democratization   of   food   criticism   and   cultural 
 

phenomenon  of  ‘camera  eats  first’  or  ‘food  porn’. In  the  ensuing 
 

paragraphs, I shall demonstrate how foodie critics participate in mobile 

social media with stylistics practices that enlarges the power of sight in 

the writing of tastewhich would, in turn, engender the above cultural 

phenomenon. 

Essentially,   from   a   stylistic   perspective,   the   technological   and 

personal use of mobile media design embodies and promotes the visual 

sensation of foodie critics as well as media users. To be more specific, 

technological dimension relates to how availabletechnological features 

and advancement (i.e. filters, design, editing) have been employed by 

foodie  critics  with  their  smartphones,  while  the  personal  dimension 

describes the ability of individual foodie to manipulate pictures with 

visual-inspired   tactics:   the   integration   of   personal   dining   choices 

(i.e. café with vibrant colour, hit dining spots), personal gadgets (using 

props and table-cloth), devices of taking photos (cameras, smartphones, 

apps) and framing of photos in the dining spots. Both instances reflect 

the technological competence of foodie critics and social media users in 

the participation of visual stylistics and culture of food pornography: 

food as the pornographic and seducible subject to be shared stylistically 

and frequently by foodie critics, provoking desire of eating, sensation of 

good taste and development of personal style. As foodies ‘cara_yeung’ 

(Cara Yeung 2018) and ‘alexiswhung’ (Alexiswhung 2017) comment, ‘港

女啲都要講句好靚啊123   +  hearted-eyes  emoji’  (I  have  to  admit  it’s 

 
 

123‘Jiangnudidouyaojiangjuhaojinga: Strawberry in the clouds,’ (港女啲都要講句好靚啊:Strawberry in the clouds),Instagram, 
last updated: 24 March 2018, accessed: 21 March 2018, http://picbear.online/cara_yeung 
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pretty like what Hong Kong girls would exaggerate) and ‘好西表示不需

多用文字描述的 + agreed emoji’124   (good food needs little language 

to introduce) respectively, these bring out the importance of the writing 

agenda  of  choosing  good  food  (for  photo-shooting),  how  taste  is 

understood instantly with the visual rather than language in the social 

media era. 

I   will   now   proceed   to   dwell   on   the   technological   dimension 

specifically to explain the visual turn in contemporary food criticism. At 

the surface, the design of social media,Instagram, is very user-friendly 

catering  the  need  of  modern  citizens  with  mobile  browsing  habits: 

viewing information on media with smartphones at short instance, for 

leisure,  hobby,  daily  and  minute  social  practices  during  the  break. 

Restaurants, offices, metro, buses, home, etc. are most common spaces 

for using smartphones, instead of laptops, in accessing the social media. 

Catering for viewing online information with smartphones, images are 

prioritized over words since it would be difficult to read small texts both 

in  short  time  or  with  smartphones. Therefore,  images  are  often 

magnified and prioritized over words for rapid communication on our 

mobile phone in the social media era, which structures our attention of 

food  with  visual  images. Given  that  most  of us  are equipped with 

smartphones, the designers of Instagram capture this visual shift in the 

media and integrate it into smartphones, which can be reflected in the 

design of the layout and editing tools available on Instagram. The layout 

encompasses  the  grid  and  scrolling  view  of  the  personal  profile, 

 
 

124   ‘Haoxibiaoshi buxu duoyong wenzimiaoshude,’ (好西表示不需多用文字描述的 ),Instagram, last updated: 22 March 
2017, accessed: 21 May 2018, https://lviewer.com/alexiswhung/1740575893555870956_270262168. 
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scrolling   view   and   snap   of   the   public   profile;   the   editing   tools 

encompass 23 filters and 13 photo-editing props of the personal profile, 

boomerang, videos, live of the public profile and emoji-adding tools of 

the public profile inside the Snap. Both grid and scrolling views on 

Instagram  are  intended  to  magnify  the  proportion  of  images  than 

words—texts  becoming  captions  that  create  what  the  foodie  critics 

consider as instagrammable as used in the hash-tags of many foodies 

and  foodie  critics.  Visual  signs  are  compiled  stylistically  to  set  food 

trends by attracting the instant attention of the audience. 

3.4.1.1 Grid View Design on Instagram 
 

I will illustrate the instagrammable nature ofthis social media 

platformby first examining the grid view function with one of my 

foodie observants, namely sadnessml (hereafter, SSML). SSML 

is a 27-year-old accountant who has been sharing food on this 

platform for over two years. With the grid view function, both 

foodie critics and viewers could easily track back her two-year 

history of sharing and analyze her overall style as shown vividly 

in the following picture (Figure 10). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 10: SSML’s Foodie Profile on Instagram(SSML 2018)125 

 
 
 
 
 

 
125   Sadnessml, ‘sadnessml,’lastaccessed:17 August2018,https://www.instagram.com/sadnessml/.  
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Figure   10   shows   the   grid   view   of   SSML’s   profile   on   my 

smartphone and whenever you scroll down the page, one will 

see   all   together   twelve   boxes   composing,   archiving   and 

showcasing  the  artistically   taken   photos  by  her. Viewing 

Instagram as a kind of long-form journalism, the grid view helps 

both SSML and her audience to view her pictures vividly, and 

pragmatically  increases  the  affection  of  sharing  pictures  in 

consistence  style  to  consolidate  her  interpretation  of  visual 

beauty or avoid visual disturbance. The design of the app itself is 

intended to accommodate visual stylistics development. 

Apart  from  the  grid  view,  the  other  viewing  mode  of 

Instagram—scrolling   view   also   prioritizes   images   on   the 

Instagram  profile. By  scrolling  down  the  page  and  clicking 

inside the pictures of her profile or other foodie critics’ page to 

check on their update or posts, it is observed that the image 

remains more visible and prioritized than the caption 

(language).While food pictures occupy at least half size of the 

page,  the  condensed  captions,  number  of  likes,  button  bars, 

comment sections, publishing time and empty space share the 

rest of the page. From the audience-writer perspective, not only 

does   the   enlarged   image   satisfy   the   instantaneous   and 

pornographic need of the foodie community, but also motivate 

them to adopt a visual approach to food criticism—increasing 

the visual affection of the images to attract more attention or 

likes from the potential audience. 

For example,Figure  11  displays  the  close-up  of  a  piece  of 
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watermelon cake, which is edited and stylized to magnify the 

contrasts   among   dimmed   background   composed   of   lights, 

transparent windows and dark sky night (SSML 2018). In the 

absence of a detailed stylistic analysis now, this is certainly a 

powerful   image   to   provoke   appetitive   sensation,   which   is 

comprised  of  the  beautiful  composition  of  the  picture  and 

careful   selection   of   this   square-cut   watermelon   cake   to 

demonstrate her visual sensitivity and taste of food. Without 

the caption underneath, the visual impact could instantly deliver 

the  taste  with  the  stylized  and  enlarged  image.  These  minor 

details are combined to construct visual affection to set our food 

trends. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 11: Watermelon Cake taken by SSML (SSML 2018)126 
 
 
 
 

In another example, we can also see the talent of editing and 

picture composition by foodie critics. In Figure 12, it is observed 

that SSML captures the light and shadow of the charcoal latte on 

the support of stripped background and simple black-and-white 

 
126   Sadnessml, ‘sadnessml,’lastaccessed:17 August2018,https://www.instagram.com/sadnessml/.  
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colour, which reflects her bodily sensitivity to create maximize 

visual  impact  with  dynamic  colour  contrast  and  light-shadow 

composition. At the same time, by mono-tuning the background 

into black and white, the vein on the wooden table (visual sign) 

is transformed into unique splashing pattern, which represents 

the affection created by hip stylistics to grasp the attention of 

the  audience.  Indeed,  this  affection  is  much  stronger  than 

linguistic  in  the  sense  that  the  colour  contrast  and  picture 

composition  provoke  instant  reflection/imagination  than  text 

which takes longer time to read. While stylistics edit the visual 

signs of food, the meaning/signified of food and taste will be 

changed as well. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 12: Charcoal Latte taken by SSML (SSML 2018)127 

 
 
 
 

3.4.1.2 Scrolling View Design on Instagram 
 

Apart   from   the   personal   profile,   the   scrolling   view   on 
 

Instagramalso shares the same visual impact on the audience on 
 
 
 

127   Sadnessml, ‘sadnessml,’lastaccessed:17 August2018,https://www.instagram.com/sadnessml/.  
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the public profile page. As a matter of fact, the visual impact is 

further strengthened by the snap function on top of the page, 

which  is  a  newly  added  Instagram  function  introduced  last 

month that complicates our bodily engagement with food in a 

rapid temporal setting (Figure 13). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 13: Snap Function on Instagram (eatson123 2018)128 

 
Like  the  uploading  function  on  the  personal  profile  which 

I would introduce later, foodie critics could upload more than 

photos in snaps including videos, live video, flash-back video and 

boomerang (adding back-and-forth movement by compressing 

seconds of video) that increases the dynamic visual impact to 

the audience for these snaps occupy the full screen of Instagram. 

In  addition,  since  each  snap  last  for  five  seconds  only,  the 

condensed  time  helps promote  fast  speed-reading  habit with 

visual images. Although captions remain important for providing 

a  quick  explanation  for  the  photos,  it  is  questionable  how 

Instagram encourages more people to upload photos without as 

 
 

128Eatson123, ‘eatson123,’lastaccessed:17 August2018,https://www.instagram.com/eatson123/. 
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much concerns of writing a post that takes time thinking about 
 

the   content   and   tags. Taking   one   of   my   observants 
 

Foodieyanyann as an example (Figure14), she uploads with an 

average of 30 snap photos per day during the week of 6 – 13 

October 2017(Foodieyanyann 2017).129 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 14: Snap Page of Foodieyanyann (Foodieyanyann 2017)130 
 
 
 
 

Since sharing photos of food becomes more and more casual, 

it has become her daily habit to use smartphone and Instagram 

to share foodie criticismbyuploading snaps of food routinely and 

habitually.For her and many other foodie critics, whether it is a 

formal lunch meal or a chocolate bar during snack, only little 

time  is  needed  for  sharing  their  food  porn  with  this  snap 

function. More conveniently, one can upload the snap within 

24  hours  after  taking  a  picture  with  one's  smartphone  and 

foodie critics either upload the photo immediately or after a 

long meal. The latter function is particularly crucial to foodie 

 
129‘foodieyanyannn,’ Instagram, last updated: 15 October 2017, accessed: 15 October 2017, 

https://www.Instagram.com/foodieyanyannn/ 
130Foodieyanyannn, ‘hao zhongyi changcan,’ (好中意常餐), accessed: 13 October12017, 

https://www.Instagram.com/foodieyanyann 
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critics who join food tasting events or gatheringswhereby they 

could  have  more  time  to  concentrate  on  the  tasting  and 

photo-taking part and do the snap later. Undoubtedly, I have 

found that this new convenient tool (sign) and function becomes 

a job or habit for every foodie critic to adopt since the majority 

in the community is uploading photos of food with it and the 

only difference is the quantity. On the other hand, while not 

every audience would read all snaps of all their followers, the 

habit of reading the snaps of close followers is evident according 

to my ethnographic research on viewing the foodie information 

on  Instagram,  whereby  foodie  critics  could  press  the  private 

message function by simply clicking on the snap key and giving 

comments  to  the  corresponding  foodie  critic. Clearly,  the 

user-friendly design is the  key to the popularization of  visual 

representation of taste by foodie critics habitually. But behind 

this convenient design, what should not be overlooked is the 

implication behind this change in food media ecology that utters 

the  increasing demand  of  visual  image  over  text  in  the  food 

criticism  industry. Furthermore,  the  availability  of  uploading 

moving images and videos on Instagramhasseemingly increased 

the   intimacy   and   social   connections   by   embodying   more 

everyday discourses of foodie critics on  Instagram. In short, 

while everyone is getting to know more about one another with 

Instagram, it remains unavoidable for us to adopt a 

visual-oriented culture to accommodate the pacing and living of 
 

consumer  capitalism,  which  is  indeed,  the  visual  ideology  of 
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postmodern society. 
 

3.4.2 The Mechanism of Filters in Creating Affection 
 

To fully understand how Instagram and foodie critics promote foodie 

stylistics on Instagram by recreating their sensual journey with a visual 

focus, close attention should be paid to the filters and props provided 

by Instagram since these tools are considered most useful and popular 

among foodie critics.Although contemporary development of 

smartphones  has  enhanced  the  quality  of  photo-taking,  the  editing 

tools are even more important for they could bring much changes and 

alteration to the photos in terms of colour, tonality, texture and focus 

(signs), and in many cases, editing poor quality photos into attractive 

and hipster ones that attracts the audience attention. 

Apart from Instagram, there are other apps providing filter function, 

like  VSCO  CAM131,  Snapseed132,  Retrica133,  Polarr134   and  Pomelo135. 

These  apps  are  available  on  smartphones  and  applicable  to  both 

Android and iOS systems, which are used by foodies to edit and share 

their edited photographs on Instagram. Among the filters, moreover, 

the built-in functions of social media apps like Instagram and LINE are 

more convenient time-savers for editing photos to achieve the temporal 

or consistent style of one’s profile. What is special about this filtering 

function  is  the  creation  of  stylistic  affection:  through  the  different 

degree of shifts and intertwined edition in tone colour136, brightness137, 

 
131   There are 20+ free filters available like Instagram and employed by more foodie critics and photographers. 
132There isa list of detailed adjusting devices, which is recommended by foodie ‘Pearlthefoodie’,Instagram, last accessed 17 

August 2018, https://www.instagram.com/pearlthefoodie/?hl=zh-hk. 
133This is considered as the best filter app for editing portraits of people. 
134   There are hundreds of free filters specifying in tuning intensity of colour and light exposure. 
135   There are 60+ free filters with adjustment of artistic colour and powerful colour contrast. 
136   This refers to the modification from warm to cold colour to create positive/negative affection and pleasant/sadness. 
137   This refers to the modification from light to dark to weaken/sharpen attention and create positive/negative affection. 
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saturation   of   colour 138 and  texture 139 ,   the  emotion   and   artistic 
 

intervention  of   an   individual  are  represented   and  conveyed  into 

communicative symbols that facilitate interaction among foodies and 

social media users. 

To  be  specific,  the  filter  application  might  carry  the  intention  of 

achieving  astylistic  effect. This explains why applying different  filters 

into the ‘fried rice dish’ may give different tone colour and affection 

with  only  one  single  picture  (Figure  15)  for  the  original  sign  is 

articulated with the signifieds, which is associated with other colours. 

For  example,  among  the  filters  available  on  Instagram,  they  can  be 

grouped together in the following way to express four dissimilar styles 

of the foodie critic or specificity of the dish. First, bright and vibrant 

filters: Clarendon, Lark (Figure 16, right), Juno, Ludwig and 

Valenciafilters enhance the brightnesson outer or middle area of the 

photos—making it white—with different degree of colour modification 

that sharpens the subject: fried rice per se. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figures 15 –16 (left to right): Original Fried Rice Dish; Lark-filtered Dish (eatson123 2018)140 
 
 
 
 
 

138   This refers to the modification from colourful to black-and-white to sharpen/weaken vibrancy, focus and authenticity. 
139This refers to the modification from soft to succinct linearity and exposure to alter the appearance and realness of the dish. 

 
140   Eatson123, ‘eatson123,’ https://www.instagramcom/eatson123/. 
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The authenticity and deliciousness of the food is heightened with 

slight  increase  of  the  saturation  of  colour  of  blue  and  green,  while 

de-saturating the red. In fact, it is found that this is a common stylized 

approach of foodies to create an authentic affection as if seeing this 

dish in person under the sunlight or at a restaurant, by altering the 

meaning  of  original  signs.  At  the  same  time,  increasing  brightness 

largely  and  texture  slightly  help  filter  out  the  noise—the  distracting 

plates or shadow surrounding the center in the original picture (left). 

Second,   the   contrasting   filters(modifying   colour   contrast   and 

saturation of colour to create special tone colour): Amaro, Rise, Mayfair, 

Hefe, X-Pro II and Lo-Fi are used to express different degrees of sad 

sentiment by de-saturating or saturating the three primary colours and 

drawing  contrasts  in  brightness-darkness  and  warm-cold  toning  to 

strengthen or weaken the feeling and affection implicitly. Comparing the 

original picture (Figure 17) with the filtered picture (Figure 18), there is 

an  inharmonious  tone  colour  created  with  the  overall  brightened 

background  but  lighter  and  warmer  colour,  which  is  stylized  to  be 

eye-catching  and  romantic  (signs)  for  the  stylized  warm  colour  and 

comfort tonality. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figures 17 & 18 (left to right): Original Fried Rice Dish; Rise-filtered Dish (eatson123 2018)141 

 
 
 

141   Eatson123, ‘eatson123,’ https://www.instagramcom/eatson123/. 
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Third, the mild softening filters: Gingham (Figure 19), 
 

Perpetua,Hudson,  Ryes,  Valencia,  Sierra  and  Nashville  are  the  most 

popular ones and are often employed by teenager foodie critics who 

seek  to  render  a kind  of  Hong  Kong-hipster  fashion  or  minimalist 

affection  by  altering  the  tone  colour  and  brightness,  as  well  as 

smoothening the pictures with fading toning. The following picture is 

the   minimalist   kind   that   gives   an   impression   of   simplicity   and 

cleanliness with soft toning that provokes  a sense  of relaxation and 

poetic imagination with lightened background as inclined to white—the 

colour which denotes peace, clean and pure. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 19: Gingham-filtered Dish(eatson123 2018)142 
 

And  more  critically,  this  mild  filter  gives  a  kind  of  gourmet  and 

middle-class lifestyle within the foodie critic community whereby this 

signifies an enjoyable, trendy, smart casual visibility to the audience. 

And quite often, these filters are employed when the foodie critic seeks 

to ensemble the restaurant, particular cafes and outdoor restaurants 

and food together to tell the overall dining sensation with the tone 

colour. 

Lastly, the darkening filters: Aden, Slumber, Crema, Perpetua, Moon 
 
 

142   Eatson123, ‘eatson123,’ https://www.instagramcom/eatson123/. 
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(Figure 20), Willow and Inkwell turn the photos into dark and grey by 

altering  the  saturation  of  colour  and  tone  colour,  which  explicitly 

express the frustration of the foodie critic for the poor quality of the 

dish or personal sentiment by adding certain vintage feeling and texture 

to  it.  As  such,  the  fried  rice  dish  is  turned  into  a  sad  story  since 

deliciousness and  authenticity of  the  dish  (original signifieds) are to 

a large  extent  removed  from  this  visual  tonality  to  express  negative 

emotions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 20: Moon-filtered Dish (eatson123 2018)143 
 
 
 
 

Although these filters are more often used in the selfies or personal 

stories  shared  by  foodie  critic,  they  remain  useful  filters  for  foodie 

criticism  is  more  personal  and  storytelling  stylized. Monochrome 

pictures,  without  big  changes  in  saturation  of  colour  and  texture, 

already   provokes   a   sense   of   sadness   regardless   of   brightness. 

Furthermore,  skillful foodie  critics  can fine tune  the  degree of filter 

alteration  by  choosing  the  ‘lux  function’  to  adjust  the  contrast  and 

saturation of the filter to avoid over-saturated or contrastive to make a 

decent but classy tuning of the filtered picture. 

 

 
143   Eatson123, ‘eatson123,’ https://www.instagramcom/eatson123/. 
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Evidently, the linguistic-visual shift is captured and embodied in the 
 

design  of  Instagram. Also,  the  availability  of  different  filters  has 
 

encouraged  foodies  to  stylize  food  with  one’s  taste  and  stylistic 

preferences that maintains consistency in their quality of pictures and 

making   them   more   instagrammable/attractive.   This   reveals   the 

significance of this platform in offering foodie critics the function to edit 

pictures and foster visual text to create affection than text. 

3.4.3 Editing Tools and Food Styling 
 

Apart from the filters, Instagram provides foodies/foodie critics with 

very convenient tools to edit food photos, since many of them take food 

as beautiful personal records, circulation and sharing, or for advertising. 

In short, these tools include the edit of framing, colour, tonality and 

distancing effect, which are used to edit the meaning of original dish 

(sign). And very often, as well-established foodie critic Christine Wong 

introduced the aesthetics of Instagram with a Samsung smartphone in 

reaching out to and attracting a large audience of food in a talk, Wong 

illustrated  how  these  editing  tools  are  employed  in  the  following 

sequence, aside from her own effort in peeling and slicing vegetables 

(Figures 21 – 23). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figures 21-23: Preparing Vegetables for Better Visual Effect (Wong 2018)144 

 
 
 
 
 

144Christine Wong, ‘How To Grow Your Instagram: Boosting Audience and Engagement + Food Styling.’ Talk, Go Green, 8 August, 
2017. 
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First and foremost, adjusting tools—the trimming or angle-switching 

functions of the photos—are often used to make the photo fit the size 

of the smartphone screen on Instagram or to eliminate obstacles in the 

photos that distract the focus (food). Then, she explained how she edits 

the  saturation  of  colour  and  tone  colour  of  the  photos  by  playing 

around   with   functions:   brightness,   contrast,   structure,   warmth, 

saturation and colour, which help enhance the clarity and sharp colour 

of the photos to make them look as professional as taking pictures with 

expensive cameras (Figure 22). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 22: Wong’s Demonstration of Editing Her Dish (Wong 2018)145 

 
Brightness and warmth are very important for making the photos 

look more in motion and vibrant that make you feel as if the food is 

right in front of you which would, in turn, highlight the presence of the 

dish  and  draw  the  attention  of  the  audience.  Moving  on  she  tries 

highlights or shadow to sharpen the image, followed by fading, vignette 

and fading to modify the distance of feeling and focus of the image. 

This technique is often employed when a foodie critic seeks to eliminate 

the obstacles on the table and highlight the key features of a dish. All 

these features playing around with the images of food highly represent 

the  idea  of  foodie  stylistics  that  foodie  critics  are  expected  to  play 

around   with   to   make   them   more   professional   sounding   and 

 
145Wong, ‘How To Grow Your Instagram,’ Talk, Go Green. 
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recommendation trustworthy with good quality of photos. With these 

edited  devices  (tools  and  apps),  foodie  critics  could  easily  create 

beautiful  and  professional  pictures  by  freely  altered  the  meaning 

articulated  with  the   dish   (sign)   which  would,   in  turn,  challenge 

conventional food critics who attract the audience linguistically and are 

not  perceived  to  take  good  photos  of  food.Quantitatively  speaking, 

Wong remarked how the likes of the same picture has accumulated 

from 549 into 23.6k likes after a year (Figures 23-24)which, to some 

extent, reflects the popularity of Wong’s rendition of foodie stylistics on 

Instagram. Through  stylizing  the  ratatouille  dish  with  warmer  and 

saturated colour, as well as darkened edge to sharpen the dish and 

props on the desk to create contrast of angles and shapes, she can 

create a hip sensation with deliberate design and arrangement, and 

eventually,   enables   her   to   gain   a   photography   award   with   this 

edited/stylized picture (Figure 25). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figures 23-25 (left to right): Accumulation of Likes (Present and Past) (Wong 2018)146 
 
 
 
 

3.5   Other Visual Editing Apps Employed by Foodie Critics 
 

To  further  elaborate  on  the  analysis  and  demonstrate  the  intervening 
 
 
 

146Wong, ‘How To Grow Your Instagram,’ Talk, Go Green. 
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power of modern technology to the representation of taste, attention should 

be paid to that fact that the visual-editing trend is also captured by other media 

companies. As such, there is an increase in the development of photo editing 

devices for use in  the stylistics of foodie  critics and  social  media users  for 

sharing  beautiful  pictures.  The  collective  culture  of  constructing  myth  with 

visual  stylistics  can  be  illustrated  with  the  following  mobile  app  Snapseed, 

which is a mobile app invented by Google offering 28 kinds of adjustment tools 

and 11 filters therein. Significantly, the app is frequently used by leading foodie 

critics  to  edit  photos,  before  further  editing  and  sharing  on  Instagram. 

Comparatively speaking, Instagram offers more filters than Snapseed, but there 

are  more  detailed  and  refined  functions  available  on  this  app  which  helps 

enrich  the  taste  of  food  with  personal  touch,  as  if  using  Photoshop.  For 

example, one could partially or fully adjust brightness, contrast, saturation and 

exposure  of  food  by  choosing  different  sets  of  tools,  namely  ‘tune  image’, 

‘selective’ and ‘brush’, and further edit the sharpness, ambiance, temperature 

and tilt with individualized function of this tool. In addition, the well-known 

mimic feature of Photoshop in copying small area and placing on the other to 

achieve  removal  of  undesired  area  can  be  made  with  the  ‘healing’  tool 

available on Snapseed. While traditional journalist and some foodie critic (i.e. 

Alexiswhung) uses cameras to take pictures of food to render the taste visually, 

Photoshop is applied in the next stage in modifying the picture to give a sharp, 

bright  and  appetitive  representation  of  food.  In  social  media  era,  similar 

adjustment effects can now be achieved without the aid of the computer and 

Photoshop, by installing Snapseed on smartphones that further saves time and 

increases   convenience.   Undoubtedly,   the   advancement   of   visual   editing 

technology on smartphones not only promotes real-time and instant media 
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representations, but also facilitates the application of foodie stylistics to work 
 

on signs and create wider trendsetting power. 
 

I will explain this by the illustration of  the pictures by ‘pearlthefoodie’ 

(Pearl Le) who is currently a Vancouver-based foodie critic from Hong Kong. As 

shown  in  Figure  26,  Le’s  profile  gives  an  impression  of  clean,  stylish  and 

consistent which are made possible by her foodie stylistics. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 26: Pearl’s Foodie Profile on Instagram(Le 2018)147 
 

On 8 November2017, Le used the ‘live function’ available on the snap 

column of Instagram to demonstrate how to edit and share beautiful pictures, 

in response to her followers. After pressing the app logo from the homepage of 

iPhone (Figure 27), she selected the picture of food for uploading on Instagram 

(Figure  28)andthen  entered  the  filtering  page  of  Snapseed  (Figure  29).Le 

explained that she tended not to use the filter for editing her pictures but 

adjustment tools instead for maximizing the tonality and affection she sought 

to achieve. Therefore, she directly rolled right to the ‘tool’ page for her taste 

adjustment (Figure 30). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

147‘Pearlthefoodie.’ Instagram, last accessed 17 August 2018, https://www.instagram.com/pearlthefoodie/?hl=zh-hk. 
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Figures 27-30: Le demonstrated how to enter Snapseed with her smartphone (Le 2018)148 
 
 
 
 

Interestingly, if Wong’s stylized adjustment is more randomly made based 

on her intuition or artistic sense, Le’s intentional approach rings a bell of the 

embodiment of foodie stylistics in shaping the taste or picture of food in a 

waywhich would be addressed more prudently in the ensuing paragraphs. 

Le explained in detail that she would edit the picture of food bit by bit 

starting from the macro level using the ‘tuning image’ tool to raise up the 

brightness largely (almost raising the overall brightness by 46%, (Figure 31) and 

saturation slightly. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 31: Editing Brightness (Le 2018)149 
 

Increasing brightness tends to give the impression of liveliness, cleanliness 
 

148‘Pearlthefoodie.’ Instagram, last accessed 17 August 2018, https://www.instagram.com/pearlthefoodie/?hl=zh-hk. 
149‘Pearlthefoodie.’ Instagram, last accessed 17 August 2018, https://www.instagram.com/pearlthefoodie/?hl=zh-hk. 
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and outdoor (thus more authentic) in suffice with over-sharpening the image. 

However, tuning the saturation slightly might make the food at the center more 

colourful and vibrant for the whitened area by brightness. Very conveniently, 

the app helps provide handful tools to edit pictures and encouragefoodie critics 

to employ. To further stylize the picture, she carefully used the ‘brush’ to tune 

the brightness of the background curtain followed by the sliced medium-rare 

beef and then checked the saturation of the dish. After a couple of trials in 

raising the saturation up and down slightly, she retained the original setting for 

the colour was vibrant, delicious and authentic enough to arouse the attention 

of the potential readership. This shows how the signified of the dish can be 

edited with little or large alteration of the original sign.Moving on, she made a 

small  adjustment  by  increasing  and  decreasing  the  colour  contrast  slightly 

around the plate. The adjustment of contrast in selected area helps bring out 

the layer of colour contrast of the dish and overall picture, including tip of the 

black ink sauce, khaki sofa pad and ivory sofa handle. Next, she stepped back 

and removed the saturation adjustment of the beef, followed by darkening the 

broccoliflower at the back of the beef (Figure 32). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 32: Darkening the Broccoliflower (Le 2018)150 
 
 
 
 
 
 

150Ibid. 
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Regarding the moves, Le explained that the key is to make the heart of this 

dish (beef) clear and vibrant enough to give a delicious tone, with the support 

of   comforting  and  natural   smooth  background.   Also,  by   darkening   the 

background, it will create a comfortable reading affection for overt brightness 

would be a bit sharp that disturbs the interest of reading slowly. In line with 

this speech, she used the ‘brush’ again in fine tuning the exposure of the sliced 

beef (raising it by no more than 0.7 out of 1) and saturation (decreasing it to 

the maximum of 10) of the background curtain as well as the plate with her 

finger as the brush (Figure 33). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 33: Editing the Curtain with Brush (Le 2018)151 

 
 
 
 

By pressing down the screen, Le illustrated that one can check the parts of 

the  picture  he/she  has  adjustedin  case  the  background  was  heavily  and 

intentionally edited to achieve the desired effect. As a result, one will see 

how the original gap between the plate and the background white curtain was 

blurred and naturally made the window closer to the plate as if right next to it. 

Then, she demonstrated the application of ‘details’ by raising different degrees 

of  ‘structure’  to  show  how  texture  could  be  stressed  with  this  function 

(Figure 34). 

 
 
 
 

151‘Pearlthefoodie.’ Instagram, last accessed 17 August 2018, https://www.instagram.com/pearlthefoodie/?hl=zh-hk. 
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Figures 34-35 (left to right): Editing ‘Structure’ up to values 99 and 7 respectively (Le 2018)152 
 
 
 
 

Le  remarked  that  tuning  structure  helped  highlight  the  texture  and 

realness of the dish, but one should not raise it up more than +7 (Figure 35) to 

avoid undesirable lines and texture to come out that ruin the smooth texture of 

the overall picture. Finally, the picture of this beef dish was exported and saved 

after 10-minute editing time, which according to Le, reduced as much by one 

third  of  her  normal  editing  time.  Stylistically  speaking,  the  overall  picture 

renders a comfortable sensation with mild-inclined toning that re-creates a 

relaxing dining experience of this beautiful beef dish at home which sounds 

professionally cooked.As such, the fantasy stylistics help construct the image of 

chilled Saturday dinner by romanticizing the normal dining experience with the 

signs (editing toning of the  colour and texture). Evidently, the  invention of 

stylistic  apps  is  playing  an  important  role  for  foodie  critics  to  employ  and 

achieve a wider affective power of trendsetting. 

After the beef plate, she demonstrated the application of her favourite 

tool ‘healing’ in her picture of a piece of Madeleine cake coated with icing of 

the cartoon character Totoro. Certainly, there is already a strong sense of 

kawaii discourse embodied with this cartoon design. After selecting the picture 
 
 
 

152‘Pearlthefoodie.’ Instagram, last accessed 17 August 2018, https://www.instagram.com/pearlthefoodie/?hl=zh-hk. 
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and choosing the tool, she made several zoomed ups (Figure 36) and used her 

finger to brush around the holes of the Madeleine (Figures 37-39). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 36: Checking the Perfectness of the Madeleine Cake(Le 2018)153 

 
From the audience’s point of view, if there are too many holes appeared on 

the surface of the cake, this might suggest that the dry ingredients are not 

sifted properly resulting in the saturation of gluten or the baking powder is not 

mixed evenly. That will lead to more release of carbon dioxide and denser 

texture, or the uneven temperature of individual ingredient of the batter that 

affects the emulsion of the egg and butter resulting in a lumpy cake. Whether 

Le is aware of the above culinary knowledge or not, she knows that less holes 

look much better and more professional, or less distracting the beautiful Totoro 

icing. Therefore, by brushing away the holes and replacing them with golden 

brown  colour  simultaneously  with  the  tool,  her  thirteen  Madeleine  cakes 

looked much perfect as only a few holes were left on every piece of the cake. 

Thisdistortion was made to the dish (sign) that demonstrates how stylistics is 

potent to edit pictures of food and alter the meaning of signs in maximizing its 

trendsetting power since a flawless cake might look much delicious and perfect 

to the eyes of the audience. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
153‘Pearlthefoodie.’ Instagram, last accessed 17 August 2018, https://www.instagram.com/pearlthefoodie/?hl=zh-hk. 
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Figures 37-39: Brushing away the holes with fingers(Le 2018)154 
 
 
 
 

Evidently,  this example of  applying  the  healing  effect  to  the  cakes  has 

shown not only the fine functions of the mobile app that resembles the usage 

of Photoshop on the computer as commented by one media participant that 

‘it’s a great phone substitute for photoshop haha’ (Figure 39), but has proven 

how much care and details a foodie critic would adjust pictures of food in order 

to  achieve  the  desired  effect,  kawaii-ness  as  in  this  case,  with  personal 

preference  (Figure  40).  Moreover,  together  with  the  arranged  angles  of 

Madeleine cakes around the plate, there creates a sense of professionalism in 

the  sense  of  a  photo-editing  expert,  which  reconciles  the  kawaii-connoted 

fantasy affection witha hip one. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 40: Edited Totoro Madeleine Cakes(Le 2018)155 

 

 
154‘Pearlthefoodie.’ Instagram, last accessed 17 August 2018, https://www.instagram.com/pearlthefoodie/?hl=zh-hk. 
155Ibid. 
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3.6   Short Conclusion on the Visual Trend in Contemporary Food Media 
 

Critically,  the taste of food in  the  social media  era is closely tied with 

stylized photographic and editing skills that embody the idea of foodie stylistics 

in changing the meaning of the sign in foodie criticism. These visual editing 

skills   as   one   form   of   visual   media   capital   is   much   demanded   on 

Instagram/foodie circle to claim one’s voice of authority (social capital) and 

become an influencer of food. In contemporary mythmaking of food, taste is 

culturally  constructed  with  increasingly  visual-oriented  focus,  which  will  be 

discussed in detail in the next chapter. 
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Chapter Four: Foodie Critics and Foodie Stylistics 
 

4.1   Fashion of Food: Developing PersonalStyle 
 

As I shall discuss in this chapter with my case study of  Instagram, the 

strategies  and  abilities  of  foodie  critics  to  stylize  pictures  is  crucial  to  the 

establishment of their authorities and achieving trendsetting function, which is 

defined   in   the   research   as   foodie   stylistics   that   is   embodied   in   the 

pictures/visual-prioritized medium. There are two kinds of foodie stylistics: one 

related to the textual dimension—taste of food (signified/function layer), while 

the other relates to the intention of the writer which I would return to in 

Chapter Five. 

First and foremost, what should not be overlooked is that foodie stylistics 

has created a different professional perception from the audience: media user 

might expect amateur foodies to write food criticism in a simple manner with 

little appropriation or editing that represents the real taste per se, which would, 

in turn, create the trustworthy affection of speaking for the mass public or 

grassroots   citizen. This   has   madeamateur   foodies   differing   from   the 

professional stylistics of food critics:the voice of  authority of food critics is 

originated from their culinary knowledge and language, whereas the voice of 

authority  of  amateur  foodies  is  throughcarefullystylized  visual  images  plus 

long-term engagement with the media audience. 

In theory, the term foodie stylistics connotes the change of text-oriented 

and informative writing into more visually-oriented and expressive one, when 

words have shifted to the caption (peripheral position) on social platforms. 

What  I  propose  foodie  stylistics  in  this  chapter  shares  the  definition  of 

professional  stylistics  as  discourses  with  intentional  purpose,  but  the  term 
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differs from professional stylistics on three counts akin to technology: first, 

shifting from multi-sensory to visual-motivated construction of taste; second, 

establishing  more  intimate  relationship  with  potential  readers  interactively; 

third,  maximizing  the  instantaneous  affection  of  taste.To  theorize  this  new 

stylistic system of food media industry, it would be necessary to examine four 

kinds  of  common  foodie  stylistics  as  such.  As sensory  scholar  Constance 

Classen  sharply remarks,  ‘[t]he  proliferation  of visual  imagery in  modernity 

promotes the notion that the world is, above all, something to see’ (Classen 

2005, 147).156   Following her logic in discussing the increasing visual focus of 

writing about food, investigating foodie stylistics considersthe media impact on 

visual culture and sensation to contemporary food criticism industry. As can be 

seen in the previous examples of filters and editing tools, we understand that 

taste is highly relied on visual appearance and affection.No doubt stylistics is a 

key  to  changing  and  adding  meaning  to  the  original  dish.Behind  these 

technological devices, the stylizing effect brought by brightness, tone colour, 

saturation of colour and texture has enabled foodie critics to develop four 

distinctive  styles  of  foodie  criticism,  which  help  them  gain  popularity  and 

establish  authority  in  the  food  media  circuit. From  a  macro-level,  foodie 

stylistics share four types of visual stylistics include: authentic, fantasy, hip and 

personal, which are the same as traditional food critics. Attracting the audience 

with visual capital is the essence of foodie stylistics. 

Authentic  stylistics,  on  one  hand,  signifies  the  recount  of  taste  and 

public-oriented kind of informative sharing; on the other hand, the focus of 

content  is much  less  related  to  cultural  history  with  the  reduction  of  long 

 
 

156   Constance Classen, ‘MuLuhan in the Raiynforest: The Sensory Worlds of Oral Cultures’, in Empire of the Senses: The Sensual 
Culture Reader, edited by David Howes, 147-63. (UK & US: Oxford International Publishers Ltd., 2005), 147. 
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descriptive text to caption and image (signs) but becomes delicious-oriented 

(signified). The goal (myth; signification) of authentic stylistics is to change the 

meaning of signs stylistically to maximize the deliciousness of the dish with 

brightness and colour while trying to preserve the original features of the dish. 

As such, this will complicate the responsibility of writing—the 
 

private/public  polarity.  Personal  stylistics  is  on  the  contrary  remains  solely 

private-oriented,  by  expressing  opinion  in  the  storytelling.  Throughout  the 

narratives, the changing usages of tone colour and saturation of colour (signs) 

are crucial to express not only the foodie critics’ direct comment on the taste of 

the dish (signifieds), but their sentiment and daily routines with the application 

of   selfies   and   diaries   to   achieve   archiving   and   interactive   purposes 

(signification), which  makes  food  criticism of this kind  less about taste  but 

individual stories (myth). In terms of relationship with food, on the other hand, 

hip  and  fantasy  stylistics  are  rather  close  to  that  of  food  stylistics,  with 

fashionable design and romanticizing representation to achieve trend setting 

purpose  (myth;  signification)  withfocus  on  middle-class  fashion  and  young 

readership respectively. The main difference between professional stylistics and 

foodie stylistics is the increasing usage of visual-attractive editing and slight 

change in cultural connotation of ‘hip’ and ‘fantasy’.To be specific, hip stylistics 

embraces  the  nostalgic  and  non-mainstream  connotations  of  hipster  with 

different degree of darkened toning and colder colour (signifieds), in addition 

to careful design to create artistic imagery. The writing agenda stresses the 

importance of fashion and design in writing signs of food. On the other hand, 

fantasy  stylistics  provokes  the  sense  of  girls’  dreams—or  what  foodies  call 

hearts of  young  girls  (少女心)  and  beauty  with  fading/dimming  effect  and 

particular colour signs (i.e. soft pink, white, Tiffany  Blue, white) or cartoon 
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affection that draws the attention of young audiences, both male and female, 

with  kawaii-ness  and  trendiness  (signifieds).These  two  stylistics  might  be 

seemingly  private-inclined  form  of  food  criticism  reflecting  the  personal 

preference  of  some  foodies,  yet  the  potential  readership  on  the  public 

side—foodies and other media users are in demand of high-quality hip- and 

fantasy- stylized pictures in Hong Kong cultural context. Thus, it is difficult to 

draw a clear line to tell which foodie stylistics is more inclined to private or 

public  polarity. Foodies  can  write  for  themselves  to  archive  their  private 

stories  or  interact  with  the  wider  public  for  self-branding  purpose  (myth; 

signification). As such, there increases the public responsibility of foodies of 

writing to a larger audience, which underpins the demand of producing high 

quality and quantity of sharing to stand out and compete with other foodie 

critics. The  increasing  demand  of  mastering  visual  competency  by  foodie 

critics in turn establishes these four kinds of mainstream foodie stylistics that 

help them gain popularity and voice of authority in the trendsetting of food. 

With stylistic devices available on the social media, media users are invited to 

the visual platform and motivated to participate in stylized sharing, turning the 

taste of food into visually provocative images, with stylistics to appropriate the 

meaning and potential function of the dish. As a matter of fact, the new media 

has  to  a  certain  extent  promoted  media  users  and  foodies  to  become 

professional (the public pole), bearing in the mind that the mastery of stylistics 

is the path towards a foodie critic representing the elitist foodie status and 

voice of authority in food media circle. 

The following semiotic analysis focuses on four kind of foodie stylistics with 

four  chosen  foodie  critics  that  best  demonstrates  the  application  of  these 

stylisticsas examples. One thing to clarify here is the usage of different foodie 
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stylistics can be flexibly and interchangeably employed by the same foodie, 

even though there is a tendency of inheriting the samestylistics practices to 

maintain profile consistency and attract potential readers. 

 
 

4.2   Authentic Stylistics: Foodiejacie 
 

I will first introduce  my first observant Foodjacie  (Jacqueline) who is a 
 

25-year old accountant graduated from the Bachelor of Business 
 

Administration at the University of Hong Kong. The year 2018 is her fifth year of 

being a foodie  critic. Being causal and  inconsistentin her style in her early 

foodie career—using only smartphone and dimming filters, 

Jacquelinewritesabout  food  with  short  captions  (7  lines)  and  her  pictures 

areun-stylized or un-polished. She renders directly pictures of food taken by 

her on spot using her camera and shares that as a personal archive of her 

dining stories or narratives. Until the mid-2016, she has begun to use brighter 

filters and tuning effects with food taken by smartphone as well as upload 

pictures taken by her camera. Brightness and vibrant colour best define the 

tonality of her pictures rendering what human eyes should have seen under 

sunlight or in light enough condition. On the other hand, the length of the text 

also  increased  slightly  to  13-18  lines,  with  short  sentences  and  emojis  to 

compose  a  short  paragraph  in  depicting  the  taste  of  food.  Despite  the 

visual-prioritized  setting of  Instagram,  it  remains  frequent  that  the  caption 

(supplementary text on bottom of the image) echoes with what she intendsto 

express with the picture: perspective of the diner. Accounting for this change 

and her overall style, I interviewed Jacqueline about my interpretation of her 

stylistics and the reason of adopting the same stylistics coherently. She agreed 

with my observation that her photos tend to be very bright, in addition to 
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close-ups to show how a diner would experience the dish in actual condition. 

Furthermore, she added that ‘foodie style’ in general sense is very close to 

what she is sharing, with visually stylized and attractive dishes to let others 

know where to find delicious food. Behind this, it is interesting to note that 

Jacqueline’s  choice  of  restaurants  where  she  took  the  meal  were  carefully 

selected and planned beforehand and, in consequence, she often rated these 

restaurants  high.  However,  she  renders  the  dish  visually  attractive  in  bad 

reviews.  This  is  a  common  observation  among  foodie  criticism  that  even 

though  the  food  itself  is  not  good,  food  remains  visually  attractive  in  the 

picture. There further connotes the intertwined idea of eatable and photo-able: 

if the food itself might not taste as it looks, foodie critic can still make use of 

the dish and elements in actual dining space (i.e. table, props) to compose 

beautiful  pictures.  Authenticity,  in  this  sense,  suggests  the  mix  of  foodies’ 

informative  (public-oriented)  and  expressive  (private-oriented) inclination  of 

writing.  In fact,  it  is  also  found  that  people  would  choose  to  read  foodie 

criticism as well instead of food criticism solo simply because of their amateur 

autonomy   and   visual   professionality.   With   seemingly   less   institutional 

manipulation and attractiveness of the dish (eatable and photo-able), bright, 

saturated and warm colour of authentic stylistics become a typical example of 

signs  that  reflect  how  foodies  and  foodie  critics  gain  trustworthiness  and 

authority in the food media circuit with authentically stylized picture. 

As shown in the following photo grid of Jacqueline (Figures 41-42), it is 

apparent that her profile gives the impression of vitality and reality because of 

the  bright,  vibrant  and  saturated  colour  of  her  pictures  of  food  (signs). 

Frequently, these pictures are taken with a close-up angle or being centered 

that draw strong attention from the audience. Centering food in each square 
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on the grid view gives a strong impression of beautiful food album to be viewed 

and what she shares is all delicious as it looks seemingly. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figures 41-42: Foodiejacie’s Foodie Profile on Instagram(Foodiejacie 2018)157 

 
 
 
 

In  the  description,  she  primarily  depicts  her  dining  experience  and 

sensation of food, particularly taste. At surface, it is fair to reason that food is 

quite the focus of writing, which is close to the authentic stylistics approach of 

traditional  food  critic  in  informatively rendering the  taste  of  food. But  to 

analyze critically, the culinary history is not the theme of her sharing (myth), 

but deliciousness instead, so the audience naturally adopts a casual lens to 

compare whether her caption echoes with her picture to see whether the dish 

tastes good or not. As a matter of fact, authentic stylistics seldom goes wrong 

to  make  food  unappetizing  with  vibrant  tuning.  Her  careful  mythmaking 

process is pivotal to maximize the trendsetting impact. 

As shown in the following picture of ‘scrambled eggs with char-siu on top 

of rice’ (滑蛋叉燒飯), this signature dish of the Shun Hing Cha Chaan Teng was 

very bright and sharp that easily grasps one attention (Figure 43). Although 

 
157Foodiejacie, Instagram,accessed 17 August 2018, https://www.instagram.com/foodiejacie/?hl=zh-hk. 
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brightness of the dish might come partially from the sunlight, attention should 

be paid to the brightness between the edge and the center. Since the white 

plate on the bottom part was seemingly too bright, details of the plastic plate 

(i.e.  circle  lines  and  oil  dots)  were  unnoticeable.But,  tobrightenthe  overall 

picture, the ‘brightness’ tool was used.Besides, table on the edge (especially on 

bottom of the plate) was slightly darkened with the ‘vignette’ tool to make the 

center  pop.In  addition,  the  ‘highlights’  and  ‘shadows’  tools  were  used  to 

modify the lighter portion of the dish. By contrast, the brightness tool edited 

the whole picture butthis tool only automatically works on the bright and dark 

areas of the photo respectively, with small refinement. As a result, this gave a 

natural impression of the dish to be exposed under the sunlight. The interplay 

of  lights  and  brightness  is  crucial  to  develop  a  sense  of  realness  and 

attractiveness to the naked eyes, for human is more sensitive to light. Plus, 

saturating the colour of the char-siu, and detailing the circular lines of the 

scrambled eggs slightly, the highlight of the dish: yummy char-siu and silky eggs 

were highlighted on support of the lightened background. Additionally, this 

echoed with the double red exclamation marksof the title and hash-tagged 

caption in blue ‘宇宙最強’ (strongest in the universe), captions ‘期待已久的’ 

(most  looking  forward  to)  and  ‘ 好快清光光’  (finished  the  plate  quickly) 

followed  by  delicious  emoji  that  this  dish  is  convincingly  delicious  (Figure 

44)(Foodiejacie 2018). Theoretically speaking, brightness and saturated colour 

as signs have signified the deliciousness of taste and represented the most 

intimate representation to reality in the social media era. Having regard to 

the foregoing, the intention to inherit authentic stylistics in trendsetting of food 

has proved the significance of authentic stylistics in constructing taste in the 

social media era. 
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Figures 43-44: Jacqueline’s Foodie Criticism of Scrambled Egg with Char-siu on top of rice (Foodiejacie 2018)158 

 
 
 
 

The  same  authentic  stylisticsrecurred  in  Jacqueline’s  sharing.In  another 

piece  of  sharing  of  assorted  brownies,  she  introduced  the  12 brownie-set 

where  she  bought  online  from  IG  shop  (Instagram  shop)  with  three  linear 

pictures—the audience will need to use the finger to point and scroll right to 

view all three pictures (Figures 45-46). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figures 45-46: Jacqueline’s Foodie Criticism of Brownies (Foodiejacie 2018)159 

 
 

 
158Foodiejacie, ‘!! # Shunxing Huadan Chashaofan,’ (!! #順興滑蛋叉燒飯’),accessed 17 August 2018, 

 
https://www.instagram.com/foodiejacie/?hl=zh-hk. 
159Foodiejacie, ‘Diyici wandian fenxiang,’  第一次網店分享),lastupdated:26 November2017,accessed 17 August 2018, 

https://www.instagram.com/foodiejacie/?hl=zh- hk. 
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On  the  left  and  middle  picture  (Figures  45  and  46),  the  plate  and 

background were apparently brightened, while the brownies at the center was 

edited  with  ‘saturation’  to  further  intensify  the  colour(Foodiejacie  2018). 

Brown, dark brown, green, yellow orange colours were all intensified with this 

function, which was evident  in the vibrancy  and  concentration of all these 

colours, whitewashing the fact that even photos taken by aniPhone 7 were 

quite dark and soft without such sharp colour. When brightness and colour 

become too obvious for the audience to notice the editing tactics of foodies, 

the participation of personal elements, like fingers and bite marks, are helpful 

to  tune  down  the  surreal-ness  of  the  dish  with  her  presence  to  increase 

authenticity  and  trustworthiness.  Authentic  representation  of  food  (public), 

plus expressive and expressive edition (private) and personal elements (private) 

have created the myth or feeling of ‘reality’ (signified) that the food criticism is 

a reliable recount and brownies are seemingly very delicious. On support of the 

following small captions with visual signs: personal comments‘感覺沒那麼罪

疚   +   evil   emoji’   (feeling   less   guilty),   superlative   form   ‘ 最 好吃的   + 

hearted-eyes + double exclamation marks’ and verbal-imitating descriptions: 

‘一併吃下去感覺這。麼。棒!’ (eat together that feel sogood!) (Figures 47-48), 

the mingling of texts and emojis further demonstrate the application of visual 

elements to draw the attention of the public (Foodiejacie 2018), while the 

supporting brownies are visually and physically delicious. 
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Figures 47-48: Caption of Jacqueline’s Brownie Foodie Criticism (Foodiejacie 2018)160 
 
 
 
 

One thing to note, however, is the application of fantasy stylistics in her 

third photo (Figure 46) which I would return to in the next section. The multiple 

use  of  foodie  stylistics  in  the  same  piece  of  foodie  criticism  is  sometimes 

observed,  but  the  fantasizing  affection  with  the  third  photo  is  seemingly 

weaken when being placed on the rightmost row of her sharing, which is often 

skipped by foodies when scanning pictures on the public profile in scrolling 

view. As a result, she maintains the inclination of adopting authentic stylistics 

in this piece of food criticism with the intent to keep her profile stylistically 

coherent, while trying to edit with other stylistics practices to enrich the beauty 

of her sharing. 

 
 

4.3   Fantasy Stylistics: Foodie SSML 
 

Turning to foodie SSML as introduced earlier, it is recalled that her grid 

view profile (Figure 49) is very colourful  with ample dynamics of light  and 

shadows to provoke a poetic and fantasy sensation. 

160Foodiejacie, ‘第一次網店分享’,https://www.instagram.com/foodiejacie/?hl=zh- hk. 
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Figure 49: SSML’s Profile (SSML 2018)161 
 
 
 
 

This year is her fourth year being a foodie since 11 December 2014. Since 3 

April 2016, SSML has tended to adopt fantasy stylistics to take and edit pictures 

of food, as compared to her previous unedited old pictures which looked much 

darker  and  unpolished  with  personal  stylistics.  Although  SSML  thinks  her 

overall style is quite inconsistent in terms of romantic and authentic imagery, 

there are traces of girl culture and fantasy imagination that stands for popular 

and  middle-class  culture.  The  mythmaking  of  romantic  narratives  is  highly 

attractive to the eyes of media audience, especially young ladies. The same is 

also observed in her caption that remains personal oriented, but the length 

increases from 1-3 lines to five+ up to 20 lines a page, in addition to increasing 

employment of hashtags since 16 April 2016, which signifies her professional 

process of writing to the public. 

In  parallel  with  Hong  Kong  popular  culture,  SSML  can  be  treated  as a 
 

representative example of Hong Kong girl culture since young girls between the 
 
 

 
161Sadnessml, ‘sadnessml,’lastaccessed:17 August 2018,https://www.instagram.com/sadnessml/. 
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age of 15 to 28 are observed to enjoy taking fancy beautiful pictures, with 

portraits, food and landscape as the theme. One interesting fact about her 

profile is the inclusion of her portraits (with or without food), landscapes and 

food that make her profile personal and storytelling inclined. Yet, the mastery 

of  photography  and  editing  skills  has  made  her  personal  profile  more 

professional   stylized.   The   beauty   signs   identified   in   her   pictures   best 

demonstrates how her edited pictures with the hybrid impression in-between 

surrealistic and unrealistic space that signifies romance and fantasy dreams of 

young girls in Hong Kong. This symbol is indeed differing from the nostalgic 

signs  of  hip  stylistics,  which  signifies  the  memoir  of  the  existed  past  or 

constructing a thought-provoking present. 

To think prudently, representing beauty with visual editing has become a 

communicative  symbol  of  inter-personal  exchanges  among  young  girls  and 

media  users.  In  this  respect,  foodie  stylistics  also  absorbs  this  cultural 

phenomenon which has become a popular style of taking pictures of food with 

a view to creating beauty of the girls’ eye and celebrating young and fanciness, 

as differing from mature adults. This polarity, from colour perspective, is best 

demonstrated by contrasting warm and soft toning with cold and darkened 

ones. Pragmatically, signs on the pictures—softness of texture and light, as well 

as warm colour give the impression of simplicity, dreaminess and relaxation 

which tends to romanticize the personal experience of food. To some extent, 

this can be served a kind of modern literary signs that uses visual stylistics to 

create such poetic sensation. The portrait of SSML taken by her friend in an 

exhibition at Shen Zhen helps show fancy colour and dimming 

effect—brightened and dimmed background to flatten the subject (herself) and 
 

background together as if she is a vanishing fairy (Figure 50). 
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Figure 50: SSML’s Favourite Portrait that Best Demonstrates Her Style (SSML 2018)162 
 
 
 
 

For SSML, the vibrant colour represents her way of sharing in order to 

show her ideal kind of beauty, or in her own terms, to express what is solely 

beautiful (唯美) and softened beauty (柔美). The same stylistics is also found in 

her sharing of foodie criticism on taste. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figures 51-52: SSML’s Foodie Criticism of Watermelon Cake (SSML 2018)163 
 
 

 
162Sadnessml,‘Youshihou juede ziji bushi yiban de mafan,’(有時候覺得自己不是一般的麻煩),lastaccessed:17 

 
August2018,https://www.instagram.com/sadnessml/. 

 
163Ibid. 
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In her piece of food criticism of the watermelon cake taken at the Lifetastic 

Restaurant (Figures 51-52), she carefully captured the street and building light 

outside  the  transparent  window  of  the  restaurant,  then  used  the  ‘macro’ 

function to sharpen the center and dim the background, which made these 

lights  become  beautiful  stars.  In  addition,  with  editing  tools  fading’  and 

‘saturation’  to  strengthen  the  affection  of  this  fantasized  aesthetic,  the 

watermelon cake was visually placed under the starry light. What is worth 

mentioning here is that the fading effect was created by the strengthening of 

white light to create such softened background and indeed, underlying the 

sense of utopian or dreaminess to escape from the busy working life. At the 

same time, however, she also added‘texture’ to the cake that increased its 

sense  of  presence. This  suggests  the  necessity  of  retaining  realness  with 

textual elements in the stylistics to retain certain degree of authenticity, albeit 

her overall picture and profile celebrated the romanticizing beauty. Without 

dwelling   on   the   appearance,   flavor   or  taste  of   this   cake,   the   stylized 

watermelon cake signified another layer of deliciousness and professional by 

constructing an artistic picture.Once again, the mythmaking of romantic taste 

in fantasy stylistics is crucial to achieve the trendsetting power of foodie critics. 

For sure, it is necessary to examine how she wrote about the cake, too. Very 

interestingly and coherently, SSML always adopts a personal style of reviewing 

the dish by making use of the kawaii emoji (i.e. flowers and weird face on the 

title, monkey representing facial expression) and softened self-ridicule which 

are often used by young teenagers to increase politeness and sense of humour. 

This might not be as romanticizing and fantasizing as her visual picture, and to 

a  certain  extent,  decreases  the  professional  impression  of  her  beautifully 
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stylized pictures, but this also reflects the amateur and personal kind of writing 
 

that distinguishes them/their foodie criticismfrom the traditional 
 

institutional-censored  kind  of  food  criticism.  In  turn,  the  hybridization  of 

amateur status and fantasy stylistics have helped her to gain many likes and 

followersfor   this   picture   recording   her   accumulation   of   327   likes   and 

comments. 

In  another  example,  I  wouldfurther  spell  out  the  usage  of  light  and 

dimming  effect  to  show  another  application  of  fantasy  stylistics  that  is 

commonly  used  by  foodie  critics.  Like  the  authentic  stylistics  in  increasing 

brightness to attract attention, fantasy stylistics share the same approach in the 

editing of light, but the difference between the two is how the colour of food is 

represented.  While  an  authentic  approach  tends  to  sharpen  contrast  and 

saturates   colour   to   maximize   instantaneous   affection   of   deliciousness 

(signification), fantasy stylistics produces less colour contrasts, but softens the 

texture and colour in the image (sign), and createsa fading effect that produces 

an alternative effect: delaying the affection of deliciousness, but simulating 

deliciousness through romanticizing the dining experience with relaxing and 

enjoyable mood (myth). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figures 53-54: SSML’s Foodie Criticism of ‘Tam Fung vs Joi Syut’ Restaurant (SSML 2018)164 

 
 
 

164   Sadnessml, ‘Yiwantang liangkuaibao,’ (一碗湯兩塊包),lastaccessed:17 August 
 

2018,https://www.instagram.com/sadnessml/.  
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As shown in the above dish of cauliflower soup and garlic bread served at 

restaurant ‘Tam Fung vs Joi Syut’ (Figures 53-54), the dish was rendered in a 

clean and simple manner with increasing brightness, followed by intentional 

fading effect of the background chairs and warm tuning of the dishes, table and 

chairs. As compared with food edited by authentic stylistics, this one would 

trigger less uncomfortable feeling by the light due to the fading effect which 

createsa  sense  of  surreal-ness  behind  this  relaxing  stylized  or  romanticized 

environment since the concentration is placed on both mildness and softness. 

Editing and composing visual signs carefully is, again, an important element in 

the trendsetting of food, accommodating the middle-class lifestyle of enjoying 

comfortable dining experience. On the other hand, the caption remains not 

necessarily related to the taste of this cauliflower soup and garlic bread, but 

inclines more towards her overall dining experience in complaining subtly that 

her dessert order was missed. The self-ridicule ‘must be God who thinks that I 

should be putting on weight’ (連天都跟這顆球說減肥吧 + sad face emoji), 

again (SSML 2018),165 creates an amateur personal dialogue with the audience 

that differs from her professionally stylized picture. Besides, her nickname 
 

‘Fei Bo Kao’ is abbreviated here to address proximity with the audience and 

uses personal narrative to talk about her diet in tuning down her complaint, 

which providesa clue of the overall nature of her food criticism is inclined to 

the private side. 

 
 

4.4   Hip Stylistics: Foodie Sharon Yip 

 
165   Sadnessml, ‘Yiwantang liangkuaibao,’ (一碗湯兩塊包)’,lastaccessed:17 August 

 
2018,https://www.instagram.com/sadnessml/.  
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Sharon  Yip  is  an  office  lady  who  has  accumulated  2.3k  followers  on 
 

Instagram since she started her foodie journey on 23 January 2015. She is 
 

now  a  leading  foodie  critic—it  is  ethnographically  identified  that  most  PR 

companies  consider  1k  followers  could  be  viewed  as  popular/authoritative 

foodie critics—and is recognized for her distinctive style of representing taste 

with cold-coloured tuning. Consistently, her caption tends to be 15 -22 lines in 

length since the first day of her sharing. On the other hand, regarding her 

pictures of food, her photos are seemingly tuned darker, especially the edge 

with the vignette function. Since 21 August 2017, she has turned the overall 

colour  of  her  photos  by  tuning  them  colder  with  desaturated  red  colour. 

Interestingly, this change from vibrant/warmness to coldness in the sign (image) 

has helped her to gain almost 30% more followers than the past when she 

tends to  interchangeably adopt authentic and fantasy stylistics to tune  her 

pictures. And this also demonstrates the significance of choosing appropriate 

stylistics to develop one’s style and accumulate media capital. However, she 

shifts to use mobile app VSCO Cam (Visual Supply Co.) which carries similar 

editing function of Snapseed and includes camera function to edit photos taken 

by her Leica D-Lux camera to avoid compressing and over-saturating photos by 

using the editing tools available on Instagramto preserve more original details. 

As vividly shown in the following pictures (Figures 55-56), her most recent 

sharing   this   year   embodies   an   intentional   tuning   of   cold   colour   and 

desaturation of colour whereby the background takes black-and-white as the 

base colour. 
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Figures 55-56: Sharon’s Foodie Profile on Instagram(Sharonyip 2018)166 
 
 
 
 

Comparing to the use of darkened colour in authentic stylisticsshows that 

different colours would affect our perception to taste in a different way. While 

an authentic approach preserves and adds vitality to the dish to seduce our 

appetite,  a  hip  approach  tries  to  create  another  sensation  of  taste  for 

black/dark/cold colour creates different affection and will be examined in the 

ensuing  paragraphs.  Apparently,  different  stylistics  have  different  attractive 

impact and thus requires careful usage to maximize the trendsetting power. 

Furthermore,  instead  of  trying  to  seduce  our  appetite  explicitly,  her  food 

criticism establishes a sense of modern fashion creating a distinctiveness of the 

dishes/restaurants (myth; signification) which brings a soothing feeling worthy 

of a try by readers, as differing from the mainstream food criticism and foodie 

criticism. From the foodie point of view, this kind of darkened colour further 

represents wenqing style (文青) or hip which stands for fashion with depth and 

artistic connotations as frequently created by nostalgic tuning, slow motion and 

balanced  angle/arrangement  of  elements  (signifieds)  in  the  picture.  This  is 

different  from  authentic  style  which  creates  direct,  brightened  and  vibrant 

taste of ‘realism’ (寫實風), and from fantasy style which signifies vibrant, fading 

 
166Sharonyip. ‘sharonyip__’lastaccessed:17 August2018,https://www.instagram.com/sharonyip__/.   
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and  romanticizing  taste  of  ‘girl  style’  (少女風). How  Sharon  stylizes  her 
 

pictures and establishes the hip taste and trend of food can be explained in the 

following examples. 

In Sharon’s sharing of the dish glutinous rice with mangoes (Figures 57-58), 

attention  should  be  paid  to  the  colour  and  design  of  the  dish,  and  more 

accurately, how she enjoys rendering the dish as such. Capturing not only the 

close-up of the dish but the moment when coconut milk is poured, authentic 

and real-time sensations are strengthened. To analyze more carefully, the two 

sensations are indeed a deliberate design that stylishes the original dish by 

adding movement and angle to it. The slow motion of pouring the coconut 

milk in right angle has created a fine ‘stream’ and affection of distinctiveness of 

enjoying this dish at a comfortable atmosphere. What is more important, the 

comfortable  and  slow  sensation  are  intertwined  with  the  cold  tuning  that 

freezes  the  audience  at  this  moment  to  think  about  her  dining  process. 

Except  the  faded  red  leaves  at  the  back  and  comparatively  colourful fresh 

mangoes at the center, her genius tuning with black-and-white at the same 

time preserves the focus and key ingredient of the dish. Influentially, motion 

and colour are joined here to create a kind of foodie lifestyle to take pictures in 

motion and affective colour to distinguish herself. On the other hand, the 

caption is rather personal oriented similar to the case of SSML. Sharon even 

uses more colloquial language in describing the dish: ‘(ATUM 不嬲都出名啲食

物全部都好靚 (every dish in Atum restaurant are all very pretty ), ‘芒果糯米

飯賣相好靚而且佢嘅份量好多’ (the presentation of the mango glutenous rice 

are pretty and portion is big) and ‘佢地杯奶泰式好茶好好飲’ (their Thailand 
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milk  tea  is  super  tasty)(Sharon  Yip  2018).167 Personal  stylistics  are  also 
 

employed in the caption. Also, the keyword beautyis reiterated that signifies 
 

her awareness of beauty as a foodie critic, but the taste of the coconut rice is 

left unmentioned except the overall rating of 7.5 out of 10 marks. To unpack 

the idea of beauty further, the overall impression of this dish also carries her 

interpretation of beauty with tone colour and motion. At the same time, 

beauty of this dish is achieved by her careful proportionizing of elements in the 

picture  (i.e.  the  plate,  her  hands,  her  body,  restaurant),  body  movement, 

natural light and décor of the restaurant. The artistic arragenemnt of angle 

and movement has matched well with her colour tuning to render her dining 

experience   in   a   harmonious   manner,   which   constructs   the   fashion   of 

appropriating taste artistically in her image. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figures 57-58: Sharon’s Foodie Criticism on the dish Glutinous Rice served with Mangoes(Sharonyip 2018)168 

 
 
 
 

In the next example, I would further spell out the importance of design in 
 

creating  hip  sensation. From  foodie  critic  perspective,  one  of  the  most 
 
 

167Sharonyip. ‘every dish in Atum restaurant are all very pretty,’ (不嬲都出名啲食物全部都好靚)’,lastaccessed: 17 
August2018,https://www.instagram.com/sharonyip__/. 

168Ibid. 
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difficult kinds of pictures to take is multiple dishes on the table, instead of one. 

To be more specific, when there is only one dish, it is easy to appropriate its 

position on the camera lens with zoom-ups or on the edge to make it visible 

enough. However, when there are too many dishes and focuses on the table, 

it requires skills to arrange the plates on the table nicely, which demonstrates 

the ability of foodie critic in taking and stylizing pictures to render taste. To 

achieve fashionable and harmony sensation (signified), deliberate artistic table 

design and arrangement of props are needed such that the first impression of 

the diner accepts this arrangement (myth) as logical in actual dining setting and 

thinks it is something highly stylish and makes the audience believe the food is 

something cool/trendy to try. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figures: 59-60: Sharon’s Foodie Criticism of The Drunken Pot Restaurant(Sharonyip 2018)169 
 
 
 
 

In her dining visit to a hotpot restaurant The Drunken Pot Causeway Bay 

Branch (Figures 59-60), she ordered a 2-people hotpot setwhich includes  a 

broth in copperware, marbled beef, assorted mushrooms, deep-fried fish skin, 

cartoon  calamari  meatballs,  wontons,  fishballs,  meatballs,  deep-fried  pork 

169Sharonyip. ‘‘fanzuo liangrigong’‘ (番左兩日工),lastaccessed:17 August 2018,https://www.instagram.com/sharonyip__/. 
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cheek and assorted vegetables. Carefully, Sharon only preserves six of these 
 

in the picture so as not to overcrowd the frame. At the same time, she does not 

explain what will be served on the platenor mention the appearance, taste or 

flavour  in  detail.  Such  approach  is  carried  on  from  her  first  day  of  foodie 

journey whereby she prefers to highlight one or two attractive features of a 

dish that arouses her interest in her foodie criticism. From foodie perspective, 

it is clear and detailed, or indeed necessary, enough to see what is on the plate 

with the picture rather than the lengthy, informative text.As a matter of fact, 

the importance of visibility has increased quite significantly than text-based 

newspaper food criticism and content-based magazine food criticism (pictures 

and text). Apart from visibility, I have observed that amateur nature is present 

in her caption since the cultural history and taste of food are left unmentioned, 

but her casual and personal sharing about her busy work, yearning for holiday, 

and reason of  eating hotpot with friends because of the cold weather are 

covered. To a very high degree, there involves the application of personal 

narratives to exchange their love of hotpot and career development with her 

friends and followers. This differs from the hip stylistics in that the hot pot 

meal is rendered in a fashionable way. The warm hot smoke coming out from 
 

the copper pot looked frozen and turned into ‘snow’ because of the cold colour 

tuning. This  also  diminishes  the  uncomfortable  andcrowded  feeling  of  so 

many   dishes   with   cold   tuning   to   create   distancing   and   still   affection. 

Artistically, the arrangement (myth) of the marbled beef hung on the wooden 

stand (visual sign 1)and cartoon calamari balls placed on the bowl of ice and 

plastic wooden fence on top of the picture (visual sign 2) further create  a 

pictorial effect of frozen trees and snowy space of enjoying hotpot. This sort of 

stylish arrangement is hip in the artistic sense that resembles both her talent 
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and professionalism in writing food criticism, as well as showing the careful 

stylistic arrangement to construct affective the hip sensation. What is more, 

from a colour perspective, the freezing sensation made up of cold colour and 

saturation of blue (signs) also provokesa stronger and long-term affection, since 

cold colour (i.e. blue, grey and white) is biologically decoded by our eyes slower 

than warm colour, yet it gives more time to provoke thoughts and create a 

strong impression at the end (signified). In postmodern and Hong Kong context, 

the fast pacing colourful realm is somehow mediated by this kind of tuning 

signifying a dissimilar  slow-paced lifestyle that many people are lacking. As 

differing  from  the  fading  fantasy  and  vibrant  sensation  of  colour,  it  is 

reasonable to conclude that Sharon’s hip stylistics help demonstrate how cold 

colour might create an alternative sensation with the taste of food out of the 

mainstream  food  criticism  and  foodie  criticism,  which  has  enabled  her  to 

accumulate many followers for trendy food. 

 

 

4.5   Personal Stylistics: Foodie jessicaws 
 

Jessicaws (Jessica,  hereafter) is a  senior  accountant who  always shares 

about  personal  adventures  of  food  in  Hong  Kong  and  Macau,  as  well  as 

information of beauty. Beginning her foodie journey on 31 December 2016, 

Jessica shares a large majority of posts than Jacqueline, SSML and Sharon, and 

many other foodies on Instagram, yet at the same time, the overall length of 

sharing  is  relatively  short  (about  3-10  lines)  since  her  start.  With  8,284 

followers, each of her posts achieves over 250 likes and receives the most 

number of interactions from her followers and other media users. This general 

characteristics  of  Jessica’s  foodie  page  suggest  the  amateurity  or  amateur 

nature  of  foodie  with  casual  sharing  about  their  everyday  lives  and  daily 
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feelings  (emotions)rather  than  textual  description  of  the  cultural  history  of 

food.  Also,  the  interactive  nature  reflects  the  individuality  of  foodies  in 

communicating  with  other  users  not  only  because  of  their  reputation,  but 

amateur and individual nature of sharing: passion of food, freedom of sharing 

and personal charisma instead. These are essentially the affections embodied 

and  created  by  personal  stylistics  that  demonstrate  the  foodie  power  in 

constructing our taste socio-culturally. 

On  the  profile  page  of  Jessica  (Figure  61),  she  clearly  indicates  and 

establishes her standpoint as a foodie: ‘everyday eats good food’ (日日食好西) 

and enjoys ‘food therapeutic’ (食物治癒系) as well as her interests in beauty 

and fitness. 

A glance of her grid view profile can show how food and her portraits akin 

to fitness and beauty information are represented visually and vividly (Figure 

61). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figures 61-62: Jessica’s Foodie Profile on Instagram (Jessica 2018)170 
 
 
 

In order to theorize personal stylistics, I would examine in the following 

paragraphs the choice of content and angle of taking the photo of food. In my 

long-term ethnography analysis, it is found that Jessica is one of the foodies 

 

 
170wwjessica_18, ‘wwjessica_18,’lastaccessed:17 August 2018,https://www.instagram.com/wwjessica_18/  
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who most often share grassroots cuisine and ‘rustic adult male cuisne’ (麻甩野) 

repetitively that differs from many mainstream foodie critics who share mostly 

the trendiest cuisine. Representation of the ordinary people is one of the key 

features embodying in personal stylistics that distinguishes themselves from 
 

traditional food critics with authentic approaches and receives most echo from 
 

the audience. And this echoes with Johnston’s and Bauhamn’s observation of 
 

foodies in democratizing the taste prepresentation in foodscape (see section 
 

3.2). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figures 63-64: Jessica’s Foodie Criticism of Pineapple Bun (Jessica 2018)171 
 
 
 
 

In observing the sharing of pineapple pun by Jessica (Figures 63-64), we 

should pay attention to how she shares about this dish visually. At the first 

glance, the colour of the pineapple bun (sign) looks quite colourful that creates 

a sense of authenticity and realness (signified). And yet, by paying attention 

to the texture of the dish, we would see that she did not use fading effect to 

make the non-subject related elements (milk tea, black bowl serving noodles 

171wwjessica_18. ‘qinwan jingran youshimian,’ (琴晚竟然又失眠),lastaccessed: 17 
August2018,https://www.instagram.com/wwjessica_18/. 
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and other customer) more distancing to sharpen the pineapple bun. At the 
 

same time, the crust was slightly unclear as compressed by Instagramand was 

not edited with the ‘texture’ tool by her. The colour of the crust and paper 

underneath the bun were slightly inclined to warm yellow colour due to the 

light of the restaurant. Causality and rusty sensation are stylized as such in 

accord with the amateur nature of foodies. Yet, this gives Jessica and other 

foodies who adopt personal stylistics trustworthiness for their subjective and 

honest review of the dish: ‘how evil it is to be resisted’ (唔食邪惡嘢你叫我點

樣 + three crying faces emoji) (Jessica 2018).172   This kind of personal stylistics 

contrasts well with conventional food critics and other foodie stylistics for the 

minimal   employment   of   editing   and   detailed   explanation   of   the   text. 

Theoretically speaking, the lack of professionalism gives foodies and foodie 

stylistics the credibility and authority as casual tactics i.e.minimal editing is 

employed. However, we should pay attention to the importance of caption as 

compatible  with  the  picture. First,  the  affection  of  the  pineapple  bun  is 

created by the frequency of sharing this dish by amateur-represented Jessica 

(sign) that creates proximity among her followers (signified); second, personal 

charisma can be produced (signification) through long-term storytelling by her 

language  and  facial  expression  as  imitated  by  the  emojis  (visual  sign)  to 

maximize proximity and dynamic interactions with the audience. In this case, 

when Jessica uses the crying and evil face emojis (visual signs) to support her 

line of ‘how evil it is to be resisted’ to express how this pineapple bun matters 

to her mentally after insomnia, empathy and her subjective point of view have 

turned into communicative symbols to signify the necessity of eating this dish. 

 
 

172wwjessica_18. ‘qinwan jingran youshimian,’ (琴晚竟然又失眠),lastaccessed: 17 
August2018,https://www.instagram.com/wwjessica_18/ 
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Instead of explicitly dwelling on the taste (object in reality), personal stylistics 

seek to convince the audience to try the dish in an indirect way with emotional 

affection in the long-run to draw attention and brand food, by inviting their 

attention and responses to her posts. 

After  dwelling  on  the  amateur  nature  of  personal  stylistics,  it  is  also 

necessary to examine what foodie critics can do to edit pictures with own 

personal touch and charisma. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figures 65-66: Jessica’s Foodie Criticism of Red Bean Cake (Jessica 2018)173 
 
 
 
 

In  another  example  of  red  bean  cake  (Figures  65-66),  Jessica  takes  a 
 

close-up of the red  bean  cake,  grasping it  with  two  fingers. Same  as the 
 

previous example, she did not make muchediting to the original picture. Yet, 
 

by the brilliant selection of red and white brick wall as the background (signs), 

she  had  managed  to  compose  the  red  bean  cake  photo  with  a  beautiful 

background  and  contrasted naturally with  the dark-coloured red bean cake 

under sunlight. To some extent, this shares the characteristic of an authentic 

approach with emphasis on vibrant colour and brightness (signs), but the lack 

of editing to construct authenticity makes it differing from personal stylistics 

173wwjessica_18. ‘Xianggang de weidao,’ (香港的味道),lastaccessed: 17 
August2018,https://www.instagram.com/wwjessica_18/. 
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with  minimal  editing. With  little  editing  to  the  subject  (red  bean  cake), 
 

caption:  ‘Flavour  of  Hong  Kong’  (香港的味道)  linking  with  three  kinds  of 

arrows  surrounding  the  cake  are  added  to  the  background  to  turn  the 

informative use  of  language  into  visual  (Jessica 2018).174 Interestingly,  the 

white text ‘Flavour of Hong Kong’ (sign) becomes a visual symbol that further 

reviews the significance of image in representing taste, when text is shifted to 

the picture from the peripheralcaption position. Besides, the curved arrows 

(sign) suggest her choices of dynamic and kawaii symbols in representing her 

personal character—cute and funny (signifieds), instead of choosing plain lines 

that  conveys  straightforward  and  power. The  cute  affection  in  images,  as 

Japanese cultural scholar Brian McVeigh states: affects ‘who is attracted to cute 

things; who wants to be cute; and who wants others to be cute’ which ‘is an 

expression of a socio-political theory visible in the commodities of everyday life 

that touches upon the relations between the powerful and less powerful family 

structure, the ubiquitous hierarchical junior/senior relations, and in particular, 

male/female  relations’  (McVeigh  1996,  296).175   His  quotation  explains  how 

cuteness (sign) has played around with different gender and social binaries that 

affect the audience with elements in the everyday life. The same is also true 

when personal stylistics displays the opposite of realness and authenticity with 

personality  and  expressiveness.  In  the  above  example,  the  ‘softening  of 

hierarchical  relations  and  the  display  of  weakness’  (McVeigh  1996,  296)176, 

have enabled Jessica (as a myth) to establish intimacy/interact with people 

with more social power, or in social media context, someone unknown to you 

 
174wwjessica_18. ‘Xianggang de weidao,’ (香港的味道),lastaccessed: 17 

August2018,https://www.instagram.com/wwjessica_18/. 
175   Brian McVeigh, ‘Commodifying Affection, Authority and Gender in The Everyday Objects of Japan,’ Journal of Material 

Culture 1.3 (1996): 296. 
176   Brian McVeigh, ‘Commodifying Affection.’ 299. 
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whom, to some degree, reflecta powerful position. And more importantly, this 
 

has enabled her to brand food in a soft powerfully way. 
 

On the other hand, in relation to colour, McVeigh associates bright colours 

with powerlessness and cheerful connotations in cute images, as opposed to 

dark  colour  which  stands  for  strength  and  power. In  this  respect,  the 

combination of bright colour and curved arrows (visual signs) have connoted 

empathy and weakness that make the tone of her speech soft enough to reach 

out to the audience of different classes and social background. Together with 

her cuteness, rhetoric in language and emojis: ‘eating this feel + flower emojis’ 

(食完心情真係) and ‘I miss this again, what should I do + (two finger tips touch 

one  another  emoji)’  ( 我又掛住佢喇點算 )  further  enlarge  the  cuteness 

affection  of  the  image  to  set  food  trends  with  semiotic  approach  (Jessica 

2018).177 

Apart  from  the  rhetoric  of  cuteness,  ‘question’  is  one  of  the  most 

commonly  used  personal  stylistics,  as  raised  in  the  first  line  of  this foodie 

criticism: what will you come across with the red bean cake? (講到砵仔糕你會

想到甚麼 + question mark emoji) that facilitates interaction (Jessica 2018).178 

Here, the idea of question and dialogue (signs) marks the difference of mode of 

communication in conventional food criticism on newspapers and magazines 

(one-sided) and social media-based ones (two-sided) that enables exchange of 

ideas.  In addition,  the  agenda  of  asking  and  answering  her  own  questions 

about  her  nostalgia  with  the  ‘old  taste  of  Hong  Kong'  (古早味的香港)  is 

included. Nostalgia, underlying personal sentiment with her home town, not 

only reviews her likeness to Hong Kong and red bean cake, but also reflects the 
 
 

177wwjessica_18. ‘香港的味道.’lastaccessed:17 August2018,https://www.instagram.com/wwjessica_18/. 
 

178   Ibid.  
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private  storytelling  nature  of  personal  stylistics  connoting  individuality  that 

distinguishes  her  food  criticism  from  the  mainstream  which  tends  to  be 

journalistic-/public- oriented. 

The above personal stylistics, in turn, helps characterize her personality 

and individuality which promotes interactivity among her followers and helps 

her to gain popularity in the long-run. As a matter of fact, the most important 

feature of personal stylistics is that it represents the individuality of foodies, 

which helps create proximity and interaction among media users. Underlying 

the myth of personal stylistics, in fact, is self-branding/popularity 
 

(signification).Whether it is intentional or not, the repeated usage of personal 

stylistics has constructed the myth of reality and amateur to Jessica and many 

foodies that  has  enabled  them  to  shape  food trends  as  differing form  the 

traditional power. 

As usual, she receives numerous comments from other Instagram users, as 

in this post, (i.e. yobeeeeeee, tp01brian, stutandy, unclering008) and foodies 

(i.e.  hk_foodblog,  loveeatjournal,  tohklifestyle,  foodiejacie,  caroljai26)  who 

mainly pay attention to the number and size of red beans on the cake picture 

(Figures 67-69). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figures 67-69: Jessica’s Interaction with Instagram Users and Foodies (Jessica 2018)179 
 
 
 

179wwjessica_18. ‘香港的味道.’lastaccessed:17 August 2018,https://www.instagram.com/wwjessica_18/ 
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Their focuses on beans also suggest certain degree of the importance of 

 
visual to the eyes of the audience. Clearly, what attracts the audience is the 

 
centre of the red bean cake rather than the questions associated with this dish. 

This  echoes  with  Walter  Ong’s  observation  that  ‘the  marked  tendency  of 

technologized man to think of actuality as something essentiality picturable 

and to think of knowledge itself by analogy with visual activity to the exclusion 

of the other senses (Ong 1969, 634).180   This quotation critically explains how 

foodie is affected by the power of visual image than language. One might 

argue the focus of visibility or image reflects the lack of affective power of 

personal stylistics to draw the attention of the audience, but how causal and 

cute   personality   of   Jessica   in   long-term   storytelling   have   affected   the 

readership  should  not  be  overlooked.  In  foodie  criticism,  receiving  little 

response from the target readership is common, but in the case of Jessica, she 

frequently receives over 30 comments and feedbacks per post that accounts 

for her personal charisma. In this post, except foodiejacie and yobeeeeeee 

are her close friends, other respondents like hk_foodblog, loveatjournal and 

tohklifestyle become her followers and friends on Instagram for sharing the 

same interest in food, beauty, cuteness and rhetoric (language + emoji). What 

is not represented in this picture but in other posts is her daily sharing of 
 

beauty, travel and selfies that establish a strong sense of personality. She is 
 

renowned as the ‘Queen of Girls’ (女神) by followers unknown to her in reality, 

for her pretty, cute and healthy image. This perfect and high-end image often 

contrasts  with  her  pictures  eating  at  Cha  Chaan  Teng  but  intimatesher 

interaction with the audience. Mundaneness of foodies is embodied in her 

180   Walter Ong, ‘World as View and World as Event,’ American Anthropologist 71.4 (1969): 634. 
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long-term  application  of  personal  stylistics  that  creates  proximity  with  the 
 

audience and fosters her popularity on Instagram. 
 

In theory, to what degree of food is edited visually with this approach is 

less important than the other three foodie stylistics because the freedom of 

speech and expression of taste and oneself are the seminal character of foodies 

per se. 

 
 

4.6   Conclusion: The System of Foodie Stylistics on Instagram 
 

To conclude, I have been arguing in this research foodie stylistics becomes 

what Barthes would describe as a real sign—the functional unit of a system of 

communication  whereby  ‘  when  [a  foodie  critic]  buys  an  item  of  food, 

consumes it, or serves it, modern man does not manipulate a simple object in a 

purely  transitive  fashion;  this  item  of  food  sumps  up  and  transmits  a 

situation’,181   and this situation is precisely the visual motivated communication, 

advertising  and  consumption  of  food  in  capitalist  society. This  quotation 

explains how food is consumed not only for biologically need, but for wider 

socio-cultural reason, for example, fashion and following the latest food trends 

on the social media. The signifier taste is often displaced with stylistics (playing 

around with visual signs rather than the actual taste) for achieving trendsetting 

purpose and accumulation of media capital which will be discussed in the next 

chapter.With rapid advancement of modern technology and its entanglement 

of visual textuality, it is expected that how food and taste are rendered will 

remain visually motivated among foodies (middle-class), food consumers and 

people from the food industry, making food an instagrammable visual object. 

In the next chapter, I will exemplify in detail the aftermath (cultural politics) 

 
181Barthes, Toward a Psychosociology, 29. 
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when foodies are able to establish the voice of authority and gain power of 
 

trendsetting   with   foodie   stylistics. Following   the   stylistics   layer   that 
 

enablesthem to affect the audience, the stylistics system also signifies how the 

authentic-personal stylistic orientation relates to the professional-amateur pole 

and reviews its usage to blur the writing agenda (e.g. commercialization and 

lifestyle) of foodie criticism. And more importantly, the decision of using which 

combination of visual signs and stylistics are crucial to grasp the instant visual 

impact of the audience. How the path of becoming professional with foodie 

stylistics has engendered new form/myth of power challenging the mainstream 

food criticism industry as well as complicating the amateur and autonomous 

role of foodies as foodie critics will be discussed in the next Chapter. 
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Chapter Five: Cultural Politics of Foodie Professionalism 
 

5.1   Voice of Authority in Foodie Criticism 
 

Having discussed the democratizing process of taste by foodie critics from 

the  visual  sensation  perspective  in  Hong  Kong,  this  chapter  addresses  the 

second democratization dimension of decentralizing the power of food critics 

through the lens of private-public (amateur-professional) stylistics. Given that 

there  is  less  clear  division  and  more  complex  change  in  terms  of  the 

responsibility,  originality  of  writing,  writing  agenda,  focus  of  content  and 

intended function of the writer (not taste), it is important to discern not only 

the attractive layer of stylistics in relation to food, but also the affective layer 

within the private-public or amateur-professional paradigm of writing foodie 

criticism. By private-public stylistics, this refers to the inclination of writing 

from the perspective as private-foodie (more responsible for the individual) 

and public-professional foodie critic (more responsible for the public), which 

suggests  the  identity  of  foodie  is  being  stylized  to  achieve  branding  or 

self-branding.   By   playing   around   with   different   private-public   signs   and 

displaying  different  status,  foodie  critics  can  accumulate  social  and  media 

capital to maximize their voice of authority from the public and institutions. 

I  will  first  give  an  overview  of  the  traditional  mode  of  authority 

endorsement  in  food  criticism  era  and  then  introduce  how  the  power  is 

decentralized   and   recentralized   by   foodie   critics   in   the   comparatively 

open-ended and democratized social media space. 
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5.2   Voice of Authority and Power of Trend Setting: Professional and 
 

Institutional Endorsement 
 

As  discussed  in  the  previous  chapters,  the  linguistic-visual  shift  has 
 

reflected different media of rendering taste with language and image. Yet, 
 

food  and  foodie  critics  have  both  shown  similar  and/or  different  stylistic 

intentions to describe taste and establish food trends. Without doubt, the 

ability of using stylistics to write food criticism is the bottom line of entering 

the professional circle to secure the trust of others. 

As a matter of fact, before the rise of social media, having strong stylistics 

writing  practices  might  not  enable  everyone,  even  journalists,  to  enterthe 

professional  sphere  of  food  criticism  media. As  discussed  previously  in 

section 1.1, the prerequisite of becoming food critics includes social network 

connection, working background and media power so thatthey could stand out 

and establish the voice of authority in the food criticism industry. But more 

than  that,  how  food  critics  are  endorsed  with  authority  by  the  target 

audience—public,  media  press,  restaurateurs  and  other  food-related  sellers 

deserves a close examination. 

The corresponding target audience of food criticisms, on one hand, can be 

reflected  on  the  nature  of  the  mainstream  printed  media  featuring  food 

criticism, for example, Singbao, Mingbao, Tatler, Hong Kong Economic Journal 

targeting  at  the  middle-class  gourmet  featuring  the  content  of  authentic 

restaurants and gourmet lifestyle which I would return to later in Chapter Six. 

Until the 1990s, there were emergences of more entertainment-based media 

for the grassroots, for instance,  Apple Daily, Sun Daily, Next Magazine  and 

Weekly Weekend. On the other hand, food criticism was very popular and 

being popularized by people from the circle of journalism and culture, as Wang 
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Tingzhi highlighted (Wang 1982).182   Importantly, established food critics: Wang 

Tingzhi, Wei jixun (韋基舜), Xiuguan (秀官) and Pan Huaiwei (潘懷偉) took the 

initiative to form a ‘food tour’ (飲食團) to invite their friends in the cultural 

circle to dine at different restaurants four times a week in the early 1980s to 

see how the chefs of these restaurants prepare food and then wrote food 

criticism about their visits (Wang 2016).183   As Wang remarked, since his food 

critics friends and himself would write food criticism for various top restaurants 

where they paid the meals on their own with considerable tips, it was not 

surprised that they received a warm welcome by both big and small restaurants 

in the culinary industry.184   Yet, from the perspective of the food critics, Wang 

admitted that  he was not quite welcome and even  received their  critique, 

because he did not inform other food critics about his tasting of abalone dish at 

Chef Yeung’s restaurant (Wang 2016)185   which I would discuss more in detail in 

the  following  paragraphs. What  deserves  attention  here  is  that  Wang’s 

critique might not concern literally about the practice of branding restaurant or 

chef,  but  his  arrogant  attitude/approach  of  claiming  the  best  with  one’s 

 
182   'BIG SPENDER：陸羽八十回眸（三之三）唯靈‧韋基舜老饕之意不在食'，<<蘋果日報>>，最後更新日期: (2013 年 12 月 

6  日)，登入日期: (2017 年 8 月 23 日)，hk.apple.nextmedia.com/financeestate/art/20131206/18538710 (BIG SPENDER: Luyu 

bashi huimou (sanzhisan) Weiling, Weijixun laotao zhiyi buzaishi,’ Apple Daily, last updated: December 6 2013, last accessed: 
August 23 2017, hk.apple.nextmedia.com/financeestate/art/20131206/18538710.); '王亭之對香港飲食業的貢獻'，<<王亭

之談食>>，出版於: (1987 年 2 月)，登入日期: (2017 年 8 月 21 日)，www.kankanwoo.com/?p=5172。(‘Wangtingzhi dui 

Xianggangyinshiye de gongxian,’ Tanyongzizawen,’ last accessed: August 20 2017, 
kankanwoo.com/masterjournal/journals.asp?c=17&d=17-004.) The target audience can also be reflected in the motif of the 
newspapers that circulate food criticism. Taking Wei Ling as an example, where he publishes his criticism tend to be more 
social or economic oriented, like Singtao and Hong Kong Economic Journal, and the audience of these newspapers would be 
more targeted at middle-class intellectuals or businessmen, as corresponding to the gourmet lifestyle. 

183   Ibid.; '不死奶黃熱'，<<蘋果日報>>，最後更新日期: (2017 年 8 月 24 日),登入日期: (2017 年 8 月 24 日)，

hk.apple.nextmedia.com/etw/周刊飲食熱話/article/20160901/3_17763871/不死奶黃熱。(Busi naihuangre,’ Apple Daily, 

last updated: August 24 2017, last accessed” August 24 2017, hk.apple.nextmedia.com/etw/周刊飲食熱話

/article/20160901/3_17763871/不死奶黃熱.) 
184Ibid. 
185Source text: ‘寫食經的人紛紛抨擊，無人讚好，可能是怪王亭之跟阿一未同他們打招呼，阿一慌了，叫王亭之盛宴宴客，

跟那些寫食經的「食家」道歉，王亭之說：怕甚麼！唯靈和陳非都沒有說過半句壞話，他們兩個是食家領袖，都不出

聲，那些魚蝦蟹能夠牽起甚麼風波。阿一不好意思，只好作罷。’In this remark, Wang mentioned Chef Yeung was worried 

about the anger of other food critiques, and asked him to invite them for tasting. However, Wang denied his request and said even the 

two leading food critics Wei Ling and Chen Fei had said nothing about the abalone tasting. So, it was not necessary to worry too 
much and the matter was left unattended. ‘王亭之對香港飲食業的貢獻,'，<<談錫永雜文>>，最後登入日期: (2017 年 8 月 20

日)，kankanwoo.com/masterjournal/journals.asp?c=17&d=17-004. (‘Wangtingzhi dui Xianggangyinshiye de gongxian,’ 

Tanyongzizawen,’ last accessed: August 20 2017, kankanwoo.com/masterjournal/journals.asp?c=17&d=17-004.) 
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authority and achieve self-branding to accumulate power instead. 
 

As  a  matter  of  fact,  not  only  does  Wang’s  branding  approach  involve 

certain degree of self-branding at professional level, but also at an institutional 

level  that  complicates  the  idea  of  trendsetting  practices  with  stylistics  in 

creating   not   only   attraction   but   affection   with   personal   glamour   and 

professional identity. 

 
 

5.3   Branding Practice by Professional Food Critic 
 

Taking professional food critic Wang Tingzhias an example of professional 

endorsement, we could see how chefs and restaurants can be branded with the 

authority of food critics and personal stylistics. As mentioned in the foregoing, 

during the 1980s, Wang Tingzhi was known as one of the most critical and 

debatable  food  critics  being  queried  by  some  food  critics  about  eating 

luxurious  food  and  selling  extravagant  food  in  his  food  criticism  (Wang 

1987).186Despite  this  kind  of  critique,  his  professional  identities  as  Chinese 

geomantic, worker painter should not be ignored. It is questionable what 

interests him to gain the power as an outsider of the culinary circle to write 

food criticism. As he recounts, his weekly gathering with other food critics 

Wei  Keixun,  Xiuguan  and  Pan  Huaiwei  in  different  restaurants  and  giving 

profitable  tips  had  made  receive  warm  welcoming  from  the  F  &  B  sector 

whereby they did not need to invite food critics to write with sponsored meals 

and  money. In consequence,  a  craze  of  food  criticism  invitation  to  the 

above-mentioned  food  critics  was  engendered. Out  of  the  various  tasting 
 

institutions, Wang was even invited and appointed by The Peninsula Hotel as 
 
 

186   '阿一上京製鮑魚'，<<王亭之談食>>，出版日期: (1987 年 2 月)，登入日期: (2017 年 8 月 24 日)，

www.kankanwoo.com/?p=3035。‘Ayishangjing zhibaoyu,’ Wangtingshitanshi, published on February 1987, last accessed: 

August 24 2017, www.kankanwoo.com/?p=3035.) 
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their food consultant because of his increasing popularity and authority (Wang 

1987). 187 This   has   reflected   the   inevitable   importance   of   restaurant 

endorsement to define the power of food critics: the more the restaurants 

reckon the importance of the food critic, the more the power one possesses. 

The  above  mechanism  has  first  given  the  power  to  food  critics  as 

professional sign to set food trends which can be identified in the case of Wang 

in  branding  Chef  Yang’s  abalone.  In  the  1980s,  well-known  Chinese  chef 

Yeung Kwunyat 188 (transliterally,   Yang   Guanyi)asked   Wang   to   taste   the 

abalones cooked by him together with other famous food critics including Wei 

Ling, Liu Zhixinand Wang Yali (Apple Daily 2014)189. Three times a week, Wang 

and his food critic friends helped Chef Yeung to try his abalones.Wang was 

eventually  satisfied   with  the  abalones  cooked  by  Chef  Yeung   after   six 

months. 190 In  consequence,  Wang  presented  to  Chef  Yeung  a  calligraphy 

containing eight letters: ‘Ah Yat’s abalone, best in the world’ (阿一鮑魚，天下第

一)  written  by  the  former  to  hang  up  at  the  entrance  of  Chef  Yeung’s 

restaurants. After  this,  Wang  recounted  that  there  were  unhappy  voices 

among other food critics who were less established (as compared with Wei Ling 

and Chen Fei) that they were suspicious of the deliciousness of the abalones 

(Wang 2014).191   Nevertheless, Wang assured Chef Yeung for his success and 

even helped convince the General Secretary of Xinhua News Agency in picking 

Chef Yeung’s abalones to serve Queen Elizabeth II in 1985, but the assistant of 

 
187   Ibid. 
188Chef Yeung’s name is translated in Cantonese for acknowledging his well-known name at local 

context. 
189<一代食家雜憶錄>，<<蘋果日報>>，上載日期: (2014 年 11 月 28 日)，登入日期: (2017 年 8 月 5 日)，

hk.apple.nextmedia.com/supplement/food/art/20141128/18949817。(‘Yidaishijia zatanlu,’ Apple Daily, uploaded on 

November 28 2014, last accessed” August 52017, hk.apple.nextmedia.com/supplement/food/art/20141128/18949817.) 
190   ‘王亭之對香港飲食業的貢獻,'，<<談錫永雜文>>，kankanwoo.com/masterjournal/journals.asp?c=17&d=17-004. 

(‘Wangtingzhi dui Xianggangyinshiye de gongxian,’ Tanyongzizawen,’ last accessed: August 20 2017, 
kankanwoo.com/masterjournal/journals.asp?c=17&d=17-004.) 

191Ibid. 
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the Queen rejected to serve it for the ingredient abalone was not the majesty's 

cup  of  tea  (Hao  2013).192   In  the  same  year,  Chef  Yeung  was  invited  to 

participate in a culinary competition in Singapore and he successfully won the 

heart of the judges this time (Cai 2014 ).193Since then, Chef Yeung’s abalones 

have become very famous and former General Secretary of the Communist 

Party Deng Xiaoping even invited Chef Yeung to make an abalone feast for him 

in   1986   and   announced   publicly   that   Chef   Yeung's   abalone   was   very 

delicious.194Because  of  his  interpersonal  connections,  tasting  collaborations 

and  voice  of  authority  that  had  made the  success  of  Chef  Yeung  possible, 

heeventually received the Golden medal of ‘The Best Chef’by the association 

Club  Des  Chefs  Des  Chefs(國際御廚組織)in  1996  and  Five  Star  Diamond 

Awards by the American Academy of Hospitality Sciences in 1999.195Apart from 

the abalone dish, Wang also introduced to Chef Yeung’s restaurant two dishes 

‘Bird  Nest  in  almond  broth’  (杏汁官燕)  and  ‘Sir  Soup’  (爵士湯)  with  the 

formula of his domestic cook upon the then Sir Deng Zhaojian’s request for 

designing new menu. Undoubtedly, his voice of authority as a professional 

food critic is more than a matter of shaping trend because that involves active 

and tactful participation to brand restaurants and food akin to his own taste. 

Yet, Wang, being a renowned geomantic authority, might have already foreseen 

Yeung’s  success  (Wang  2014).196The  calligraphy  he  delivered  to  Yeung  may 

 
192   Ibid; Hao Zhikuan, Gaodengzhiyexuexiao canyinlei zhuancaijiaocai yuecaipengrengongyi.’ Zhongguo: 

Zhongguoqinggongyechubanshe, 2014. (郝志闊著，<<高等職業學校餐飲類專菜教材·粵菜烹調工藝>>。中國:  中國輕工
業出版社，2014 年。) 

193Cai Ziqiang. ‘canzhuoshangdelingxiu.’ Hong Kong: Mingbao, 2014, 199. (蔡子強著，<<餐桌上的領袖>>。香港:明報出版，2014 
年，頁 199。) 

194   '認識阿一'，<<阿一鮑魚>>，登入日期: (2017 年 8 月 24 日)，https://www.ahyatfood.com/公司簡介/認識阿一/。」。(‘Renshi 
Ayi,’ Ayibaoyu, last accessed: August 24 2017, https://www.ahyatfood.com/公司簡介/認識阿一/。」) 

195'阿一榮譽,',  阿一鮑魚，https://www.ahyatfood.com/公司簡介/阿一榮譽/，https://www.ahyatfood.com/公司簡介/阿一榮

譽/。(‘Ayi rongyu,’ Ayibaoyu, https://www.ahyatfood.com/公司簡介/阿一榮譽/。) 
196   As he recounts, ‘I foresee Chef Yeung will stay lucky for very long time, and affirm him that he would achieve success at 

international level that even Chef Yeung himself did not believe’. Source text: (王亭之推算阿一有數十年好運，而且當時實

牙實齒說他可以國際揚名，講到阿一面紅耳熱，不敢相信，果然，好運來了). ‘王亭之對香港飲食業的貢獻,'，<<談錫

永雜文>>，kankanwoo.com/masterjournal/journals.asp?c=17&d=17-00. (‘Wangtingzhi dui Xianggangyinshiye de gongxian,’ 
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somehow embody his intention to brand Wang himself. In addition, it shows 
 

his declaration  to  endorse  Yeung with  his own  authority/name  and  power, 

which clearly demonstrates the transfer of power from food critics to chefs. 

The   successful   story   of   branding   abalone   further   consolidated   Wang’s 

professional status and reviewed his social capital in the trendsetting of food in 

Hong  Kong.  Behind  the  words  ‘Ah  Yat’s  abalone,  best  in  the  world’,  Wang 

becomes the sign in representing authentic taste that has enabled him to set 

food trends successfully, 

Second, Wang remains the one playing an extremely important role in 

inventing and promoting many other important cuisines in Chinese foodscape. 

Instead of himself knowing how to cook, Wang’s economic cultural capital of 

distinguishing good taste has enabled him not to cook, but to provide advice to 

his domestic cook and seek help from culinary experts in modifying his recipes. 

These modified recipes were introduced to the new Chinese restaurant at the 

Peninsula Hotel when he received the request to attract customers and keep 

the company popular in foodscape with new dishes. He stipulated that he 

would not introduce the abalone dish again for beating his own face (自己打自

己) and introduced the dishes ‘Sir Soup’ (爵士湯), deep-fried custard buns (炸奶

皇飽)  and  XO  sauce  as  a  replacement  (Wang  2014).197 With  his  voice  of 

authority, Wang chooses to tell his story of these dishes akin to his family and 

the secret behind of the taste of soup relies on the use of aged mandarin peel 

in introducing the dishes. When other restaurants try to imitate the recipe, 

he will step out to criticize them for overlooking the use of aged mandarin peel 
 
 
 
 

Tanyongzizawen,’ last accessed: August 20 2017, kankanwoo.com/masterjournal/journals.asp?c=17&d=17-004.) 
197   ‘王亭之對香港飲食業的貢獻,'，<<談錫永雜文>>，kankanwoo.com/masterjournal/journals.asp?c=17&d=17-004. 

(‘Wangtingzhi dui Xianggangyinshiye de gongxian,’ Tanyongzizawen,’ last accessed: August 20 2017, 
kankanwoo.com/masterjournal/journals.asp?c=17&d=17-004.) 
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in  this soup  dishwhich will  create  a harmonized  taste  of  melon  and meat. 

Significantly, Wang as a food critic was branding food not only at the stylistics 

level in depicting taste and style, but at the identity level that becomes the 

professional sign of producing trendy food and setting new food trends. The 

careful introduction of various recipes also demonstrates his intention to brand 

food  and  himself  since  he  tried  to  avoid  branding  the  same  food  item  to 

achieve two successful branding stories. 

Through this example, we can see how an established food critic can set 
 

food trends by transferring his power to food, restaurants and chefs. There is 
 

also  acertain degree of self-branding at a small scale to slowly accumulate 

power and food media capital in the trendsetting of food by participating in 

different branding projects one by one. 

 
 

5.4   Foodie Critic as Citizen Journalist: Establishment of New Authority 
 

The rise of social media has enabled both the rise of citizen journalism and 
 

democratization of food criticism media by foodies. The exclusive branding of 
 

food trends is multiplied by foodies when everyone  without  a professional 

background, interpersonal  network or  institutional  support can write  about 

food and share online. Although everyone can become a foodie/journalist, the 

mastering of foodie stylistics is pivotal to gain recognition and attention  to 

stand  out  from  other  foodies  in  the  first  stage. The  articulation  between 

‘camera-eats-first’ phenomenon and foodie criticism has urged the importance 

to fine tune pictures of food to draw the attention from the media audience. 

As discussed in detail in Chapter 2, the central medium of circulating foodie 

criticism on Instagram hasencouraged foodies to make use of the technological 

features and their talent to retouch pictures stylistically, which have enabled 
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them to gain recognition, authority and trust from the public. It should not be 
 

overlooked that their voice of authority comes not only from the public, but 

also institutional dimensions: restaurants and new media companies. While 

it might be not surprising to understand how social media has enabled foodies 

to be visualized or identified, new media companies would only contact foodie 

critics who are endorsed with public power and ask them to write for the 

clients (restaurants). This is attributable to their connectivity, interactivity and 

foodie  stylistics. But  careful  attention  should  be  paid  to  the  kinds  of 
 

restaurants and marketing companies these food media relate to, for clarifying 

the reason(s)/motivation(s) of gaining institutional endorsement that 

contributes to the recentralization of power in the food media industry. 
 

According  to  my  ethnographic  observation  in  interacting  with  different 

foodie critics and PR companies, it is identified that foodie critics are mainly 

connected  with  7   dominant   PR  companies  (Instagram   Marketing  &   PR 

Company Limited, Spread-it, Jin Communication, Oxygen Advertising 

Management, CAL F & B Marketing, Food Channels, Food Deal Deal) and 7 PRs 

on  individual  basis  (Sophronia,  Karbo,  Cailey,  SK,  Cindy,  Katsun,  Minnie). 

These mainstream marketing companies offer sponsored meals to foodie critics 

and endorse them with power. Among all, food-specific marketing companies 

especially  Instagram  Marketing  &  PR  Company  Limited  (a local  restaurant 

targeted marketing company) begins to pop up in recent years and offers more 

sponsored  meals  than  media  marketing  focused  companies. Taking  their 

sponsored  restaurant  choices  from  27  March  2017  to  27  May  2018  as  an 

example,  it  is commonly  identified  only  10%  of  the  restaurants belongs  to 

grassroots cuisine (e.g. noodle shop with one bowl of noodles and one drink as 

budge) which are mostly non-fine dining/non-hotel located restaurants, but 
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middle-price all-you-can-eat restaurants, Hong Kong-style Western restaurants, 

cafes, dessert café, hotpot restaurants, Japanese, Thai, Korean and Vietnamese 

restaurants, targeting at teenagers and bourgeois). Three observations can be 

drawn from the above list: (1) the exclusion of hotel-located restaurants and 

rare inclusion of exotic restaurants frequently represented by institutional food 

critics e.g. Tatler and Eat and Travel Weekly,which, to a certain extent, suggests 

their  branding  authority,  inter-connections  and  trust  with  the  authentic 

fine-dining restaurants and hotel restaurants remain influential; (2) the list of 

restaurants availability for foodie critics are quite diversified in terms of food 

choice, and the most attractive choices are omakase (for its high budget at 

$800/person for two), restaurants featuring popular food items (e.g. lobster 

burger, matcha and sakura egg rolls, hotpot with high-graded U.S. beef) and 

visually attractive restaurants L’attitude, ATUM restaurant and Hamsta Crown 

Coffee  featuring  eye-catching  drinks  and  desserts. This  offers  a  general 

overview of how foodies might have been attracted to the sponsored meals for 

writing censored review on Instagram /Openrice / Tripadvisor); (3) At surface, 

the  number  of  choices  is  high  but  the  availability  in  fact  depends  on  the 

potential of the foodie critic in reaching out to the public. To be specific, to 

receive the higher budget sponsored meals, the foodie critic is required to have 

an Openrice account (OP, hereafter) rated at level 4 or above or have more than 

10k followers on Instagram. However, if one is a close friend with the PR or 

often helps to visit sponsored restaurants with poor reputation, one might not 

receive  the  same  or  extra  sponsored  meal  invitations,  as  Foodieyanyannn 

remarks. Also,  the  lack  of  food  media  capital  and  desire  to  establish 

interpersonal network in the food media industry are the motivations of many 
 

foodie  critics  in  Hong  Kong  to  gain/attract  likes  and  accumulate  followers. 
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What is more, there embodies the institutional logic of defining the degree of 

professionality/authority   of   food   critic,   as   pragmatically   endorsed   by 

restaurants, PRs and marketing companies which request foodie critics to reach 

out to a certain number of levels/followers as follows: 

 
 

Foodies > Foodie Critics > Foodie Critics 
 
> Foodie Critics > Foodie Critics 

 
/ 

 
(OP Level 2) 

 
(OP Level 3) 

 
(OP Level 4) 

 
(OP Level 4+) 

 
/ 

 
(IG Followers: 5000+) 

 
(IG Followers: 10k+) 

 
/ 

 
(Friendship/Connections) 

 
Table 2: Institutional Endorsement of Foodie Critics 

 
 
 
 

From the above table ( Table 2 ), it is identified how food media institutions 

are calculative in defining the authority with ‘professional grade—up to level 4 

only requires the quantity of writing reaches 100 which is easy to achieve’ (OP) 

and ‘followers’ (IG), which signifies the institutional and social media hierarchy 

of the foodie circle. While foodies are encouraged to share foodie criticism on 

different   channels  with   the   same  piece   of  writing   (recently   promoting 

Tripadvisor and Dazhongdianping (大眾點評) for expanding to the Mainland 

market/ inter-Asia market), it is not compulsory to have them shared on these 

platforms  as  long  as  they  have  shared  them  on  the  mainstream  public 

platforms:  Openrice  and  Instagram. For  bonus,  it  is  the  inter-personal 

connection with the food media institutions that renders foodie critics extra 
 

power and pleasure to try out different restaurants or food samples. This is 
 

somehow like the mechanism in the early development of food criticism in 

Hong Kong whereby journalistic connection is the prerequisite for food critics 
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to join the industry and get the chance to write commercial reviews secretly. 
 

From private writers (foodies) to public endorsed foodie critics, there is an 

unavoidable  or  intentional  articulation  with  food  media  institutions  and 

commercialization  in  this  professionalizing  process  to  gain  the  institutional 

endorsement and benefits. With interest involved, this reviews the opposite 

pole of foodies as amateur towards the professional foodie critic path as well as 

towards professional  food  critic or  journalist. What  ultimately defines  the 

voice of authority is not only visual stylistics, but how their foodie criticism can 

be  stylized  and  branded  as  trustworthiness  standing  for  the  public  and 

institution. 

Notably,  Sophronia218  and  f.o.v__  are  two  leading  foodie  critics  in 

Hong Kong, who have been accumulated 1.7k and 2.8k followers on Instagram. 

Their popularity and voice of authority are accumulated not only because of 

their organized content and stylized pictures in an authentic and hip manner, 

but their relationship with various institutions. For instance, Sophronia218 is a 

part-time PR and freelance reporter of Apple Daily and f.o.v__ is an architect 

and designer as well as a freelance food stylist and photographer who shoots 

photos for restaurants and travel magazines. Comparing them to many other 

foodies who are able to take and edit beautiful pictures on Instagram, they are 
 

less popular with far less followers (less than 10k) and likes per post (less than 
 

300  likes,  at  least)  than  Sophronia218  and  f.o.v___  . However,  attention 
 

should  be  paid  to  how  foodie  critics  are  able  to  gain  power  and  voice  of 

authority after the first stage (stylizing pictures), in the second stage (peer 

support) and in the third stage (semi-institutionalization: celebrity & featured 

account). 

In the ensuing paragraphs, I shall discuss the case study of foodie critic 
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Sophronia218  (mythmaker)  about  how  voice  of  authority  can  be  gained  in 
 

another layer of professional-amateur stylistics to achieve 
 

branding/self-branding/commercialization (signification/myth). 
 
 

 

5.5   Sophronia Cai: Self-employed PR and Foodie Critic 
 

Sophronia is a 24-year-old foodie critic, who has been a foodie for over 

three years. Beginning her foodie career at Form 7, she takes pictures of food 

and  writes  foodie  criticism  on  blogs. With  accumulated  trial  and  error  in 

writing and taking pictures, projected outgoing personality and exaggerated 

passion in exchanging her views on food with other friends, she begins to make 

friends with food and media background on the social media—Facebook and 

Instagram. Due to the economic support of her parents and accompaniment 

of her uncle, she often can eat out at fine dining or authentic restaurants, and 

newly opened restaurants. To a large extent, this has enabled her to gain the 

knowledge/culinary capital relating to food culture and massive resources to 
 

write and share akin to food. And this is crucial not only to her professional 
 

career as a food journalist in the future, but also to demonstrate her exposure 

and experience of food to the audience that has enabled her to gain the voice 

of  authority  and  trust  from  them. As  time  passes  by,  she  also  buys  new 

cameras and different camera lens to equip herself in taking beautiful pictures 

of food. As shown in Figure 70, she has already bought 1 SONY brand camera 

and 5 camera lenses since her foodie journey, which shows her dedication to 

stylize beautiful pictures. 
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Figure 70: Cai’s Equipment in Taking Pictures of Food (Cai 2018)198 
 
 
 
 

She also pays close attention to the distinguished function and use of each 

camera lens in different situations, for example, Sony 30mm F.35 Macro is good 

for taking close-up of food and Signma 30mm F1.4 DC DN is cheap and good for 

creating blurring effect. While camera equipment is crucial to stylize pictures, 

they are also factual evidence and common topics to discuss among foodies 

and foodie critics to show their professionalism and facilitate interaction with 

other foodies. As such, the accumulation of peer support is essential for them 

to gain the voice of authority and support to have food gatherings together, 

which I would examine in detail in the case study in section 5.5.1. 

Yet, it is advertent that stylistics and peer support are not enough to make 

her outstanding among the rest of the foodies.   This is attributable to the two 

key events pertaining to her semi-institutionalization: her engagement with the 

food  marketing  companies  since  2016  and  collaboration  with  global  foodie 

account in representing the top foodie critic in Hong Kong on Instagram since 

2017. Put   it   differently,   both   events   have   underlain   her   long-term 

 
198Sophronia Cai, ‘postzuo IG zhihou d ren wenwo nieyezai,’ (post 左 IG 之後 d 人問我做乜野仔),’ last updated: 14 May 2017, 

accessed:21 August 2018, https://www.facebook.com/Hkfoodies/?hc_ref=ARTEdAl03rBguayKq6hfFX3pdm-

38ueMkbkVPs19q7qcyprHT7HLKq-NBy3A1 snzAXQ. 
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cooperation with big media institutions, which demonstrates her uniqueness 
 

and power in the foodie field. While it might be true that joining commercial 
 

events and sharing commercial posts might raise the critique of 
 

commercialization, the number of critiques is in fact reduced when she (as 

foodie critic) is able to interchangeably share sponsored and non-sponsored 

foodie  criticism  with  high  standard  of  photo  retouching. The  demand  for 

beautiful pictures on the social media has to some extent urges the need to 

share beautiful images and where to take beautiful pictures, instead of staying 

completely autonomous and away from the institution. The food craze, at 

social media era, is often engendered by stylized pictures. At the same time, 
 

these pictures could attract the audience for their collaboration. Very often, 
 

the  institutional power can  be transferred  to  foodie  critic  (Cai), by  sharing 

commercial  posts  (which  can  be  known  or  unknown  to  the  audience)  and 

demonstrating their collaboration with celebrities or the key opinion leaders, 

which I would return to in the second case study. Essentially, this shows the 

professionalization of foodie critic in becoming citizen journalist in the sense 

that one is recognized by the institution. 

As a representative and mediator between foodies and institution, foodie 
 

critic Cai is performing a double role as leading foodie and 
 

institutionally-endorsed journalist, which have made her turning into the key 

opinion leader of food on the social media. As a key opinion leader, the voice 

of authority comes from both public and institutional sides for her sharing of 

content   connotes   foodie   spirit—independent   and   passion   of   food,   and 

journalistic  standard—highquality  and  selective  that  only  few  people  could 

write about food with voice of authority endorsed by the institution. And this 

echoes  with  my  ethnographic  research  that  she  has  a  particular  strong 
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interpersonal   network   with   three   parties:   foodies,   PR   companies   and 

restaurants,  which  has  secured  her  long-term  feedbacks/followers,  unique 

sponsored  opportunities/media exposures and organizing unique  sponsored 

opportunities—sponsored food (e.g. new promoted tea drink, canned soup, 

sauces, etc.) and items (e.g. watches, ear phone, etc.) as well as cash—which 

are to be shared with other foodies. These opportunities have consolidated 

her authority in the foodie critic industry and invited more foodies who would 

like to share the interests to engage with her. And their intimacy has fostered 

more dynamic fast-speed communication as friends to co-organize activities by 

helping to do promotions and inviting friends to try, which reviews a kind of 

collective  power  as  mediated  by  Cai. Through  inter-connecting  with  the 

source sponsors and target  community,  as well  as  other foodie critics at a 

middle-ground,   Cai   is   capable   of   branding   restaurants   for   her   foodie 

connectivitywhich somehow reviews new form of social media power in the 

branding practices  of food. At  the  same time,  Cai’s foodie  critic  identity is 

interplayed with the sign of autonomous foodie and professional critic, which 

can be identified in her foodie criticism in the ensuing paragraphs. 

Complicatedly, with Instagram as an open-ended platform providing open/ 

infinite number of audiences, foodie critics can actively engage with different 

audience through sharing, commenting and liking. As such, Caican be directly 

and  intimately  interacting  with  many  media  users  to  gain  the  power  of 

authority easily from the media audience. However, the openness implies as 

well  the  censorship  of  mass  audience  to  see  if  she  might  share  many 

commercial posts. In addition, from the foodie community perspective, it is 

not by sharing and viewing pictures of food that will gain her support from 
 

other foodies, but also by sharing benefits and power with tactics of friendship, 
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sponsored  visibility,  giveaways,  featured  account,  etc. These  engagement 
 

strategies are crucial to co-achieve branding and self-branding in food media 

circuit that help foodie critics to gain power. And in the case of Cai, she has 

been   increasingly   popular   and   she   has   accumulated   1.7k   followers   on 

Instagram (up to 31 May 2018), while many foodies only have less than 5000 

followers in general. 

To analyse the mechanism of the voice of authority of foodie critics and 

explain what has contributed tothe success of Cai, I will examine her three 

stages  of  establishing  the  voice  of  authority,  from  both  the  public  and 

institutional side. 

5.5.1 Voice  of  Authority  from  the  Public:  Peer  Support  and  Seemingly 
 

Ordinariness 
 

In theory, public endorsement is known to be one of the means for 

foodie critics to establish trust in social media context, which can be 

identified in their ability to create foodie affect with focus of attention 

and seemingly ordinariness, in addition to engaging the audience with 

certain food- or marketing- strategies. 

First,  in  the  following  pictures  (Figures  71-73),  Cai  shares  her 

dining experience at a local chained fast food restaurant Pizza Hut with 

her foodie friend Stephanie, who is a leading foodie critic as well as a 

food journalist of the media press Presslogic. The first picture of Cai’s 

foodie  criticism is a picture  of them enjoying the  cheese fondue  as 

taken by Louis, Cai’s boyfriend. The ideas of friendship and sisterhood 

are embodied in this picture with the use of personal stylistics that 

creates the intimate affection of trying out the new menu by Pizza Hut 

with close friends. In the caption, ‘since the weather is too cold, I 
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dated my boyfriend and #close friend to eat the #cheesefondue’ (source 

text:天氣太凍>.<約左男朋友同#閨蜜去食#芝士火鍋). Cai  further 

links  the  subject  of  the  sharing:  ‘cheese  fondue’  with  the  real-life 

scenario of dating and celebrating with close friends to make this piece 

of sharing not only visually attractive (as in the zoom-up of lobster) but 

also  culturally  attractive  in  providing  dining  idea  to  the  public  (Cai 

2017) 199 . Both  the  caption  and  image  of  her  friend   signifyher 

autonomous foodie brand and intimacy. In the closing remark, Cai asks 

the question of whether anyone would like the garlic bread of Pizza Hut 

as  she  does  which  facilitates  the  interaction  with  the  audience  and 

increases intimacy. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figures 71-73: Cai’s sharing of Pizza Hut (Cai 2017)200 
 
 
 
 

As a result, by commenting or liking the post to foster dialogue and 

interaction among the audience publicly, it helps increase her visibility 

and trustability i.e. the voice of authority is endorsed by the public. 

This links to the second engagement dimension of voice of authority 
 
 
 

199Sophronia Cai, ‘tianqi taidong,’ (天氣太凍), last updated: January 13 2017, accessed: 21 August2018, 
https://www.instagram.com/sophronia218/. 

200   Ibid. 
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endorsed by the public. By engagement in foodie context, this refers 
 

to the appreciating and adopting foodie stylistics with following, likes 

and commenting that embody the participation of a collective habit of 

sharing, interacting and viewing visually-attractive photos(Ohnomgkalife 

2018;  Grapestravel  2017).201   These  actions  as  engaging  signs  help 

demonstrate  the  support  and  popularity  of  foodie  critics  and  post 

impact on foodie criticsto support the community or foodie friend with 

the  same  engagement practices  (sign) and  stylized  pictures  (sign) in 

constructing  the  myth  of  taste. As  a  matter  of  fact,  this  two-side 

communication reviews the connectivity that is less likely to happen in 

the  food  criticism  era. Moreover,  this  shows  how  endorsement  of 

authority in social media era is changed into a collective, community 

phenomenon, rather than the emphasis of knowledge/professionality of 

an individual (food critic). For sure, food critic can adopt the same 

social means to share food criticism and become popular, as Chua Lam 

is  very  active  and  popular  on  Twitter,  but  the  representation  of 

ordinariness  of  foodies  creates  much  intimate  relationshipwith  the 

media audience than food critics, since foodies as amateur stands for 

the public and mundane lifestyle. And very often, it is foodie critics, 

not  food  critics,  that  would  frequently  respond  to  the  audience  for 

establishing  long-term  relationship  for  the  former  lacks  institutional 

support and needs the public side more to endorse them with power. 

 
201   Ohnomgkalife responds to foodie Sophronia218’s response about how to edit the picture: ‘A lot of time is spent to edit the 

colour and tone’ (調呢個色調調咗好耐) Ohomgkaife, ’mihuan,’ (迷幻), updated:4 February2018, 

picbubble.com/user/ohomgkalife/1244943844; As foodie critic grapestravel Neo Lo) says, ‘he dedicates a lot of effort in 
learning how to tune colour recently […] and understands picture/video in each series should have individual tune colour to 
express the emotion of the moment taking the picture. Grapestravel, ‘Jinlai douxialexiangdangduode gongfu qu xuexitiaose 
[…] mingbai meige xilie de xiangpian huo yingpian, dou xuyao youyizhong zhuanshusediao, qubiaoda dangshi de qinggan,’ (近

來都下了相當多的功夫去學習調色[…]明白每個系列的相片或影片，都應該有一個專屬色調，去表達當時的情 
感),accessed27 December2017,https://someture.com/account/grapestravel/2301717416/. 
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This   spells   out   the   importance   insecuring   the   accumulation   of 

friendship/readership:  the  more  the  followers,  the  audience  would 

entrust them for many other readers would follow these foodies for 

information of food. At the same time, through commenting on other 

foodies’   posts/stories   or   replying   to   others   comments   on   one’s 

posts/stories (very often with emojis to increase sense of intimacy), the 

long-term   communication   has   turned   into   convincing   signs   that 

stabilizes the readership in a quantifiable way (followers and likes) that 

secures the endorsing power of followers. 

This line of logic echoes with Instagram scholar Carah’s and Shaul’s 

observation about the usage of image in attracting attention or in their 

terminology ‘affective imagine machine’202   that invites both the foodie 

critics and media users to ‘make judgments about how to capture, edit, 

and circulate images of their lived experience’, in addition to ‘watch[ing] 

flows of images and modify them by scrolling, liking and commenting’ 

that invite foodies to ‘interrelate in an ongoing effort to give and gain 

attention  from  other’. 203 Their  remark  suggests  this  social  media 

platform  not  only  fosters  image  circulation  and  affection,  but  also 

establishes long-term relationship between foodies and  other  media 

users. As  such,  the  stimulation  of  bodily  responses  of  liking  and 

sharing  reinforces  their  foodie  or  foodie  critic  identity  and  need  to 

engage with the community ‘to act, to engage, to connect—to affect 

and be affected.204 As a matter of fact, the voice of authority from the 

 
202As I mentioned earlier, Carah and Shaul argue Instagram as ‘an image machine that simulates and captures the productive 

activity of producing, circulating, and attending to images’. Carah and Shaul, ‘Brands and Instagram’, 71, 
203   Ibid. 71. 
204Patricia Ticento Clough. ‘The Affective Turn: Introduction.’ In P. Clough & J. Haley (Eds.), The Affective Turn: Theorizing the 

Social, pp. 1-33. Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2007, 2. 
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public dimension relies heavily on peer/mutual support and 
 

engagement  of  the  community  and  media  users,  as  foodie  critic 

decentfoodhk suggests, ‘your likes, follows, comments and sharing have 

given  us  the  motivation  to  continue’  (decentfoodhk  2017)205. The 

same is also remarked by Cai who says ‘your support is my motivation to 

continue’  (Cai  2017)206,  but  in  addition  to  that, her  two  comments: 

‘when  I  shared  less  posts  this  year,  I receive fewer  likes’207   and  ‘so 

happy that my video link on Facebook is viewed and shared by many 

people’208   (Figure 74) further describes the casual relationship between 

sharing and liking, as well as the importance of sharing to be viewed 

and shared (Cai 2017). Both imply how the public perception is crucial 

to foodie critic (Cai) such that public feedback endorses her with power 

for the reachability and connectivity—the more the reach, the more 

representative of public can be. To think prudently, this helps unpack 

partially the intention of foodie criticism in interacting with the public 

(media  audience)  to  gain  their  support  and  trust  (likes,  follows  and 

comments). And these quantifiable elements of defining the voice of 

authority are importantsigns that mark the power of foodie critics. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
205   Source text: ‘你地嘅 like、follow、comment 同 share 真係比到好大嘅動力我地。’Decentfoodhk, ‘Our First Anniversary,’ 

accessed: 29 November 2017, https://www.instagram.com/p/BcHAuerH_gs/ 
206Source text: ‘有你地嘅支持係我堅持嘅動力’. Ibid. 
207Source text: ‘今年出左好多 post,likes 嘅數量亦都驟降’. Sophronia Cai, ‘#bestnine2017,’ last accessed: August 21 2018, 

https://www.instagram.com/sophronia218/. 
208Source text: ‘FB page 條片咁多 views 咁多人 share 真係好開心’. Ibid. 
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Figure 74: The most popular nine pictures of Cai in 2017(Cai 2018)210 
 
 
 
 

Peer support or voice of authority from the public, however, raises 
 

suspect of collusion with big institution. From marketing perspective, 
 

as Carah and Shaul further elaborateon the usage of marketing in social 

media context that, ‘[c]onceptualizing engagement as the combination 

of  likes  plus  comments  is  a  standard  marketing  industry  practice. 

Engagement  is  significant  because  interaction  with  image  generates 

data  that  makes  the  image  available  in  wider  flows  of  content  and 

platforms’  (Carah  and  Shaul  2016,  75).211   Their  remark  poses  the 

question and concern about public engagement being appropriated to 

achieve marketing purposes to reach out to a wider audience and gain 

wider support, as well as actual income. In the open-ended platform, 

the engagement maximizes the potential audience and power of foodie 
 

critics. Given   thatInstagram   is   increasingly   popularized   among 
 

teenage media users for its reachability and visual motivated design, 
 
 

209Sophronia Cai, ‘#bestnine2017.’ 
210Ibid. 
211   Carah and Shaul, ‘Brands and Instagram’, 75. 
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foodie critics and food media institutions—marketing companies, media 

press,  restaurants,  food-  or  non-food  related  also  make  use  of  this 

channel  and  collide with  one  another  to  brand  restaurant/food. In 

consequence, this complicates the democracy of foodie criticism as one 

form  of  citizen  journalism,  when  foodie  critics  step  on  the  land  of 

professional food critics to perform collusive practices and lose certain 

degree of autonomy of speech. 

 

 
5.5.2 Voice of Authority from The Institution: Celebrity and Event 

 
Increasing invitations from different food media institution 

 
havechanged the ways in which foodie critics and public look at their 

identity, not only as an independent writer but as representative/key 

opinion leader of the foodie field. 

As mentioned earlier, one of the two events that contribute to Cai’s 

popularity   and   gaining   support   from   the   institution   was   her 

engagement with the food media industry. In the second year (2016) 

of Cai’s foodie critic journey, she has already developed an intimate 

relationship with many cafés’ owners and PR companies. For example, 

she was also invited by PR Karbo as a part-time PR to help her find 

sponsored   restaurants   and   attend   sponsored   meals,   as   well   as 

restaurant  group  ET  Troop  which  owns  a  steakhouse,  two  Japanese 

restaurants, one Thai Restaurant, one whiskey bar and a party room in 

town. In  June  2018,  Cai  even  gained  the  media  exposure  on  the 

mainstream  institutional  food  criticism  Apple  Daily  as  a  freelance 

reporter, who helps film and edit videos of the introduction of new 

restaurants and drink shops in town. As a freelance reporter, her face 
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and voice are visibly presented on the screen, but the content (choice of 

restaurants and final content) is decided by the institution.For example, 

her recent introduction of Taiwanese bubble milk tea shop Lao Hu Tang 

and Taiwanese café Mamaday could not be copied and shared on her 

Instagram. Under the umbrella of the institution, she is losing certain 

degree of autonomy to choose which restaurant to visit than being a 

foodie. 

Having said that, Cai rather enjoys her semi-professional status as a 

freelance  reporter  for  accumulating  social  capital.  Accordingly,  the 

shares  her  featured  video  clips  on  online  Apple  Daily  in  another 

platform: her own Facebook (in public view) with the intention to tell 

she is endorsed by the institution as the reporter. Furthermore, Cai has 

other ways to demonstrate her professional status or how she is the 

endorsed  withthe  voice  of  authority  from  the  institution,  including 

luxurious restaurant recommendations (which are often sponsored) and 

evidence  in  attending  high-end  media  events. Very  often,  this  is 

through  selfies  with  celebrities  and  other  key  opinion  leaders,  plus 

‘checking-in’, ‘self-tag’ and ‘tags’ to demonstrate her presence in the 

significant events with other influencers. The sharing of media power, 

or in one way borrowing the glamour from other influencers on social 

media, helps endorse foodie critics with special status and power that 

distinguishes her from other foodies who are not invited to join the 

same event.I will further explain this transfer of power from institution 

to food critics with the following example. 

As invited by a PR company to join their photo-shooting day in April 
 

2018 to promote the Swiss Tissot watch and brand-collaborative pop-up 
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café  by  Tissot  and  Bread  &  Expresso  (café  from  Tokyo),  Cai  was 
 

responsible for publicizing this collaborative project to the public. In 
 

the following piece of foodie criticism, Cai prioritized selfie (personal life) 

in the first picture to be vividly seen by the potential readers, and food 

in  the  second  one  which  can  be  seen  by  scrolling  right  of  the  first 

picture (Figures 75-79). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figures 75-79: Cai’s Foodie Criticism of Bread & Expresso(Cai 2018)212 
 
 

 

This deliberate move reflects a certain degree of self-branding for Cai 

herself  is  first  centred  in  the  picture  as  the  presentation  subject. 

In Figure 57, Cai is taking a picture with Chiang Nga-Man, Mandy — a 

very  popular  local  singer  and  model  who  has  accumulated  16.k 

followers on  Instagram,  and  often  appears on  TV  shows  and  media 

events   in   Hong Kong. Comparing   with   Cai   who   has   already 
 

accumulated 1.7 followers and considered the very leading foodie critic 

(Cai  2018),  there  is  a  sharp  contrast  between  the  two  in  terms  of 

 
212Sophronia Cai, yawen_j zhenhai yulaiyujing,’ (yawen_j 真係愈來愈靜),last updated 16 April 2018, accessed:21 August 2018, 

https://www.instagram.com/sophronia218/. 
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popularity and public endorsement of authority. For Mandy, it is not 
 

surprised that she would not be particularly motivated to share their 

pictures unless Cai is a very closely friend of her, and her main objective 

of attending the event was to help brand and promote the collaboration. 

Supported  by  the  fact  Mandy  does  not  share  their  pictures  on  her 

profile after the event, it seems that Cai’s sharing of their picture and 

tagging  Mandy’s  IG  account  is  a  one-sided  approach  to  achieve 

self-branding. In the eyes of the foodie community, friends, followers 

and other media users, they would feel the institutional endorsement 

ofCai since taking pictures with celebrity in a media event is such a rare 

and desirable opportunity. Whether the audience feels jealous, envy 

or happy for her, they would often like and comment on the picture to 
 

show their support or feel happy for Cai. For example, ‘foodie.life_kei’ 
 

and ‘manvinkk’ comment ‘very pretty + hearted-eyes emoji’ (好靚呀!) 

and ‘蔣雅文 + two hearted-eyes emoji’ (Jiang Nga-Man) respectively to 

share Cai’s joy of taking this valuable opportunity to take picture with 

celebrity in a very cute V-shaped post and similar style of custom as if 

they are sisters / intimate friends (Cai 2018).213 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

211 Cai, yawen_j zhenhai yulaiyujing,’ (yawen_j 真係愈來愈靜), https://www.instagram.com/sophronia218/. 
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Figures 80-82: Comments on Cai’s posts (Cai 2018)214 
 
 
 
 

What is more, not only does Mandy’s wenqing (hipster) style in her 

custom and sharing brand the restaurant Bread & Expresso and Tissot 

watch, but also brands the personal image of Cai with this style. The 

hashtags of Cai: hipster (#文青), queen of girls (#女神), pretty girls and 

photos (写真—Japanese phrase ‘shashin’ that means photo and often 

including personal image)have further enabled her to be searched by 

other Instagram users (Cai 2018).215   Mandy is appropriated by Cai to 

stylize herself as a hip and professionalcritic, given that Mandy is an 

influencer (sign) on traditional and social media representing hip and 

fashion. Although the strawberry tart and café latte are authentically 

shot in the second and third pictures (Figures 77-78), the taste was not 

depicted in the caption; indeed, only the availability of strawberry tart is 

briefly mentioned in this foodie criticism. And the available activities 

in  this  pop-up  cafés,  for  example,  workshops  and  3D  pictures,  are 
 
 

214Ibid. 
215Cai, yawen_j zhenhai yulaiyujing,’ (yawen_j 真係愈來愈靜), https://www.instagram.com/sophronia218/. 
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quickly written in the caption (Figure 80). To think carefully about the 
 

length of content, it seems that Cai does not intend to write a formal 

piece of foodie criticism in introducing the food or restaurant in detail as 

a private writer, but seems to fulfil half of the institutional request in 

introducing  this  collaboration  with  Mandy  as  the  spokesman  and 

self-brand herself with the celebrity and her attendance in this media 

event. The voice of authority from Mandy is invisibly transferred to Cai 

with the selfie, and as an evidence of attending this media event the 

picture also demonstrates Cai’s distinguished status in the foodie circle 

in introducing and branding food trends. 

Foodie   criticism,   in   this   example,   becomes   more   and   more 

branding-oriented   and   institutional-inclined,   as   differing   from   the 

private-inclined citizen journalistic writing. Furthermore, from foodie 

perspective,  this  creates  the  desire  and  motivation  of  foodies  to 

become professional and gain institutional endorsement to receive the 

same or similar benefits (e.g. meals, cosmetics, hand ornaments, money) 

or glamour. At the same time, being able to receive this benefit or 

glamour would demonstrate one’s media authority/capital as a critic or 

journalist. This  shows  how  these  foodie  critics  are  endorsed  with 

community authority by the leading figures in the foodie field. 
 

Although  the  above  foodie  path  from  amateur  to  professional  is 

seemingly  a  one-way  professionalizing  process  to  gain  institutional 

endorsement, it should be noted that there are also foodies, such as 

sadnessml and tplovefood, who only keep their autonomy as private 

bloggers,  without  the  desire  to  become  professionals  but  to  enjoy 

sharing food and personal lives with other media users. However, the 
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open-ended  Instagram  platform  that  connects  the  unknown  users 
 

complicates and blurs the clear distinction between foodies (amateur, 
 

private writer) and foodie critic (professional, 
 

private/institutional-related writer). In this regard, it is identified in my 
 

ethnographic research that there is an increasing tendency of foodies in 

becoming foodie critics, emergence of sponsored restaurants (on the PR 

list) shared by foodie critics, as well as sharing of Shenzhen restaurants 

which will enable them to earn money from the marketing companies. 

This raises the tension and doubts from foodies and media users, who 

do not know the foodie critics in person, to what extent their beautifully 

stylized pictures in their foodie criticism is non-institutional-intervened 

or faked. 

5.5.3 Voice of Authority from The Semi-Institution: Foodie as an Institution 
 

Apart from the transfer of power from institution to foodie critic, 

there is more complicated story in the semi-institutionalization of Cai, 

with her participation and usage of ‘featured account’ on Instagram. 

By featuring account,  this refers to  the  Instagram account  run by a 

mediator,  tending  to  be  anonymous  user,  for  selecting  and  sharing 

visually  attractive  pictures  selected  from  one’s  or  others’  Instagram 

account. This  kind  of  account  tends  to  have  a  great  number  of 

followers than single foodie account since featured account celebrates 

collective  effort  and  shares  pictures  of  other foodies  and  Instagram 

users   entailing   wider   reach. Thus,   featured   account   connotes 

collective  power  when  other  foodies  tag  the  featured  account  and 

luckily being featured to maintain the mechanism and voice of authority 

of featured account as key opinion leader of the corresponding field, 
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like food. In addition, the owner of featuring account tends not to 
 

follow   many  users  to  demonstrate  its  distinguishable  status   and 

media/community   authority,   depending   on   the   context.   Featured 

account is somehow self-branded and  -regulated as reliable sign, by 

engaging foodie community and public to write visibly and collectively. 

Yet, it remains true that featured account can still be managed by foodie 

to achieve different branding and self-branding purpose, while helping 

to share foodie criticism written by other foodies to transfer power to 

them. Critically put, this follows Carah’s and Shaul’s observation about 

the institutionalization of some leading Instagram accounts that ‘occupy 

a precarious position in the cultural industries generating value in the 

form  of  attention  instead  income  and  being  subject  to  constantly 

changing professional and cultural circumstances’ and ‘[t]heir practices 

of self-presentation and creation of networks generates value for media 

platforms, brands, and events they are associated with’(Carah and Shaul 

2016, 75).216   This quotation explains the accumulation of attention in 

form of likes and following is more important than gaining income with 

Instagram   because   massive   attention   represents   one’s   voice   of 

authority (as if professional) and helps create new network to gather 

and secure power. There embodies the transformation of 
 

independent social media account into an institution or industry that 

represents  new  mode  of  self-presentation  and  creation  of  network 

through collaboration and collusion. 

Bringing this back to the discussion of featured account and Cai’s 
 

identity/role  as  a  foodie  critic,  featured  account  is  manifested  as  a 

 
216Carah and Shaul, ‘Brands and Instagram’, 75. 
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citizen-managed institution on Instagramas differing from independent 

foodie (citizen or citizen journalist) or institution for their complicated 

role   in   representing   the   public   and   standing   for   an   institution. 

Currently, there are only three featured accounts of food in Hong Kong 

on Instagram identified in my research, and  Cai is managing one of 

them. 

Accordingly, Los Angeles-based KOL topfoodnews (11.8k followers) 

has opened different pages of food (featured account) on Instagram 

globally, and topfoodnews_hongkong (TFH, hereafter) is one of them. 

With Cai’s popularity in the first stage of sharing through stylistics and 

peer support, she was invited by topfoodnews to manage TFH. TFH, 

subsumed  under  the  KOL’s  account,  has  also  reached  out  to  many 

followers and following as the topfoodnews account, with 1.6k followers 

and 135 following on 14 June 2018 (Cai 2017). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figures 83-84: Cai’s Foodie Critic Account and Her Featured Account of Foodies (Cai 2017)217 

 
 
 
 

The number signifies how the voice of authority is endorsed by the 
 
 
 

217Sophronia Cai, ‘sophronia218,’ accessed:21 August2018, https://www.instagram.com/sophronia218/. 
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media/community,  as  they  also  view  that  the  pictures  selected  and 

shared  by  this  account  is  stylistically  or  culturally  attractive  and  do 

represent top information of food and foodies in Hong Kong. 

In  addition,  whose  photos  (foodies/foodie  critic)  are  tagged  and 

shared by TFH would be transferred with the featured account’s power 

to achieve wider reach, while the public would recognize TFH’s effort in 

searching  for  the  top  food  information  in  town. For  example,  TFH 

shared foodie Banjili’s photo of twisted omelette eel rice with the name 
 

of foodie and location specified (Figure 85) (Cai 2017). The beautiful 
 

runny   omelette   was   authentically   shot   by   Banjili   that   partially 

represents his stylistic ability, and concurrently, the ability to select this 

foodie and picture also demonstrate TFH’s ability in sharing the best. 

Yet, speaking of voice of authority, Banjili’s power is gained through 

TFH’s endorsement, who only has 371 followers up till 21 June 2018. 

To  a  certain  extent,  this  reveals  the  potentiality  of  how  foodie  as 

semi-institution (semi-professional sign) has enabled the 

under-represented/peripheral foodie to be represented. 
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Figure 85: Foodie Banjili’s Picture of Twisted Omelette Eel Rice (Cai 2017)218 

 
On another side, it should be reminded what is written on the profile 

of TFH (Figure 63) that the account states the need to tag this featuring 

account  with  in  ‘tagging’  and  ‘hashtag’  sections. This  suggests  the 

initiative  engagement  of  individual  foodie  to  tag  and  hashtag  this 

account with a view to be shared, which reflects the collusive nature of 

sharing pictures and power. Although foodie criticism might also be 

shared by a third-party in reporting the post, it is found that in most 
 

cases the foodie criticism is reported/selected under the account name: 
 

topfoodnews_hongkong   or   sophrnoia218   (Cai). The   power   is 
 

centralized   by   the   leading   foodie   critic   (Cai)   with   her   as   the 

decision-maker  of  whose  photos  deserved  to  be  shared. And  the 

extent to which the power is centralized by food critic in this example 

can be unravelled by discerning the relationship among Cai, TFH, and 

topfoodnews. According to Cai, she receives the invitation from the 

KOL topfoodnews two years ago  asking her to expand the featuring 

account page to the global. She also shares the access of the TFH 

account for sharing top information of food in Hong Kong. With this 
 

background, Cai’s name is rarely explicated on the profile of the feature 

account TFH, as indicated in the heading ‘by’ TFK and Sophronia218 

(Figure 84). On one hand, this reflects Cai, as foodie critic, is socially 

and institutionally endorsed by the semi-institutional account: 
 

topfoodnews  on  social  media  as  reporter  and  leading  blogger,  with 

global media recognition. On the other hand, Cai as the page manager 

 
 

218Sophronia Cai, ‘Twisted #omelette eel rice,’ last updated: 15 January, 2018, accessed:21 August 2018, 
https://www.instagram.com/sophronia218/. 
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and not the owner largely reflects her double role in representing the 

autonomy and trustworthiness of private writer and amateur foodie, as 

well as institution that can be trusted by the community, institution and 

public.  Featured  account  as  cultural  industry  is  complicating  our 

understanding  of  foodie  critic  not  only  as  a  passive  role  in  being 

endorsed with public or institutional power, but actively establishes an 

institution  to  centralize  media  and  community  power  with  flexible 

representation of identities. 

 
 

5.6   Conclusion: Recentralization of Power by Foodie Critics 
 

With this featuring account, despite TFH reports Cai’s foodie criticism of 

Maxim’s  mooncake  is  in  sponsor’s/client’s  request  mediated  by  marketing 

company Spread-it (Figures 86-87), it is difficult to challenge the institution 

with   certain  degree   of   collusion/commercialization,  since  the   institution 

connotes  certain  degree  of  mediation. With  Cai  to  shoot  the  photo  as  a 

foodie and report by an institution, the tactic of playing around with the double 

identity of foodie critic—hybrid of amateur and professional has shown the 

re-articulation of power of marketing company, food company and foodie critic. 
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Figures 86-87: Sponsored Post on TFH (Cai 2017)219 

 
 
 
 

Paradoxically,   Cai   as   a   foodie   should   embrace   certain   degree   of 

private-ness/non-institutional mediated, as contrast to a professional identity 

as  journalist/critic  with  institutional  intervention. But  this  self-established 

authority   with   featuring   account   reflects   another   layer   of   new   media 

institutional intervention. Both as leading foodie critic (connoting autonomous 

and   passion   writer)   and   semi-institution   (connoting   certain   degree   of 

professionality),  Cai, as an  example of foodie critic, has demonstrated how 

foodie   critic   is   able   to   play   around   with   her   journalistic   position   at 

private/public and amateur/professional identites to distinguish herself as an 

authority in the open-ended writing sphere. Being a professional foodie critic 

opens new possibility to be both a professional (public journalist) and foodie 

(private writer), she is endorsed with authority from different audience. By 

visualizing  and  hiding  her  foodie  critic  identity  (sophronia218),  she  can 

empower  the  under-represented  foodies  and  write  sponsored  posts,  which 

reflects the double-edged of foodie critic in mediating the food media power. 

It is evident to conclude that foodie critics have tactfully gained the voice of 

authority from public, community and institution that complicate the issue of 

power in contemporary food media ecology. And in face of the commercial 

request  or  sponsored  post,  foodie  critics  raise  the  challenge  of  staying 

independent while engaging with the food media institution. Moreover, the 

complex  circulation  of  power  and  food  media  ecology  in  Hong  Kong  have 

theoretically  proven  the  twilight  zone  of  the  public-private  polarity—the 

 
 

219Sophronia Cai, ‘Happy Mid-Autumn Festival,’ last updated: 5 October 2017, accessed:21 August 2018, 
https://www.instagram.com/sophronia218/. 
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intention/signification of writing foodie criticism to what kind of audience and 

serve what purposes. And more importantly, this shows the re-articulation of 

traditional power in new media era, which will be discussed in the final chapter. 
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Chapter Six: Re-Monopolization of Food Criticism Media 
 

6.1   Monopolizing Power of Traditional Media 
 

The  linguistic-visual  shift  as  well  as  the  democratized  environment  of 

writing about food has enabled foodie critics to decentralize the power of food 

critics  in  writing  about  food. Foodie  critics  are  even  able  to  perform 

semi-institutional role to tactfully gain the voice of authority and trust from 

institutions, the community as well as the public. This reveals that they are 

accumulating voice of authority with foodie stylistics in contemporary food 
 

media. However, it is critical to note that leading food media 
 

institutions—media press and big media cooperate have been dominating and 

monopolizing the branding and trendsetting of food in Hong Kong in terms of 

the quantity and offering of very similar choices. Considering the foregoing, 

this  chapter  seeks  to  conclude  how  food  media  remain  monopolized  by 

traditional power and standardize our consumption habits pertaining to the 

middle-class. 

 
 

6.2   Media Landscape Before the Rise of Social Media 
 

As discussed in Chapter One, food  critics appeared in newspapers and 

magazines progressed to become the mainstream in Hong Kong food media 

in1980s-90s. During this period, the local food trend is set and branded by 

these food critics and to a large extent, being shaped by media institutions. 

Since both professional food critics and institutional food critics are mediated 

by the media press, there involves a certain degree of traditional media power 

in shaping their writing agenda. Since the writing agenda of setting which 

kind of food/restaurant choice in the end is determined by the media press, 
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professional stylistics eventually become the tool of attracting the attention of 
 

the audience and achieving the intended branding purpose. In other words, 
 

above the stylistic practices is the signification/intention in enabling the myth 

creation (food criticism). Unpacking this intention, the offering of choice in 

the trendsetting of food to which kind of target audience deserves attention. 
 

In short, the mainstream media institutions in circulating food criticism can 

be  divided  into  three  groups:  grassroots,  intellectual  and  luxury,  which 

represent three kinds of target audience and food consumption habits akin to 

class. Following this class logic, it is identified that professional and institutional 

food critics under 12 media corporates can be subsumed into three groups of 

approach as follows: 

First, the grassroots approach signifies the introduced food or restaurants 

are relatively cheap or popular whereby many grassroots citizens and teenagers 

are affordable to try like Taiwanese bubble milk tea (shops) and barbecued 

pork  (restaurants). Very  often,  fantasy  stylistics  are  employed  to  achieve 

appellative trendsetting function. At a broad picture, food criticism circulated 
 

by Next Digital220   (except Eat and Travel Weekly) (Next Digital 2017), Oriental 

Press  and  Group  Limited,  Emperor  International  Holdings  Limited  (Emperor 

International Holdings Limited 2017)221tend to circulate food criticism featuring 

grassroots content. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
220   Detailed food criticism is featured in the newspapers and magazines owned by the Next Digital(壹傳媒), including Apple 

Daily (蘋果日報), Eat and Travel Weekly(飲食男女)and Next Magazine(壹週刊). Importantly, they also feature food 

criticism written by many established food critics, and remarkably, Wei Ling, Chua Lam, Kong Hinzhu and Liu Jianwei.‘Next 
Digital,’ Next Digital, accessed 23 August 2017, www.nextdigital.com.hk 

221   Entertainment based food magazine: Weekend Weekly (<<新假期>>) and newspaper: Hong Kong Daily News (新報) are 

owned by this company.'About us,' Emperor International Holdings Limited, accessed 23 August 2017, 
www.emperorint.com/About/CompanyIntroduction/836e4261-ac4b-e511-80bc-000c298c894e/169d13e4-a94f-e511-80bc- 
000c298c894e 
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Second,   the   intellectual   approach   includes  middle   class   cuisines   or 

restaurants  with  an  approximate  budget  of  $100-$250  that  target  at  the 

audience who can afford to eat out for lunch with this budget every week. 

In local context, the economic (e.g. bankers, accountants, lawyers), educational 

(e.g. professors, teachers), cultural (e.g. artist, writer, musician) and 

governmental (e.g. civic workers) sectors are occupations that provide enough 

earning to dine at these restaurants. Following the latest food trends and 

food with middle-class symbols (e.g. wagyu steak and cocktail), the intellectual 

approach seeks to advocate lifestyle and gourmet consumption habits, mainly 

with  hip  stylistics,  as  well  as  authentic  and  expressive  stylistics  practices. 

And  this  can  be  identified  in  the  food  criticisms  circulated  byHong  Kong 

Economic Times Holdings Limited (except Hong Kong Economic Times)(Singtao 

2017)222 ,  Sing  Tao  News  Corporation  Limited 223 ,MediaChineseInternational 

Limited(Mediachinesegroup 2017)224, Hong Kong Economic Journal Company 

Limited(HKEJ 2017)225, Hong Kong Ta Kung Wen Wei Media Group Limited (香

港大公文匯傳媒集團)  (Takungpao  2017)226 ,Sing  Pao  Daily  News(Singpao 

 
222Hong Kong Economic Times(香港經濟日報), U Magazine and Sky Post(晴報)are owned by the HKET Holdings. Targeting at 

the middle-class, the company has widely circulated food criticism as led by their Managing Director Mai Huazhang who 
writes food criticism and features himself in their publications. 'About Us,’ HKET Holdings, accessed 23 August 2017, 
www.hketgroup.com/hketgroup/index.html 

223   Primarily targeting at the middle-class, this company owns many media branches that circulates food criticism, including 
Sing Tao Daily News(星島日報), The Standard, Headline Daily (頭條日報), East Week(東週刊). 

'Corporate Background,' Sing Tao News Corporation Limited, accessed 23 August 2017, 
www.singtaonewscorp.com/english/corporate_info_background.html 

224   Importantly, Mingbao, Mingbaoyuekan(明報月刊) and Life Magazines: OrientalCuisine(生活雜誌:美味風采) are owned by 

this company. ‘集團資料’，<<世界華文媒體有限公司>>，登入日期:(2017 年 8 月 23 日)，

http://www.mediachinesegroup.com/htm/content.cfm?channel=main&lang=C。(‘Jituanziliao,’ Media Chinese International 

Ltd., accessed August 23 2017, http://www.mediachinesegroup.com/htm/content.cfm?channel=main&lang=C。

(‘Jituanziliao.) 
225   Notably, Hong Kong Economic Journal(信報) and Lifetstyle Journal(優雅生活)feature food criticism in their publication.'信報

簡介'，<<信報財經新聞>>，www.hkej.com/template/registration/jsp/aboutus.jsp。 (‘Xinbao jianjie,’ Hong Kong Economic 

Journal,www.hkej.com/template/registration/jsp/aboutus.jsp). 
226Ta Kung Pao (大公報)is one of the earliest newspapers featuring food criticism in their supplement section.'關於大公網'，<<

大公報>>，登入日期: (2017 年 8 月 23 日)，

www.takungpao.com/corp/about.html?pcwww.takungpao.com/corp/about.html?pc。(’Guanyu Dagongbao,’ Dagongbao, 

accessed August 23 2017, www.takungpao.com/corp/about.html?pc);'香港大公文匯傳媒集團成立'，<<文匯報>，上載日

期: (2016 年 2 月 3 日)，登入日期: (2017 年 8 月 23 日)，paper.wenweipo.com/2016/02/03/FS1602030007.htm。 
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2017)227and Eat and Travel Weekly (under Next Digital). 
 

Third, the luxury approach advocates the upper-class consumption habits 
 

with a budget of above $400 per meal that connotes high class cuisine. For 
 

instance,  restaurants  at  hotels  and  Michelin-rated  restaurants  are  often 
 

featured in the content. As mentioned in Chapter One, this luxury trend was 
 

foundedby Tatler (under Edipress Media Asia Limited228) in setting restaurant 

ranking  system  in  Hong  Kong  (Tatler  2017). Targeting  at  the  upper-class 

audience, authentic approach is often employed and mainly circulated by Tatler 

and  other  big  media  institutions  like  South  China  Media  Group229(SCMedia 

2018), and Hong Kong Economic Times (under Hong Kong Economic Journal 

Company Limited). 

While the above three approaches offer a class overview of the kinds of 

food trends set and branded, they also disclose those leading media press 

controlling   which professional and institutional food critics in their 

sub-branches  (for  details,  see  the  above  footnotes  in  each  media  press). 

For instance, Apple Daily and Eat and Travel Weekly are under Next Digital; 

Mingbao, Mingbaoyuekan and Life Magazines: Oriental Cuisine are 

underMediaChineseInternational  Limited(Mediachinesegroup  2017)230. To  a 
 

large extent, the voice of authority and trendsetting power are in the hands of 
 
 

 
(’Xianggangdagongwenhuichuanmeijituan chengli,’ Wenhuibao, uploaded on February 3 2016, last accessed August 23 2017, 
paper.wenweipo.com/2016/02/03/FS1602030007.htm.) 

227‘昔日，’<<成報>>，登入日期:(2017 年 8 月 23 日)，https://www.singpao.com.hk/index.php?fi=history。’Xiri,’ Singpao, accessed 
August 23 2017, https://www.singpao.com.hk/index.php?fi=history. 

228   Despite Talter being purchased by Edipress Media, it remains influentially in food criticism media for it first established the 
restaurant ranking system in Hong Kong since 1984. ‘About Us,’ Hong Kong Tatler, accessed 23 August 2017, 
http://hk.asiatatler.com/about-us; ‘Brands: Hong Kong Tatler,’ Edipressmedia, accessed 23 August 2017, 
http://edipressemedia.com/brand/hong-kong-tatler/. 

229   Mainly targeting at middle-class audience, South China Media Group features newspaper: South China Morning Post(南華早

報) and quite a number of magazines that circulates food criticism, including: CAPITAL(資本雜誌), Xumo Jessica (旭茉

Jessica), MarieClaire (瑪利嘉兒) and ThreeWeekly(3 週刊). '南華集團成員', <<南華傳媒>>，登入日期: (2017 年 8 月 23 日)，

www.scmedia.com.hk。’Nanhuachuanmei,’ accessed August 23 2017, www.scmedia.com.hk) 
230   Importantly, Mingbao, Mingbaoyuekan (明報月刊) and Life Magazines: OrientalCuisine(生活雜誌:美味風采) are owned by 

this company. ‘集團資料’，<<世界華文媒體有限公司>>，登入日期:(2017 年 8 月 23 日)，

http://www.mediachinesegroup.com/htm/content.cfm?channel=main&lang=C。  
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the above food media which have been monopolizing our food criticism media 
 

before  the  rise  of  social  media. This  echoes  with  media  scholar  Ben  H. 
 

Bagdikian’s  discussion  on  media  monopoly  about  the  critique  of  corporate 

ownership and advertising in modern mass media that ‘empir[e] control every 

means by which the population learns of its society. And like any close-knit 

hierarchy, they find ways to cooperate so that [every sub-branch] can work 

together to expand their power, a power that has become a major force in 

shaping contemporary American lie’(Bagdikian 2004, 4)231. Along this line of 

thinking,  it  has  revealed  how  media  corporatesconnect  and  uses  different 

brand names to work together and shape our food trends. For example, no 

matter it is food criticism which will be circulated in Apple Daily and Eat and 

Travel Weekly writing with fantasy and hip stylistics correspondingly, the kind 

of  restaurant/food  choice  to  be  chosen  is  still  determined  by  the  media 

corporate—Next Digital. The same is also true in other 11 media corporates 

mentioned  above. In  turn,  our  food  trends  are  largely  mediated  and/or 
 

shaped by the media corporate, and even professional critics might have more 

autonomy in writing, the choice remains bounded in accord with the writing 

agenda of the media corporate. As we can see in above categorization, the 

intellectual approach standing for the middle-class remains influential in the 

food  media  industry  of  Hong  Kong  that  somehow  favours  this  group  of 

audience  and  dismisses  the  grassroots  and  ordinary  consumption  habits. 

Besides, it is historically observed that age (elder people) and gender (male) 

 
231The original passage and analysis of Bagdikian are as follows: ‘In this -the seventh edition-the company, as leader of the Big 

Five, returns to its former name, Time Warner, except where the business context and the date make sense to use AOL Time 
Warner. Whatever its title, it is still the largest media firm in the world. No imperial ruler in history had multiple media 
channels that included television and satellite channels that can permeate entire societies with controlled sights and sounds. 
The leaders of the Big Five are not Hitlers and Stalins. They are American and foreign entrepreneurs whose corporate 
empires control every means by which the population learns of its society. And like any close-knit hierarchy, they find ways to 
cooperate so that all five can work together to expand their power, a power that has become a major force in shaping 
contemporary American life.’ Ben H. Bagdikian, The New Media Monopoly: A Completely Revised and Updated Edition with 
Seven New Chapters. US: Beacon Press, 2004, 4. 
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are often articulated with food critic, which shows how taste is mediated by 
 

very few people with certain social background and status. 
 

Furthermore,  this  suggests  the  quantity  of  the  wide  food/restaurant 

choices offered in the food media of Hong Kong is limited in the sense it is 

selected   and   mediated,   which   utters   the   mechanism   of   our   cultural 

industry—illusion choices in the food  media industry. The idea of cultural 

industry is proposed by cultural theorists Theodor Adorno and 
 

Max Horkheimer in discussing the mechanism and impact of popular culture in 
 

capitalist societies. According to them, popular culture like movies and radio 
 

‘are  just  business  [which]  is  made  into  an  ideology  in  order  to  justify  the 

rubbish they deliberately produce’ and ‘[u]nder monopoly all mass culture is 

identical,  and  the  lines  of  its  artificial  framework  begin  to  show  through’ 

(Adorno and Horkheimer 1993, 1).232   Despite their assert in discrediting all the 

values  of  mass  culture,  they  are  critical  in  pointing  out  the  ideological 

dimension of mass media in studies akin to capitalism and cultural industry that 

seeks to mask the standardization of content/choices with the surface content. 

Using television as an example, they argue that this media is only incorporating 

the sensuous elements of the reality (word, image and music) to ‘reflect the 

social  reality’  and  ‘intensify  the  impoverishment  of  aesthetic  matter  so 

drastically’ by synthesizing the technical process of producing film and radio 

(Adorno and Horkheimer 1993, 2),233   which in the end dismisses the creation 

 
232   Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer, ‘The Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass Deception,’ in Dialectic of 

Enlightenment, translated by John Cumming. New York: Continuum, 1993, 1. 
233The original passage: ‘Television aims at a synthesis of radio and film, and is held up only because the interested parties have 

not yet reached agreement, but its consequences will be quite enormous and promise to intensify the impoverishment of 
aesthetic matter so drastically, that by tomorrow the thinly veiled identity of all industrial culture products can come 
triumphantly out into the open, derisively fulfilling the Wagnerian dream of the Gesamtkunstwerk—the fusion of all the arts 
in one work. The alliance of word, image, and music is even more perfect than in Tristan because the sensuous elements 
which all approvingly reflect the surface of social reality are in principle embodied in the same technical process, the unity 
of which becomes its distinctive content. This process integrates all the elements of the production, from the novel (shaped 
with an eye to the film) to the last sound effect. It is the triumph of invested capital.’ Adorno and Horkheimer, 
‘TheCulturalIndustry,’ 2. 
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of new content and relation to factual values. In other words, this exemplifies 
 

popular culture as invested by the capital often concentrates on standardizing 

the  production  method  and  content  in  the  existing  popular  model  in  the 

market, like ‘the number of stars, the extravagant use of technology, labour and 

equipment, and the introduction of latest psychological formulas’, and for them, 

standardization is frequently observed in films produced by different media 

corporate Warner Brothers and Metro Goldwyn Mayer, which are now imitated 

in the television domain. As such, it is meaningless to compare these popular 

media when talking about the range of choice when: 
 

‘culture  industry  perpetually  cheats  its  consumers  of  what  it  perpetually 

promises. The promissory note which, with its plots and staging, it draws on 

pleasure is endlessly prolonged; the promise, which is actually all the spectacle 

consists of, is illusory: all it actually confirms is that the real point will never be 

reached, that the diner must be satisfied with the menu.’(Adorno and Horkheimer 

1993, 10-1)234 

The above points out the fact that we are only offered with illusion of choices that 

aims at satisfying the customer (pleasure) with the same formula (plots and staging). 

Essentially, the mechanism of culture industry integrates culture and entertainment 

that provides an illusion or cheats the consumers ideologically with the same stylistic 

effect. This can also be compared in the production of food criticism whereby the 

stylistic   methods   mentioned   above   are   used   to   produce   affection   on   the 

corresponding target audience group. Nevertheless, many food critic parties are 

offering  the  illusion  to  the  effect  that  we  are  being  offered  with  a  range  of 
 

food/restaurant choices and food critic choices that mask the standardized control of 
 

handful of capitalists---media corporate in standardizing these choices and the styles 

 
234   Adorno and Horkheimer, ‘TheCulturalIndustry,’ 10-1. 
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of writing. At last, the consumption habits of the middle-class and upper-class are 
 

prioritized in the content that programs us to follow food trends in this line of logic 

taken  over  by  media  corporate  listed  above. More  importantly,  it  would  be 

correctly to say that the audience is not merely following the food trends but is 

forced to follow/listen when the society /public accepts and agrees with this trend. 

As Adorno and Horkheimer sharply pinpoints, ‘[a]nyone who doubts the power of 

monotony is a fool. The culture industry refutes the objection made against it just 

as well as that against the world which it impartially duplicates. The only choice is 
 

either to join in or to be left behind.’235   That is to say, even though the choices 

offered or food trends might sound monotonous or unattractive to certain audience, 

there is the mutual affection caused by the social acceptance that standardizes our 

taste. In  the  case  of  food  criticism  before  the  social  media  era,  Tatler  sets 

upper-class trend and stands for the luxurious gourmet with ranking system, Eat and 

Travel Weekly sets middle-class food trends with very informative content and hip 

design that stands for hip and fashion, Apple Daily sets grassroots food trends and 

stands for ordinariness that updates the latest and exciting food/restaurants news 

with appellative language and images. When food criticism  is released, there is 

often imitation of the offering of choices because of the advertising dimension of the 
 

restaurants and popularity/demand of the market. This can also be compared in the 
 

production of food criticism whereby the stylistic methods mentioned above are 
 

used to produce affection on the corresponding target audience group.  Featured 
 

account as cultural industry is complicating our understanding of foodie critic not 
 

only  as  a  passive  role  in  being  endorsed  with  public  or  institutional  power,  but 
 

actively establishes an institution to intervene in our choice of information access 
 

and centralize media and community power with flexible representation of identities. 

 
235   Adorno and Horkheimer, ‘TheCulturalIndustry,’ 15. 
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In turn, although a piece of food criticism might be circulated by different 

media corporate, food critics, media corporate and audience, the market and 

standard of content (choices and style) restrict us to see good and trendy food 

in town only through their lens, but at the same time, there is also another 

democratic   light   in   opening   more   possibilities   to   write   about   food. 

Theoretically speaking, this shows the complexity of mythmaking of taste that 

gives a holistic overview of good taste/food in town, meanwhile blurring the 

intention of branding, self-branding and monopolizing. 

Speaking of monopolizing, this is not only about the illusion of choices, but 
 

also  about  distinction  of  choices  to  establish  hierarchy. As  discussed  in 
 

section 5.1,   institutional   food   critic   and   professional   food   critic   (like 

Wang Tingzhi)  achieve  self-branding  in  the  trendsetting  of  food. Apart 

fromthe intention to brand food and achieve self-branding, there embodies the 

mechanism of establishing the hierarchy (best dishes/chefs/restaurants) with 

the mainstream authority i.e. the institution. More than advocating a lifestyle 

or trendsetting, it situates the food and beverage industry in  a competitive 

position to take control of wider power outside the media. 

Historically  speaking,  Hong  Kong  Tatler  is  the  first  institution  which 

establishes the hierarchy of restaurants in Hong Kong for others to follow and 

sets the hierarchy model for other local institutions to distinguish the best taste. 

This   company   was   previously   owned   by   British   mass   media   company 

CondéNast Publication(Tatler 2017)236, who first publishes the first restaurant 

guide in town, and currently owned by another international media company 

from Switzerland, namely Edipresse in 2005 (Tatler 2017),237   and inherits the 

 
 

236‘Tatler,’ Tatler, accessed 18 August 2017, http://www.tatler.com/#. 
237‘Our History,’ Edipresse, accessed 18 August 2017, http://edipressemedia.com/about/history/. 
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year of practice in selecting and compiling the best restaurant into a list with 
 

English  as  the  medium  of  writing. Influentially,  Tatler  has  been  branding 
 

authentic restaurants, especially Western cuisine, and representing 
 

middle-class lifestyle since their first publication in 1977 (Tatler 1977).238   After 

Tatler has established the ranking of restaurants for their quality of setting, 

food, wine, service and price to rate them up to five stars throughout the years 

(Tatler 2013),239   these standard and hierarchy have in turn defined the writing 

agenda of their institutional food criticism and representations of the Tatler 

brand per se. Beyond the hip stylistics the Tatler brand has been using,240   it is 

more  important  to  discern  how  Tatler  has  managed  to  brand  itself  as  the 

symbol of the authenticity, middle-class gourmet and luxury sensation, which 

are connoted in the dishes/restaurants introduced by Tatler.Although it is true 

that Tatler helps provide suggestion for both potential middle-class customers 

and restaurants/chefs to improve their level of service, the establishment of 

elitist standard therein seems to define good taste exclusively with selective 

food choice. To think carefully, the kind of restaurants to be selected, number 

of visits to the restaurant for writing the critique and which journalist writes 

the food criticism remain unclear throughout the publications. Concerning 

the food choice, Tatler has focused on fine hip and top dining restaurants, but 
 
 
 

238‘Travel’—Where shall we go for our next holiday,’ Hong Kong Tatler, April 1977 Volume 1, available in the Central Library 
Reserve; ‘Perfect Imperfection by Greta Lamb, Hong Kong Tatler, April 1977 Volume 1, available in the Central Library 
Reserve. 

239   ‘Hong Kong Tatler Best Dining Guide,’ Hong Kong: Edipresse, 2013. 
240Stylistically speaking, Tatler tends to employ hip stylistics in the narrative, which is evident in the contrast of darkened edge 

and food with increased saturation of colour. Darkness and saturation are two frequently occurred methodologies in 
creating middle-class luxurious and hip sensation. Additionally, the careful arrangement of a few large images of food and 
condensed lengthy texts are balanced and arranged to depict the restaurants as high-class, modern and fashionable. 
A major evidence observed is the setting of small font size about 8 to 10 instead of 12 of the lengthy text, which is rather 
difficult for readers to read in short time and seemingly served as scanning purpose. From a reader perspective, the reading 
experience of food criticism might be divided into scanning and reading. In the usage of hip stylistics, the most important 
part is the overall design that makes people scan through fashionable and appetitive, plus clear illustration of grading with 
number of stars, as in the case of Tatler. With such small font characters, the target audience would probably only be 
mindful gourmets and potential dinners that seeks to read through the text to know more about the information of the 
restaurant or taste of the dishes selected by the food critic. Indeed, this is also a common approach adopted by restaurant 
guides such as Michelin Guide and Gault & Millau, in designing and writing their institutional food criticism. 
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has excluded local restaurants like cha chaan teng and fast food shops. As 
 

such, the hierarchy promotes the collusion among upper-class restaurants or 

the rich to expand their business, which reveals the monopolization and power 

of the food media industry. 

At the same time, the hierarchy established by Tatler helps exclude other 

institutions and brands itself as the legitimate organization that defines the 

best dishes/restaurants in Hong Kong. With consistent standard on a yearly 

basis, this magazine enables viewers to feel some degree of transparency to 

connect with the culinary industry to join their ranking for fair competition, 

while consolidating its legitimate status in restaurant ranking and contributing 

to its voice of authority in food media. Given that Tatler has now gained the 

authoritative  position  in  the  middle-  and  upper-  class  gourmet  circle,  the 

upper-class restaurants are happy to be reviewed by the system stated therein 

to achieve restaurant branding. 

 
 

6.3   Media Monopolization in Social Media Era 
 

As discussed in Chapters Three, Four and Five about the democratization of 

taste  (multiplication  of  food  choice)  and  the  food  media  ecology  (public 

engagement in writing food criticism), this suggests the multiplying choices of 

food/restaurants  and  the  right  to  write  about  food  with  less  media  and 

capitalist intervention. The emergence of foodies might shed a positive light 

on Hong Kong food media, however, their accumulating voice of authority in 

social media has also led to the professionalizing of food critics into journalists 

and re-articulation of traditional corporate power. 

This double-edge of democratization in writing food criticism by foodie 
 

critics further complicates the issue of power at the media corporate level. 
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In social media era, media monopolization can be identified in how Instagram 

creates a homogenized environment that offers an illusion of range of choices. 

Yet, in fact, this restricts our exposure only to foodie criticism solely written by 

certain foodie critics. 

With   little   doubt,   Instagram,   like   many   other   social   media,   is   a 

democratized platform that has enabled every one and foodies to write about 

food and multiply food trends. Especially, in Instagram era, there are more 

female and younger audience to take part in the trendsetting process of taste 

then the era of traditional media. Since the operation of Instagram in 2010, this 

platform is rather an open one for foodies whereby they can reach out to wide 

media  audiences  with  tags  and  hashtags  to  gain  recognition  and  voice  of 

authority without the need to pay for the advertisement. The number of 

followers and likes can be easily accumulated as such. Yet, due to the policy 
 

change  on  Instagram  on  28  December  2017–disclosing  a  ‘sponsored  logo’ 

under the user name, while at the same time limiting the reach of the hashtags 

and  favouring  those  sponsored-/commercial-paid  users  to  be  sought—both 

foodies and foodie critics feel the frustration and difficulty to be sought by 

other  Instagram  users. Undoubtedly,  this  seemingly  transparent  platform 

hides  its  intention  to  encourage  users  to  commercialize  themselves.  While 

advertisement is an easy way to earn money on social media, the degree to 

which the media cooperate motivates users to use advertisement to boost up 

followers implies  both the  intention  to  gain  financial  benefit  and  desire  to 

monopolize media. What should not be overlooked is the media corporate 

which owns Instagram—Facebookthat owns the control of the two mainstream 

social media platforms: Facebook and Instagram. The corporate decision in 

policy change is one of the key events in foodie history that forces foodie critics 
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to follow the corporate path in commercializing themselves. According to my 
 

ethnographic research, there is an approximate triple lost in the number of 

followers and likes to foodies, which have led to the decrease in reach and 

voice of authority. On one hand, this poses a challenge to foodies who are 

having less than 3000 followers to gain followers and voice of authority; on the 

other hand, this shows the corporatization of Instagram, and potentially, foodie 

critics  too. This  cascading  effect  engendered  by  policy  change  of  media 

corporate has reflected the media monopoly in the food media industry. 
 

In reponse to this rearticulation of power, the less established foodies have 

to  decide  whether  they  have  to  follow  the  corporatization  or  find  other 

alternatives to regain the loss of reach, while the authoritative status of the 

established  ones  are  secured  for  they  have  already  accumulated  sufficient 

followers  for  media  users  to  trust. This  has  increased  the  distance  and 

dichotomy of popularity/authority between the unpopular foodies and popular 

foodie critics. Also, the desire and difficulty to getting popular, if not gaining 

the authority, is faced by many foodies. According to Foodiejacie  (Figures 
 

88- 89), she complains that the platform has reduced her exposure to the effect 

that  the  audience  often  misses  her  posts,  which  motivates  foodies  to  do 

commercials to reach out to a wider audience. She even uses the wording 

‘very cheap’241   to express the difficulty encountered and her depression with a 

view to regaining her original reach and popularity. Significantly, this reveals 

the fact that media corporate from the technological level is intervening the 

writing ecology of foodie criticism in the democratized social media space. 

 
 
 

 
241Source text: ‘好賤’.Foodiejacie, ‘雖然最近 ig 成日都唔俾人睇 dposts 但 xiexie ’,accessed 17 August 2018, 

https://www.instagram.com/foodiejacie/?hl=zh- hk. 
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Figures 88-89: Foodiejacie’s Comment on The New Policy of Instagram (Foodiejacie 2017)242 

 
On the other hand, foodie sadnessml (Figure 90) sighs that she needs the 

commercial to reach out to others, and tells me that she would keep on taking 

beautiful  pictures  stylistically  to  attract  the  audience  instead. Despite  her 

positive attitude, it reveals that the unpopular foodies are still having a hard 

time  in  facing with  the  corporate power  and  intervention, given that  their 

foodie stylistics are highly affective and favoured by the target audience. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 90: SSML’s Reaction to The New Policy of Instagram(SSML2018)243 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

242Foodiejacie, ‘雖然最近 ig 成日都唔俾人睇 dposts 但 xiexie ’,accessed 17 August 2018, 
https://www.instagram.com/foodiejacie/?hl=zh-hk. 
243Sadnessml, ‘Wo caixuyao maiguanggao ba’, ‘我才需要賣廣告吧,’lastaccessed:17 

August2018,https://www.instagram.com/sadnessml/. 
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Indeed, although advertisement might not involve paying a very large sum of 

money, the advertising system favours the rich and capitalist in doing promotion. 

This is because the more money you pay, the more the increase your reach would be. 

As   such,   food   marketing   companies   (e.g.   Gingfood)   or   foodie   critics   who 

self-establishes food marketing companies (e.g. poortravellerss, poorpigpig, 

Sophronia218) and traditional institutional food critics (e.g. U Magazine and Weekly 

Weekly)  who  also  share  food  criticism  on  Instagram  would  be  more  financially 

affordable to promote themselves by paying Instagram for commercials/sponsored 

posts and letting them to be easily viewed by the audience. While Instagram as an 

example of social media might demonstrate the democratized dimension in opening 

public engagement of writing foodie criticism and commenting, the openness of the 

platform is also intended to be shared by the institutional side and to attract the 

attention of media audience. Nevertheless, the professionalization of foodie critics 

might foster collusive practices with institutions, but being an influencer, like Cai, is 

also a way to challenge and compete with the institutional power which should not 

be underestimated. Sophisticatedly, the present research reviews the aftermath of 

democratization brought by collaborative platform that is not totally democratic, but 

involves   re-institutionalizing   and   collusion.   Both   as   leading   foodie   critic   and 

semi-institution, Cai has demonstrated how foodie critic is able to represent new 

elitist power that democratizes food media and engaging the peripheral public, while 

at  the  same  accumulating  power  and  self-branding  herself  to  create  illusion  of 

choices occasionally that complicates the idea of democracy brought by the genre of 

foodie criticism.Instead of viewing the double-edge of foodie criticism as cultural 

industry in the negative sense, it is important to study individual food critic case by 

case, while articulating them with the foodie community and food media institution, 

since  foodie  critics  always  make  an  interplay  with  their  identities  tactfully,  as 
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mediator between institution and public connoting the amateur spirit (freedom of 

speech  and  serious  leisure  &  public  endorsement)  and  professional  (increasing 

institutional endorsement & channeling of power). 

To sum up, the Instagram cascading effect has reviewed the unavoidable 

faith   of   social   media   re-appropriating   to   media   corporatization   and 

monopolization. The increasing gap between unpopular and popular, foodies 

and foodie critics has posed a challenge to the weaker party to reclaim the 

power. With passion and autonomy, foodies remain potent to represent the 

democratized individuals to challenge the corporate and monopolized power. 

Their autonomy, however, is threatened by the professionalizing temptation to 

become popular or get visible as a foodie critic. Since the unpopular foodies 

are  difficult  to  survive  with  the  lack  of  reach  and  support,  this  opens  the 

collusive space whereby PR companies and food marketing companies seek to 

absorb those unpopular foodies by giving them free sponsored meals and gifts. 

In  other words, the foodie  autonomy is merely an  exchange for  marketing 

benefits. While  it  might  be  possible  as  well  to  do  commercial  and  resist 

sponsored  meals  temptations  to  retain  certain  degree  of  autonomy,  this 

decision would also lead to the suspicion of the audience whether his/er foodie 

authority  and  popularity  come  from  one’s  effort  and  public  endorsement 

(followers and likes). Inevitably, who can survive in the food media industry in 

social  media  era  is  the  hegemons—the  leading  foodie  critics  and  media 

corporate that have already established authority and control in branding and 

shaping our food trends. 

 
 

6.4   Limits and Future of Food Criticism Media 
 

Behind the complicating flow of power in the social media era, how food is 
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rendered  by  foodie  critics  &  foodies,  and  potentially  understood  by  the 

audience decides the information and power flow in contemporary food media 

ecology. With foodie stylistics and passion in writing about food, foodies play 

a pivotal role to avoid the ideological-/interest- intervention from food media 

corporates  and  retain  the  aesthetic  essence  of  critique  in  reviewing  and 

evaluating restaurants/food. Whether it is a linguistic (rendering appearance, 

fragrance  and  flavor  of  food)  or  visual  approach  (focusing  on  visual  and 

attracting   instant   attention),   it   is   important   to   unpack   the   intention 

(signification)  in  the  stylistics  analysis  to  unearth  the  degree  of  media 

intervention in their autonomous status and institutional power. As discussed 

in  Chapter  Five,  the  autonomy  of  foodies  reflects  the  resistance  to  the 

corporate  power  from  media  institutions,  marketing  companies  and  media 

corporates,  which  ultimately  safeguard  their  autonomy  in  standing  and 

speaking for the public and community as citizen journalists. As the cascading 

effect  of  Instagram  rings  a  bell  that  foodies  are  facing  with  corporate 

temptation and absorption, foodie critics might also play an influential role in 

declaring their stances in writing privately or performing double identity to 

write  collusively  for  the  public  and  institution  to  secure  their  visibility  in 

speaking  of  the  ordinary/public  taste. Being  endorsed  with  institutional, 

community  and  public  authority,  the  future  of  food  criticism  media  relies 

mostly on the ways in which foodie critics, as the public-private mediators, 

respond  to  their  trust  and  endorsement  of  authority  in  a  tactful  manner. 

Influentially,  this  affects  how  media  audience,  especially  teenagers,  would 

perceive  taste  and  food  trends  in  the  future. The  implication  behind  the 

camera-eats-first phenomenon is the complex hegemony and power flow that 
 

articulates food critics, foodies, media corporates, marketing companies and 
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restaurants, which reminds us not to overlook the mythmaking process of taste 
 

with foodie stylistics and the embodied institutional power. 
 

The  future  of  the  food  media  industry,  on  one  hand,  relies  on  the 

participation  of  foodie  critics  in  engaging  with  the  traditional  institutional 

power while maintaining their autonomous status. On the other hand, there 

raises   reception   concern   of   the   potential   audience   in   interpreting   the 
 

intention/signification of the text. In view of the increasing 
 

professionalization of foodies into foodie critics, it is unavoidable that there will 
 

be parallel increase in commercialized text and collusive practices of food. For 
 

media users and foodie community, it is important to develop critical distance 

with the signified (function) and stylistics (rhetoric) to resist the institutional 

invasion of the democratized social media space. 

According to foodie critic a_k_o (4.8k followers on Instagram), she points 

out  the  increasing  commercialization  on  another  mainstream  platform  of 

circulating   foodie   criticism—Openrice   and   Instagram,   leading   to   many 

undesired dining experiences of the media audience. Therefore, she shares 

her viewpoints on the collusive pattern in foodie criticism, including: (1) sudden 
 

popularization  of  a  restaurant;  (2)  repeated  sharing  on  same  food/menu; 
 

(3) almost without critique of the restaurant. To elaborate further, first, she 
 

raises the suspicion of sudden popularization or emergence of food trends, 

when there are so many foodie critics shared about the same restaurant and 

menu(ako2018). For her, she believes this might be the first sign of restaurant 

invitation that needs the readers to be attentive to justify the content. In 
 

theory, trendsetting of food with stylistics might help attract the audience, but 

the reader can also decode the intention by identifying the repetitive patterns. 

Even if taste is mediated in the foodie criticism, the visibility of the social media 
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platform—everyone has open access to different foodie critics account to view 

their posts—has allowed the media users/foodie community to set trends and 

identify the power behind trendsetting. 

Second,  a__k__o  makes  a  very  interesting  point  about  food  choice  in 

collusive  foodie  criticism  whereby  repetitive  sharing  of  certain  food/menu 

signifies the fixed menu provided by the respective restaurant, albeit there are 

restaurants offering budget  for foodie  critics to order food from the menu 

freely(ako2018). She adds that the restaurants are surprisingly not so care 

about the repeated items that might raise suspicion from the readers, since the 

restaurant only wants to increase visibility of the restaurant or let the foodie 

critics to introduce the menu informatively(ako2018). One way to look at this 

point is that many restaurantsbelieve the audience is smart enough to know 

whether the foodie criticism is written upon invitation or not, and they care 

less about whether the audience is able to know the foodie critics are invited to 

write. By focusing on visibility and stylistics of the influencer of taste to draw 

attention, the audience might accept this myth of trendsetting of taste, instead 

of resistance, because of the visual signs/celebrity effect. Clearly, this reminds 

the historical fact that the public is familiarized with the potential collusive 

practices  in  the  era  of  food  critics. Ultimately,  it  is  the  decision  of  the 

audience to follow the foodie trends and foodie stylistics remain the pivotal 

strategy to construct our taste and set local food trends. 
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Figure 91: a_k_o’s tips of identified collusive foodie criticism(ako2018)244 
 
 
 
 

Third,  concerning  the  lack  of  critique  of  the  restaurant,  this  might  be 

seemingly an apparent way to look at the restaurant’s effort in serving good 

food or commercializing. On the other hand, attention should be paid to the 

fact that collusive foodie critics do not necessarily write sponsored posts as 

a_k__o suggests(ako2018). As a matter of fact, there are potentialities of the 

restaurant or counterpart of the restaurant to write fake reviews so that the 

restaurant profile looks more trustworthy as part of the mythmaking of taste. 

Whether the foodie criticism is giving a good or bad review of the restaurant, 

there will still be wider consideration and critical reading to find one’s desired 

restaurant. And more importantly, taste is always personal and subjective, 

but  mediated  by  foodie  critics  who  seek  to  accumulate  social  capital  that 

decreases the trustworthiness and autonomy of foodie criticism. Through the 

semiotic  lens  to  decode  the  myth  of  taste  in  foodie  criticism  and  foodie 

 
244a_k_o, ‘<<教大家小心搵食，減少中伏>>,’lastaccessed:17 August2018,https://www.instagram.com/a_k_o/. 
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stylistics, it helps present a holistic picture of the mechanism and power of the 
 

food media industry. A_k_o’s comment and action serve as a good example 
 

of  foodie  critics  in  critically  responding  to  the  re-articulation  power  of 

institutional  power   and  retaining  one’s  autonomy. Therefore,  although 

Instagram as an example of social media platform in circulating foodie criticism 

might be intervened and invaded by institutional power, it gives birth to many 

critical readers/foodie critics, like a_k_o and SSML, who are safeguarding the 

autonomy and democracy of writing foodie criticism on this media space. 

 
 

6.5   Concluding Remarks 
 

From food critic to contemporary foodie critic era, the traditional power of 

media  incorporate  remains  dominant  in  constructing  our  taste,  but  the 

possibility  opened  by  social  media  (e.g.  Instagram)  and  foodie  critic  in 

decentralizing their power and multiplying our exposure to food choices and 

reviews should be well acknowledged. It is also expected that technology and 

social media would remain influential in shaping our food trends, but to what 

extent it helps challenge the institutional power in the future requires further 

examination. As investigated in this research, on one hand, foodie critic and 

social media platform have offered a new channel and method to construct our 

taste  with  visual-inclined  stylistics;  on  the  other  hand,  foodie  critic  might 

collide  with  media  institution  that  reinforces  the  traditional  power.  The 

double-edge  of  becoming  professional  or  foodie  critic  has  reflected  the 

complex power flow in contemporary food media. With increasing number of 

people  becoming  foodies  and  opening  foodie  account  on  Instagram,  it  is 

predicted  that  the  community  power  would  remain  expanding,  but  the 

changing visibility policy on this platform seems to provide difficult for these 
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new comers to enter the professional / authoritative circle. Further research 

might contribute to follow up howfoodies re-articulate power in face of the 

institutionalization  of  the  platform  and  whether  there  are  other  potential 

platforms in providing wider engagement and gain in media capital that help 

decentralize the institutional power. Although it is plausible that 

monopolization  would  not  be  fully  vanished  in  contemporary  food  media 

ecology, the democratic nature of social media and foodie spirit in speaking for 

the public would help contribute a much multiplied and mature food criticism 

realm. 
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8. Appendix:  Questions  Investigated  in  The  Ethnographic 

 

Interview 

 
Borrowing  Johnston’s  and  Baumann’s  interview  design,  this  research 

modifies some of her questions to cope with the need of the present research 

in   the   form   of   questionnaires. Accordingly,   ‘explanation   of   interview 

procedures, the objectives of the research, informed consent, confidentiality’ 

and the content ‘is not being commissioned by any private corporation’245   will 

be   indicated   in   the   questionnaire   for   confidentiality. Altogether,  the 

following questions would be asked: 
 

(i) Please introduce about yourself a bit for your past and present living and 
 

working  and  situation?  [Prompts:  occupation,  age,  education,  family, 

school,  income]  Have  you  been  working  in  the  journalistic  or  culinary 

industry on full-time, part-time or freelance basis? 

(ii) How and when did you get interested in food? 
 
(iii) How and when did you begin your journey as foodies? How often do you 
 

share your posts per week? Do you enjoy your eating and sharing lives, and 

why? 

(iv) What do the term foodie and foodie community mean to you? What kind 
 

of foodie do you consider yourself? Who are the common features of 
 

foodies? [Prompts: age, social class, occupation, education] 
 
(v) What does the term food criticism mean to you, to foodie and to foodie 

 
community? Do you feel the pressure in writing or sharing? 

 
(vi) How often do you eat out per week and what kind of food or restaurants 
 

do  you  most  eat  or  visit?  [Prompts:  soufflé  pancakes,  matcha,  bread, 
 
 

245   Johnston and Bauhamn, Foodies: Democracy and Distinction, 211-2. 
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trendy food, tradition food, random shops] 
 

(vii) Describe  the  kind  of  food  you  love  most  and  tell  me  why  you  like  it. 
 

[Prompts: fine dining, cha chaan teng, pastries, sushi, dim sum, bakery, 

buffet, Korean barbeque shops, cafe] 

(viii) What is authentic food or the food that must be tried as a gourmet and 
 

foodie to your mind, and is authenticity important to you? 
 

(ix) Where  do  you  know  about  the  latest  dining  information?  [Prompts: 
 

newspapers,  magazines,  television,  Openrice,  blogs,  Instagram,  friends, 

foodie friends] And can you name a few trendiest food or restaurants in 

town? 

(x) How often do you travel per year and what kind of food or restaurants 
 

would you seek for? [Prompts: soufflé pancakes, matcha, bread, trendy 

food, tradition food, random shops] 

(xi) Can you name a few food critics on newspapers or magazines? Do you 
 

read and trust their food criticism and how’s your impression of them? 
 

(xii) Can you name a few foodie critics on Instagram? Do you read and trust 
 

their food criticism and how’s your impression of them? 
 

(xiii) Do you grade food explicitly on your Instagram account or implicitly in your 
 

mind, and what kind of criteria will you use? Rank from 1 to 5 in order of 
 

priority which sensory experience—visual, taste, smell, touch, hearing is 

most important to you for your dining visit and sharing respectively? 

(xiv) Do you grade restaurants explicitly on your Instagram account or implicitly 
 

in your mind, and what kind of criteria will you use? Rank from 1 to 5 in 
 

order   of   priority   which   criteria—taste,   price,   service,   hygiene   and 

environment—is most important to you? 

(xv) Has  our  taste/impression  on  food  and  eating habits  changed  after  the 
 

emergence  of  Instagram? If  so,  can  you  describe  briefly  the  reasons 
 

behind? 
 

(xvi) Can you name the kind of restaurants or food you are least interested 
 

about and disliked in the past? 
 

(xvii) Have  you  participated  in  any  food  tasting  events  or  sponsored  meals 
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before? 
 

If yes, can you describe your experience and explain if this will affect your 

writing  of  food  critic;  if  no,  can  you  describe  your  understanding  and 

attitude towards food tasting events or sponsored meals? 

(xviii) Have you used Instagram to promote your foodie account? If yes, can 
 

you 
 

describe your experience. 
 

(xix) Which  social media do you think is most important to foodies? Rank 
 

from 1 to 5 in order of priority—Instagram, Facebook, Openrice, Blogs and 

Dianping (大眾點評). 

(xx) Which social media do you use most frequently? Rank from 1 to 5 in 
 

order of priority—Instagram, Facebook, Openrice, Blogs and Dianping (大

眾點評). 

(xxi) What kind of functions on  Instagram do you think is helpful to you in 
 

writing food criticism and as a foodie? [Prompts: Filters, editing, comments, 

tags, hashtags, location, likes, followers] 
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